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was found to sometimes occur as well. The possible insertion of these boundary tones 
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ABSTRACT 

  

This study describes the prosody of French spoken in the Vaud canton, a 

francophone area of Switzerland. It aims to provide information on a dialect of which 

intonational patterns and speaking rate have never before been described in phonetic 

terms, and tries to understand the features contributing to it being perceived as a non-

standard variety of French. 

A study of read speech showed differences in articulation rate with standard 

French speakers generally reading faster than Vaudois informants. Also, it revealed 

distinctions in text-to-tune alignment concerning AP-initial and AP-final LH points in 

standard French configurations found across groups of standard French and Vaudois 

speakers. The Swiss group appears to position the AP-initial L and H points later in the 

phrase, but the AP-final L and H points earlier than the French group.  

The findings for the study on Vaudois spontaneous speech may account for this 

alignment difference. An analysis of the tonal alignment of each point in the major 

phrase-final LHL pattern helped to determine their phonological status as perhaps a 

bitonal pitch accent (LH*) followed by a boundary tone (L%). An optional H phrase tone 

was found to sometimes occur as well. The possible insertion of these boundary tones 

may create the need to align LH* earlier in Vaudois French. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

There is a widespread stereotype in France on what Swiss French prosody is like. 

When talking about French as it is spoken in Switzerland, people from France often 

volunteer their own imitation of what they call “the Swiss accent”. They typically 

reproduce the stereotypical utterance “y a pas le feu au lac” ( “the lake isn’t on fire”), 

with the metaphorical meaning that there is no reason to hurry. The utterance is 

pronounced at a slower speech rate than in their variety of French, with a melody slightly 

different from their own, and with a distinct intonational pattern from the one they would 

naturally realize. Despite what seems to be a deeply-rooted stereotypical mental 

representation of what the “Swiss accent” should sound like, there have been no 

empirical studies on prosodic aspects of Swiss French, and very few investigations have 

so far targeted the phonetics and phonology of French spoken in various cantons of 

Switzerland. Andreassen (2003) has recently studied schwas and liaison in the variety of 

French spoken in the Vaud canton within the Optimality Theory framework, and 

Woerling and Boula de Mareüil (2006) have shown that listeners can discriminate a 

Swiss speaker from speakers of other variety of French. Grosjean et al. (2007) recently 

studied long and short vowels in Parisian and Swiss (Neuchâtel) French. Theirs is one of 

the most important recent contributions, but much still remains to be done in the study of 

Swiss varieties of French from an acoustic phonetic perspective. 
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The small number of reports on phonetic aspects, and especially prosodic aspects, 

of Swiss French may be due to the difficulty of overtly recording vernacular speech in the 

French-speaking cantons of Switzerland. Swiss French speakers are aware that their 

“accent” is mocked in France, and consider their French to be deviant from the norm. 

This norm refers to the standards taught in schools and diffused in the media regarding 

the rules of pronunciation of the language, i.e. the projection of how French should be 

spoken “properly”. Speakers in Switzerland place themselves at the periphery of a 

linguistic model, referred to as standard French. Attributed to the capital city of France, 

Paris, and propagated throughout the francophone world as the most desirable model of 

linguistic expression, so-called standard French stands in sharp opposition with French 

spoken by the Swiss. The latter, aware of the stigmata of their peripheral, local linguistic 

varieties, know that they have become a linguistic stereotype in the francophone world. 

As a result, the Swiss adopt mixed attitudes towards French (Singy 1996; Prikhodkine 

2002). It is translated, for instance, in both the depreciation and valorization of certain 

local expressions. On the one hand, the Swiss are proud of their identity and unique 

cultural heritage, but uncomfortable with the stigmatized attitudes of outsiders towards 

the local varieties of French that they speak.  As an illustration, Prikhodkine (2002) 

shows that the Swiss have a positive attachment to French archaisms, perhaps because 

they represent a unique feature of French in Switzerland, while Germanic phrases are 

regarded negatively as they are foreign and thus cannot be understood by those who 

speak “standard French”. An example of an archaism is “septante” (as opposed to the 

standard “soixante-dix” for seventy) and an example of a Germanism is “poutser” (as 

opposed to the standard “nettoyer” for to clean, from German putzen). 
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Such attitudes from the French and the francophone Swiss towards French spoken 

in Switzerland suggest that differences between local varieties of Swiss French and 

French spoken in Northern France must be clearly salient in speech and thus deserve to 

be investigated. At the same times, these attitudes prove to be a challenge for empirical 

research on this non-standard dialect, as the investigator must navigate through the 

speakers’ conflicting emotions towards their own speech.  

First the question to answer is “what is Swiss French?”. Several aspects of the 

language that unify French-speaking people in Switzerland will be discussed in this 

chapter. Those are linguistic, geographic, and cultural. An important common feature 

among the types of French spoken in francophone Switzerland is that these local varieties 

of Swiss French lie in the Francoprovençal domain, a dialect area in Europe. A historical 

and descriptive account of linguistic varieties of Francoprovençal will be provided in 

section 1.3. Next the local variety of Swiss French spoken in the Vaud canton, i.e. around 

the city of Lausanne, will be described, and accounts of its linguistic features reviewed. 

No phonetic analyses have been proposed until now for this local variety, therefore there 

is limited information on the subject. There are however several impressionistic accounts 

that have come to an agreement about many features, from which this research project 

draws some of its hypotheses. An introduction to the phonology of intonation will also be 

offered, first by reviewing several approaches to the analysis of intonation, with 

particular attention to models that serve in the description of French in this work. These 

representations will help report findings on Vaudois French in subsequent chapters. 

Finally, a section will describe the different phases of fieldwork in Switzerland and link 

them to the chapters of the present dissertation. 
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1.2 Switzerland: linguistic and cultural situation 

Switzerland is a country known for having four national languages: German, 

French, Italian, and Romansch, among which the first three are also official languages. 

According to the data available from the 2000 Swiss census,
1
 63.7% of the population 

speaks primarily German, 20.4% French, 6.5% Italian, and 0.5% Romansch. The French-

speaking part of the country is referred to as “la Suisse Romande” or even simply as “la 

Romandie”.  

 

Figure 1.1: Cantonal map of Switzerland.
2
 Francophone cantons are, from North to 

South, Jura (JU), Neuchâtel (NE), Vaud (VD), and Genève (GE). French is spoken in 

parts of the Bern (BE), Fribourg (FR), and Valais (VS) cantons. 

                                                
1
 Data from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office can be accessed at 

http://www.bfs.admin.ch/  

 
2
 From http://www.ch.ch/verzeichnis/index.html?lang=fr&viewpage=kanton  
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LANGUAGE % OF POPULATION NUMBER OF SPEAKERS 

German 63.7 4,640,359 

French 20.4 1,485,056 

Italian 6.5 470,961 

Romansch 0.5 35,095 

Other 9 656,539 

 

Table 1.1: National languages spoken across Switzerland in 2000, in percent and in 

absolute numbers, adapted from the data in the 2005 report from the Swiss Federal 

Statistical Office. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: National languages spoken across Switzerland in 2000. The pie chart refers to 

the percentage numbers given in Table 1.1. 

  

The situation of French in Switzerland is generally described as follows: (1) the 

exclusively francophone cantons are Jura, Neuchâtel, Vaud, and Geneva, and (2) French 

is spoken in parts of the Bern, Fribourg, and Valais cantons (Bovet 1986:7; Walter and 

Fawcett 1994:142; Manno 2004:333; Thibault and Knecht 2004:857). However, there is 

no one single type of French spoken in Switzerland. The term “Romandie” refers to the 
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areas in Switzerland where French is spoken, and “Romands” to the French-speaking 

inhabitants of Switzerland, but does not reflect the fact that there is no unified variety of 

French spoken in the country. Lexical and segmental phonetic differences are observed 

from one canton to another, and even within a single canton. The fact that there are 

differences has been reported by several authors, but not necessarily described in much 

phonetic detail (Knecht 1985:158; Arès 1994:12; Manno 2004:333).  

The concept of a homogeneous Swiss French is also an illusion. Arès (1994:12) 

remarks that it is impossible to contrast standard French with “Swiss French” in general 

because each region of Romandie has its own linguistic pecularities, and there is no 

unified norm. Manno (2004:333) mentions that there are common features across French-

speaking Switzerland, but most regional characteristics are limited to a particular area, 

and are sometimes found in France as well. This heterogeneity, he says, can be explained 

by the interaction of many elements: the existence of different dialectal domains in 

Romandie (Francoprovençal and Franc-Comtois dialects – more details in section 1.3), 

different political and religious situations, different linguistic configurations in that some 

cantons are bilingual. On the other hand, Manno points out the emergence of an “identité 

romande” (333): French-speaking Swiss may not speak the same dialect, but they form a 

francophone group with a common culture that is different from the culture of the 

German-speaking Swiss. Because the political views of the French Swiss are consistently 

different from those of the German Swiss, and because the latter outnumber the former, 

the Romands’ choices in elections tend to be defeated. 

This imaginary wall creating a language and cultural barrier between the French-

speaking and German speaking Swiss is called by the Swiss themselves “Röstigraben” 
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(gap of Rösti) on the German side, and “Rideau de Rösti” (curtain of Rösti) on the French 

side (Flütsch 2005). Rösti is a Swiss culinary specialty made of potatoes and cheese 

roasted in a skillet, eaten throughout Switzerland but clearly perceived as a German 

Swiss dish. This specialty is therefore recognized as a symbol belonging to the entire 

Swiss population, regardless of language, but is more commonly prepared in German-

speaking cantons, thus underlining subtle cultural distinctions defining different areas of 

the country.  

The term “Röstigraben” has been used since the 1970 to designate the discrepancy 

in mentality between the two linguistic sides. Very often, election and referendum results 

show that this cultural barrier is a reality, both sides consistently voting in opposite ways 

from each other. In that sense, speakers in Romandie form a unit through a common 

language, culture and ideology. However, Swiss French is a plural entity and cannot be 

described as one. This is why this dissertation will focus more precisely on one form of 

Swiss French, which is the variety of French spoken in the Vaud canton. 
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Figure 1.3: Humoristic illustration of the Röstigraben entitled “History through time: The 

big curtain of Rösti, symbol of our national unity” (Flütsch 2005). 

 

 

What is the Swiss French accent, then? Called accent suisse in French, it is a 

common phrase that French citizens use to refer to their representation of the Swiss’ 

regional French, often regardless of cantonal origin. The label accent refers to auditory 

phonological characteristics interpreted by the listeners as an indication of the speakers’ 

geographical or social background. Generally, one perceives an accent as the speech 

features of the speaker differs from one’s own, suggesting an affiliation to a different 

group, with the connotations that it entails (Pohl 1986:133). 

While there might be similarities in pronunciation across Romandie (Pohl 

1986:134), and while, as was informally observed during fieldwork for this dissertation, 
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people from France may put all Swiss French dialects in the same accent suisse basket, 

there is no homogeneous so-called Swiss accent. If outsiders fail to discriminate between 

the speech of a Neuchâtelois and that of a Vaudois, it is perhaps because their ears are not 

sensitive to what they would consider to be subtle differences. Indeed, as Vaissière & 

Boula de Mareüil explain, “certain parameters may be distinctive to certain listeners (for 

example locals) but not to others” (2004:1). This is why it is difficult to provide 

quantitative descriptions of accents. Accent perception is subjective and varies from one 

listener to another. However inaccurate the conception of a collective Swiss accent might 

be, it is a reality in wider francophone community deserves acknowledging. The term 

“Swiss accent” will therefore be used in the present work when writing about that 

perceived representation of homogenous speech patterns in French-speaking Switzerland. 

This designation is used despite possible negative interference with the phonological 

terminology of “accented syllables”, for instance. To prevent such a confusion, the word 

accent will be shown in italics whenever the term refers to stereotypical characteristics of 

speech indexing speakers’ dialectal origins. 

 

1.3 Francoprovençal 

If French-speaking Switzerland can function as a linguistic unit on some level, it 

is because most of it is contained in a region at one point dominated by Francoprovençal 

dialects. This section will present the origins and known features of this ensemble of 

dialects, and will discuss its current situation. Its influence on French in the region is still 

not clear, and its function as a substratum is debatable. This is why it is important to 

understand the nature of Francoprovençal before analyzing Vaudois French and drawing 
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conclusions on a hypothetical interaction between those dialects and the variety of French 

spoken in the Vaud canton. 

 

1.3.1 Overview 

Francoprovençal
3
 as spoken in France and Switzerland is considered endangered 

by the UNESCO.
4
 The dialects are better transmitted in Italy where 70,000 speakers still 

use it commonly (Gordon 2005). As for France, Cerquiglini (2003:121) reports that there 

are fewer than 100,000 speakers, and unlike in Italy, there is no longer family 

transmission to next generations. Francoprovençal is not taught in schools either. In 

Switzerland, some reports put the number of speakers of different Francoprovençal 

dialects at 7,000 (Gordon 2005), while others estimate it at 15,000 (Kristol 1998:112). 

Knecht (1985:143) gives an estimate that 1 to 2% of the speakers in Romandie use patois, 

i.e. the Francoprovençal dialect spoken there, as speakers call it. In any case, the vast 

majority of speakers is concentrated in the Valais canton, and especially in the little 

village of Evolène. These people still pass on the dialect to younger generations, although 

at a decreasing frequency, as speakers are aging. Krier (1983:43), who conducted a study 

in the Valais area, points out that women prefer to speak French with their children as a 

way to give them assets in school. It is therefore usually easier to find male speakers of 

                                                
3
 An alternate spelling is Franco-Provençal, and an alternate designation is Arpitan. The 

Arpitan Cultural Alliance (http://www.arpitania.ch/) indicates that the hyphen-free 

spelling is preferred to avoid confusions that Francoprovençal might be a mix between 

French and Provençal, and to emphasize its independent nature. The term Arpitan 

distances itself even more from associations with the Oïl and Oc languages. 

 
4
 http://www.helsinki.fi/~tasalmin/europe_report.html#FProven%E7al  
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the local dialect. To sum it up, Francoprovençal dialects in Switzerland fare better than in 

France, but not as well as in Italy (Maître and Matthey 2004:378). Both Maître & 

Matthey (2004) and Krier (1983) cite exogamy as a major factor in the progression of 

French as a primary language. 

The Italian linguist Ascoli identified the Francoprovençal domain in 1873 as part 

of the Gallo-Romance area (Ascoli 1878). According to him, it constitutes a third 

addition to the two language groups composed of Northern French (langues d’Oïl) and 

Provençal (langues d’Oc). A map of dialects and regional languages in and around 

France is provided in Figure 1.4 below. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Map of dialects and regional languages in and around France (Battye and 

Hintze 1992:357) 
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Through his own research and mapping he determined that Francoprovençal dialects
5
 

were spoken in the region around Grenoble (France) and Geneva (Switzerland), with 

Lyon (France) as its central point. The dialects probably originated during the 

Romanization period, Lyon (called Lugdunum) being a major center of the Roman 

Empire and developed from the 6
th

 to 12
th

 centuries under the influence of languages 

spoken in Northern France, Southern France as well as those spoken by the Burgundian 

invaders (Gardette 1983:570-4). 

At the time of Ascoli’s research, the Francoprovençal  dialects extended through 

most of the Romandie area and as far as Northern Italy. Their common features reside in 

their similarities to both groups of Oïl and Oc, thus being a sort of transitional bridge 

between those two major dialectal domains (Hall 1949:3; Battye and Hintze 1992:302). 

Lodge (1993:77) for instance provides a prototypical example illustrating the 

intermediary phonological features of the Francoprovençal group: “to sing” is chanter in 

French, chantar in Francoprovençal, and cantar in Occitan. However, it was established 

that they are not an exact middle in the Gallo-Romance family as they have more 

similarities to the group of Oïl than to that of Oc (Gardette 1983:576; Klingebiel 

1985:393; Cerquiglini, Alessio, and Sibille 2003:117). The Burgundian influence appears 

to be weak as well (Gardette 1983:579). In fact, Gardette (582-3) identifies two major 

elements playing a role in the evolution of the Francoprovençal domain. Firstly, a 

conservative attitude towards language maintained some phonetic features of Latin, and 

secondly, the effect of Northern French contributed to the decline in power of the 

                                                
5
 Krier (1985:26) notes that early on they were viewed as languages but are today more 

commonly considered dialects. 
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Lugdunum area and facilitated the export of phonetic innovations in those dialectal 

varieties to Francoprovençal. 

To some scholars the existence of the Francoprovençal domain is an indubitable 

reality (Wartburg 1962; Gardette 1983). But because the transition to the 

Francoprovençal domain from other groups is quite smooth, it is difficult to draw a 

definite isogloss. Some then argue that there is no tangible proof to the linguistic veracity 

of a separate Francoprovençal dialectal domain (Hall 1949; Meyer 1875). Hall (1959:14) 

concludes: 

We do not need to abandon the term Franco-Provençal, since it has been 

consecrated by usage and fills a real need in referring to the dialects of 

Switzerland, Franche-Comté, and the middle Rhône valley. In our use and 

interpretation of the concept, however, we should understand its true 

relation to the Gallo-Romance dialects as a whole, and particularly to the 

wide transitional area of which Franco-Provençal is but the eastern part. 

 

Lodge (1993) speculates that due to its central location, it is not surprising that the 

Francoprovençal area was influenced from both the North and the South. It is a 

heterogeneous zone of influences but the topography of this mountainous region also 

tended to isolate certain groups and contributed to the preservations of some old language 

forms. One of the foundational works in variationist sociolinguistics showing that even 

isolated dialects are subject to social stratification is Gauchat’s study (1905) of a small 

village in Romandie, Charmey. His research there has been explicitly motivated by the 

isolated geographical location of this village. Gauchat writes: “[…] I preferred Charmey 

for the following reasons: thanks to its geographical situation, the place has had little 

contact with other localities; it is situated on a single road […] On this road, Charmey is 
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the last francophone village.” (2-3).
6
 Gauchat chose an isolated village as a test case: 

“[…] if the unity if local dialects is a fact [as Neogrammarians claimed it is], then it is in 

Charmey that one would expect to find it.” (3).
7
 

But the prestige of standard French finally reached the Francoprovençal area from 

the large cities, consequently creating heterogeneous dialects and weakening the 

development of the Francoprovençal domain (Cerquiglini, Alessio, and Sibille 2003:119). 

The decline of Francoprovençal dialects is also due in part, as Krier (1985:28) explains, 

to the competition with two national languages around the domain (French and German), 

and especially to the fact that its speakers are split between three countries (France, 

Switzerland, Italy) and two religions (Catholicism and Protestantism). Those 

geographical, political, religious, and cultural differences formed an obstacle to the 

cohesion of the language group. French became the administrative language of the 

Francoprovençal zone very early, whether the area itself was part of France or not, from 

the 14
th

 to the 16
th
 century (Tuaillon 2001:12). 

Indeed, the Francoprovençal dialect zone never had edges corresponding to 

political lines (Gardette 1983:583) and its speakers today do not have the feeling of 

belonging to a large, unified political unit. Instead, they embrace a local identity: 

Valaisan, Savoyard, etc. (Cerquiglini, Alessio, and Sibille 2003:117). However, 

Klingebiel (1985:392-3) found that Morf 
 
(1911) matched diocese limits to those of the 

Francoprovençal dialects, that of Lyon corresponding to the West border, and that of 

                                                
6
 “[…] j’ai préféré Charmey pour les raisons suivantes: grâce à sa situation géographique, 

l’endroit a eu peu de relations avec d’autres localités; il est situé sur une seule route […] 

Sur cette route, Charmey est le dernier village romand.” (Gauchat 1905:2-3) 
7
 “Si l’unité des parlers villageois est un fait, c’est bien à Charmey qu’on s’attendrait à la 

rencontrer.” (Gauchat 1905 :3) 
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Vienne to the South one. His idea emphasizes the Roman roads as being the 

communication links from one diocese to the other, and a Francoprovençal spreading 

path (Figure 1.5 below shows an road map from the time of Ancient Rome). But despite 

the strategic position of Lyon and its economic power, Francoprovençal dialects never 

came to dominate beyond local villages, never were standardized, and never gave rise to 

an official written system, although several attempts at codifying Francoprovençal have 

been made in recent years (Stich 1998; Tuaillon 2001:26; Cerquiglini, Alessio, and 

Sibille 2003:120).  

The examples of Francoprovençal literature consist mostly of local satire bits on 

politics and comedic texts. The poet Aimon de Varenne, from Lyon, already used French 

in the 13
th

 century (Cerquiglini, Alessio, and Sibille 2003:120-1). The texts written in 

Francoprovençal were all written in local forms, particular to the village or city the 

authors came from, as it was not the authors’ goals to write in a global variety of their 

dialect that could be understood by all (Tuaillon 2001:21). Odin (1886:8-10) also 

underlines the great variety inside the Francoprovençal domain itself in his description of 

the dialects spoken in the canton of Vaud. He establishes eleven different regions within 

the canton limits showing enough differences to be considered distinct subgroups. 
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Figure 1.5: Map of the Roman road network demarcating the Francoprovençal zone 

(Gardette 1983:612) 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Current map of the Francoprovençal domain across France, Switzerland, and 

Italy (Tuaillon 2001:8) 
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1.3.2 Phonological characteristics 

Francoprovençal dialects are not well-known today since it is quite difficult to 

study them. First, they were never homogeneous and therefore show great variability 

(Escoffier 1990:11). Secondly, those who speak it natively are an aging population 

(Knecht 1985:143; Maître and Matthey 2004:379). As Maître & Matthey note, it is 

increasingly hard to find native speakers to interview (2004:380). In this section, 

accounts of features believed to be common in the entire Francoprovençal space will be 

reviewed, with a special focus on the prosodic system. For more information about 

segmental characteristics, Gauchat’s 1905 study in Charmey, a village in the Fribourg 

canton (1905) is a good resource. 

By learning more about Francoprovençal intonational patterns, it will be 

particularly interesting to address the question of contact between Francoprovençal and 

French in the Vaud canton once there is more information on Vaudois intonational 

configurations. Although Francoprovençal dialects are not used in that region anymore, it 

is possible that at some point it affected the way French was spoken, and remnants of that 

influence can perhaps be found in Vaudois French today, in which case it might be 

appropriate to call it a substrate language, or substratum. Bovet (1986:11-2) already 

refers to Francoprovençal as a substratum of Vaudois French and provides a few 

examples drawn from syntax. However, with the little data available on Francoprovençal, 

and its fragmented history, calling it a substratum at this stage would be a big leap 

without more information. 

What we do know to date is the following. Tuaillon (2001:12) remarks a few 

common features across the dialects of the Francoprovençal group: (1) the conservation 
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of word-final unstressed vowels; (2) the conservation of the Latin stressed vowel A under 

the form of [a] or [o], even in open syllables; (3) a strong palatalization of the Latin A, 

stressed or unstressed. 

Because today in the Vaud canton spoken Francoprovençal patois is extremely 

rare, if not extinct (Krier 1985:27), this study cannot claim to have found data on the type 

of Francoprovençal spoken there. Krier (1985) provides a detailed account of the 

linguistic variety used in the village of Saint-Luc in the Valais canton of Switzerland, 

adjacent to the Vaud canton. Another study of Francoprovençal was done by the Centre 

de Dialectologie et d’Etudes du Français Régional at the Université de Neuchâtel.
8
 This 

center has done extensive fieldwork in Evolène since the 1990s, a small village in the 

Valais canton where a spoken Francoprovençal dialect is spoken on a daily basis and still 

somewhat transmitted to younger generations. Some of their findings are reported by 

Maître & Matthey (2004), and videos of informants during the data collection process are 

available on the website of the Center, on the ALAVAL project page.
9
 So far, however, it 

seems that no prosodic analyses have been conducted on those recently recorded 

Francoprovençal speech samples. 

 The reports concerning the prosodic system seem to indicate that Francoprovençal 

dialects differ from those of Northern French and resemble those from the Oc domain 

more on that aspect than any other, in that pitch accents seem to be associated to the 

lexical level (more on standard French accent placement in section 1.6). Krier (1985:92-

3) provides a brief description for the variety she observed. She writes that “l’accent”, 

                                                
8
 http://www2.unine.ch/dialectologie/ 

 
9
 Atlas Linguistique Audiovisuel du Valais Roman: 

http://www2.unine.ch/dialectologie/page9353.html  
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which can be interpreted to mean “stress”, falls on the ultimate or penultimate syllable of 

the word, with the rare exception of proparoxytons such as [mUn»tikula] (hill). In 

addition she offers two pairs of words in which the location of the pitch accent is 

contrastive: [»Sapa] (holly) vs. [Sa»pa] (to dig), and [»zUfa] (saliva) vs. [zU»fa] (to spit). 

She underlines that such distinction usually occurs with words of different grammatical 

categories and is not very common. Cerquiglini (2003) puts forth examples of paroxytons 

as well (117), and illustrates the existence of both oxytons and paroxytons reflected in the 

name of French cities. He indicates that the letter z occurs word-finally in spelling when 

stress  does not fall on the last syllable of the word, and x  when stress does occur on the 

final syllable. The city names La Clusaz [la»klyza] and Chamonix [tsamo»ni] illustrate 

his point (121).  

Stich (1998:74-7) also alludes to z signifying the absence of a pitch accent 

(“accent tonique”) on that last syllable. But in his view, the default accentual 

configuration in Francoprovençal dialects is that all words are stressed on their last 

syllables. Paroxytons are placed in an exceptional group. He cites those as being words 

ending with –e, –a, or –o (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs), –es, or –os (plural nouns 

and adjectives), -es (2
nd

 person, singular, for verb endings), and –ont (3
rd

 person, plural, 

for verb endings). He also notes that 95% of the time, stress is assigned on the same 

syllable as it occurs in French, which is usually the same one as that in Latin. Table 1.2 is 

an adaptation of his illustration of regular words on page 76 of his book. The following 

exceptions are listed: many monosyllabic function words, late Latin borrowings, words 

containing a schwa in a stressed syllable, words constructed through analogy, and certain 

‘marginalized’ forms. The examples that he gives lead one to wonder if the generalization 
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of a syllable-final pitch accent default configuration is reasonable, since there seem to be 

many exceptions to that rule. Claiming a lexical stress pattern based on Latin 

configurations appears to be more predictable. It also matches other scholars’ 

descriptions of Francoprovençal being distinct from Northern French and closer to 

Southern Gallo-Romance languages in that respect. 

 

LATIN FRENCH FRANCOPROVENÇAL OCCITAN GLOSS 

anima âme ârma arma soul 

leporem lièvre lévra lèbre hare 

patrem père pâre paire father 

veracem vrai veré verai true 

amabilem aimable amâblo aimable lovable 

cineres cendres cindres cendres ashes 

hedera lierre lérra èura ivy 

capistrum chevêtre chevètro cabestre carrying beam 

flebilem faible fêblo feble weak 

Table 1.2: comparison of pitch accent placement in Latin, French, Francoprovençal, and 

Occitan. The Latin location is preserved across languages. 

 

 

As for Krier’s study, it provides insight about the Francoprovençal prosodic 

system as well. It seems that the location of stress in the dialect that she investigated has 

effects on consonantal gemination. Martinet (1956:87) also notes consequences of 

metrical strength of syllables on consonants in his study of the Francoprovençal 

Hauteville patois in the Savoie region, in France. He remarks that stress is assigned either 

on the penultimate or ultimate syllable of words and has a contrastive function. He 
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comments that in some cases gemination of the consonant following the stressed syllable 

occurs. This is reminiscent of the phenomenon called Raddoppiamento Sintattico in 

Italian (Borrelli 2000). In addition, Krier (107-8) briefly mentions that declarative 

sentences in Francoprovençal dialects, as in many languages, are marked by a final 

falling pitch movements, and interrogations by rising ones. There are nevertheless no 

phonetic analyses supporting any of those accounts, and as a consequence there are no 

frequency values to report. 

 

1.3.3 Today 

The most recent research on Francoprovençal started in the 1990s and is still 

currently being conducted by teams at the Centre de Dialectologie et d’Etudes du 

Français Régional at the Université de Neuchâtel, as mentioned in section 1.3.2. The 

Center’s study in Evolène (Maître and Matthey 2004) reveals that attitudes have been 

changing towards the patois: older generations see its usage undesirable in today’s world 

and think the youth should learn more ‘useful’ languages, while younger generations are 

increasingly becoming attached to the patois and see it as a cultural heritage. One 

informant in their study offered to explain this switch through the concept of world 

globalization, a phenomenon that encourages people to get closer to their roots in order to 

affirm their identity opposite other cultures. In addition, behavior from those outside of 

the Francoprovençal community has also evolved. Before, patois speakers would be 

looked at disparagingly. Now, visitors in the Evolène area who do not recognize the 

language that they hear around town are eager to learn more about it. Perhaps this is due 

to the revalorization of local dialects in France and its surrounding areas in recent years 
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(more and more often dialect courses are offered in schools; street names are written in 

local dialects and standard French in some cities, like Alstatian in Strasbourg for 

instance). 

The results of the Evolène studies (Maître and Matthey 2004) also show that the 

longer one family has lived in the commune, the more likely they are to use the dialect on 

a daily basis. Today, exogamy contributes to the decrease in patois users, dispersing 

native speakers outside of Evolène where the patois is not transmitted. There is also great 

variability in usage among families. Some speakers report communicating in 

Francoprovençal only with certain members of their family (for instance, not with their 

spouse, but with their children; a father to his daughter, but not the mother to the 

daughter; a son to his mother on the phone, but not face to face). On how to acquire the 

patois, the older generation thinks that it has to be done as a first language, very early in 

life. The younger generation has a different opinion and believes that it would be 

beneficial to learn it at school, since its use has diminished at home and they do not have 

the opportunity to practice with their relatives anymore. 

 

1.4 Characteristics of the variety of French spoken in the Vaud canton 

Although it is often assumed that linguistic features of Francoprovençal varieties 

have seeped into the French variety spoken in the Vaud canton of Swizterland,
10

 no 

                                                
10

 http://www.arpitana.ch: “[L’arpitan] connaît de nombreuses variations locales. Son 

déclin continue, mais son expression s'est maintenue avec un accent et des formes 

lexicales propres (accents suisse […]) » (“Arpitan has many local variations. Its decline 

continues, but its expression has been maintained with its own accent and lexical forms 

(Swiss accent […])”. 
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phonetic data are available to confirm that hypothesis. There have been several 

descriptions of Swiss French characteristics, but they are based on auditory impressions. 

The features that were examined have apparently not been formally linked to the 

Francoprovençal substrate. Knecht (1984) explains that the phonetic features 

distinguishing Swiss French from standard French can be explained either by speakers’ 

innovations or transfers from the dialectal substratum, but he does not provide further 

details supporting his claim. Descriptions of Swiss French, and more particularly Vaudois 

French when the data is available, will now be reviewed.  

Knecht & Rubattel (1984) as well as Métral (1977) are two major studies on the 

topic, and the examples below are drawn from their work. Since the present dissertation 

focuses on intonation, segmental features of Vaudois French are only briefly reviewed. 

The upcoming overview is nevertheless necessary so that the reader who is unfamiliar 

with the varieties of Swiss French can better evaluate how they differ from standard 

French. An in-depth phonetic analysis of Vaudois features would be helpful in 

complementing the intuitive knowledge that has been offered until now. This research 

project will be reserved for the future.  

 

1.4.1 Lexical features 

Vocabulary is an area in which Swiss French differs from the standard. Many lists 

and discussions on lexical categorization are available on what is for instance considered 

to be a German calque, an archaism, a helvetism, etc. (Guillebert 1858; Bayard and 

Jolivet 1984; Knecht and Rubattel 1984; Knecht 1985; Schläpfer 1985; Arès 1994; Singy 

1996; Prikhodkine 2002; Manno 2004; Thibault and Knecht 2004). The mere existence of 
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such extensive studies can be taken as useful indications of prolonged contact of Swiss 

French with Swiss German dialects. Examples of calques are expression in French 

translated directly from German, such as the noun witseur (a witty/funny person) that 

comes from the German word Witz, for joke, or the verb poutser (to clean) from the 

German verb putzen. Archaism is a term used in the literature to designate words and 

expressions that are no longer used in standard French, but are still employed commonly 

by certain speakers in Switzerland, such as septante (seventy, in standard French 

soixante-dix) or benzine (gasoline, in standard French essence). Helvetisms are regional 

terms that were created in Switzerland and are not found anywhere else, such as numéro 

postal for postal code. In standard French, it is translated as code postal (Manno 2004). 

 

1.4.2 Syntactic features 

Regarding syntax, Knecht (1984:141) attributes Francoprovençal influence 

directly to certain grammatical structures common in the Romandie zone. Some instances 

are “j’ai personne vu”, which would be “je n’ai vu personne” (I did not see anyone) in 

standard French. Another Swiss grammatical structure that is typically explained by the 

influence of Francoprovençal is using the verb vouloir as an auxiliary to create a 

periphrastic future tense. Furthermore, Bovet (1986:13) cites phrases with two conjugated 

auxiliary verbs such as “j’ai déjà eu fait du vélo” (“Je faisais du vélo” – I used to bike 

ride), arguing that they have been attested in Francoprovençal. She and Knecht agree that 

many of those configurations were first believed to be based on German syntax. Manno 

(2004) also applies the term substratum to the Francoprovençal dialects, as a way to say 

that it underlies certain constructions of Swiss French (351). But without further data, it is 
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difficult to establish which language had influence on Swiss French in a particular case. 

This is a topic that requires more research on the history of contact between French, 

Francoprovençal, and German.  

 

1.4.3 Segmental phonetic features 

Some segmental characteristics described as widespread found across French-

speaking Switzerland are described in this section. Metral’s informants (1977:157) 

assured him that the words “brin” (blade of grass) and “brun” (brown), merging into 

[b“E)] in standard French (Gadet 1997; Berit Hansen 2001), are clearly distinct in their 

French Swiss dialects ([b“E)] and [b“ø)]). Pohl (1986:134) underlines this feature as a 

common trait between the Swiss and the Belgian French varieties. His list also contains a 

contrast between long and short vowels as in “né” [ne] vs. “née” [ne˘] (born, masculine 

and feminine), or “ami” [ami] vs. “amie” [ami˘] (friend, masculine and feminine). On 

that topic, Métral’s subjects (161) have different intuitions, some describing it as indeed 

an elongated vowel, yet others depicting it more as a diphthong [ij]. He remarks that the 

addition of [j] in words like “armée” ([a“mej] – army) is especially obvious in the Vaud, 

Genève, and Neuchâtel cantons. Bovet (1986:12) suggests that this feature corresponds to 

a trace left by Latin, which suffix -atam became -ée in French, and –âye in 

Francoprovençal dialects, implying that the Swiss diphthongs are a direct consequence of 

contact with Francoprovençal. 

Another category of distinctions between the standard and the Swiss regional 

varieties concerns the aperture in the mid-vowel system. The contrast between [e] and [E] 
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is maintained in Switzerland while in standard French it tends to be lost in open syllables 

(Métral 1977; Pohl 1986). In addition, unaccented “e”, which is pronounced either [e] or 

[E] in standard French, is produced in an open manner in Romandie. The expression 

“d’étoiles” (“of stars”) is expected to be pronounced [detwal] in standard French, as 

would its homophone “des toiles” (“some canvas”). These phrases become minimal pairs 

in Switzerland as “d’étoiles” contains an unaccented “e”, and is consequently pronounced 

[E] (“d’étoiles” [dEtwal] vs. “des toiles” [detwal]). Métral specifies that this rule does not 

usually apply in the Valais region (148). As for the back mid-vowels [o] and [ç], in word-

final positions the French use the closed one [o], but the Swiss, except in the Geneva 

area, alternate between the two, privileging the open version to match the orthography 

“o” and “ot” as in “pot” ([pç] – pot), and the closed version for “au” or “eau” as in 

“peau” ([po] – skin). Nevertheless, Métral points out many exceptions. Great variability 

with this rule was noticed among the speakers recruited for this dissertation. As for the 

central mid-vowels [ø] and [œ], standard French uses the former in open syllables, and 

the latter in closed syllables, with a few exceptions (Tranel 1987). In Swiss French 

dialects, [ø] is used in more contexts. For instance, “fleuve” (“river”) pronounced [flOv] 

is acceptable in Switzerland but not in France. This phenomenon was observed during 

fieldwork as well, especially in the Neuchâtel canton, and it was not restricted to central 

mid-vowels but also occurred with the back mid-vowels [o] and [ç], as in “école” 

(“school”) and “fort” (“strong”) with [Ekol] and [fo“] as opposed to standard French 

[ekçl] and [fç“]. Finally, the Vaud canton has particularities that are not found 

everywhere across French-speaking Switzerland. For example, the vowel quality 
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distinction between “patte” (“paw”) [pat] and “pâte” (“paste”) [pAt] is still active there, 

as it is in Québec and certain regions of France. “Pâte” [pAt] is pronounced in a more 

posterior position and has a longer duration than “patte” [pat]. In other parts of 

Romandie, this contrast is preserved mostly through durational features (Métral 

1977:152). 

 

1.4.4 Prosodic features 

As far as prosodic system is concerned, only impressionistic reports are available. 

Bovet (1986:11) writes that Belgians and the Swiss are recognizable by their intonational 

patterns, and that the famous accent suisse gives them away. She also recognizes that this 

accent suisse means nothing to a Vaudois who will claim that his/her accent has nothing 

to do with that of a Valaisan, as could say a Belgian from Liège province and one from 

Brussels (Hambye and Francard 2004). Knecht (1984:142) admits that linguists have to 

rely on their intuition due to lack of phonetic studies on the matter and confesses that the 

impression of a Swiss accent is based on stereotypes. However, he emits the idea that 

while French dialects in Switzerland differ from one area to another, they may be 

grouped in a unit through their intonation, which could be why people outside of 

Switzerland seem to amalgamate all Swiss dialects with each other in the way they 

perceive them. In Knecht’s opinion, all varieties of French spoken in the Francoprovençal 

domain in Switzerland have an accentual pattern derived from the substrate dialects in 

that stress is assigned on the penultimate syllable of words. This is, he continues, 

accompanied by a strong accent of “insistence” on the first consonant and syllable of 

words, deprived of any stylistic value, unlike in standard French. This description seems 
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to match that of initial H accents in standard French, although they occur without any 

stylistic implications as far as we know. Secondly Knecht points out that the Swiss seem 

to talk at a slower rate than the French. He reaches the conclusion that the main 

difference between Swiss French and standard French resides in their phonetic features 

and concerns especially intonation and speech rate: “the main difference between 

regional French [in Switzerland] and the standard variety is of a phonetic order, and has 

to do more particularly with rate and intonation.” (143).
11

  

Métral (1977:146), on the other hand, is of the opinion that the accentual system 

differs across cantons, and thus cannot be the common denominator of the Swiss accent. 

He suggests that the initial accent mentioned above is less typical in the Fribourg and 

Valais areas, and describes a rise in pitch on the syllable preceding the stressed syllable. 

In addition, several reports agree on describing Swiss French as a variety displaying 

penultimate syllable stress on words rather than phrases as in standard French – treated as 

a remnant of the Francoprovençal influence – and singularizing itself through a slower 

speech rate than observed for standard French (Vouga 1984; Singy 1995). Singy (1995) 

describes a “resistance to the [standard] accentual pattern […] probably due to the 

Francoprovençal substrate that distinguishes itself from varieties of Oïl through an 

accentuation on the penultimate syllable [which] results in francophone Switzerland […] 

in a tendency to accentuate the first syllable of a bisyllabic word” (216).
12

  

                                                
11

 “la principale différence entre le français régional [en Suisse] et la variété standard est 

d’ordre phonétique, et touche plus particulièrement le débit et l’intonation.” (Knecht 

1984:143) 

 
12

 “une certaine résistance au schéma accentuel [standard] […] imputable probablement 

au substrat francoprovençal qui se distingue des parlers d’oïl par une accentuation de la 
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1.5 Intonational research: phonological approaches 

“Intonation […] refers to the use of suprasegmental phonetic features to convey 

‘postlexical’ or sentence level pragmatic meanings in a linguistically structured way” 

(Ladd 1996:6). One may ask how is intonation, such a well of information, to be 

modeled. There are many different approaches to conceptualizing it, each of them with its 

own positive qualities. But to this day it has no straightforward and universal 

representation, maybe because of the difficulty to describe it, which often must be done 

in a subjective manner. Despite significant advances in instrumental analyses, researchers 

must still count on their ears to interpret pitch tracks, as computers cannot yet reliably 

distinguish between relevant movements and perturbations. Many models created to 

describe intonational patterns have been offered in the past decades, with the objective to 

perhaps be used across languages. In this section the major approaches are presented. 

First, phonological approaches to the study of intonation are reviewed, followed by a 

more detailed description of the autosegmental-metrical (AM) framework that will be 

used in subsequent analyses in this dissertation.  

 

1.5.1 The IPO theory 

Among the earliest models of intonation is the IPO theory of intonational 

structure (Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek
13

) reviewed by Ladd (Ladd 1996) . It 

started out in the 1960s in Eindhoven, the first goal being to serve in Dutch speech 

synthesis development, and later as a tool to better describe that language (Ladd 

                                                                                                                                            

pénultième syllabe, [qui] se traduit en Suisse romande […] par une tendance à 

l’accentuation de la première syllabe d’un mot bisyllabique” (Singy 1995:216) 
13

 Institute for Perception Research 
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1996:14). The IPO model strives to map the details of phonetic realization to more 

abstract phonological levels. One of its key discoveries is the idea of declination (Cohen 

and t'Hart 1967:184), a word used to express the typically observed reduction in 

frequency of f0  from the beginning of a phrase to its end.  

Ladd (1996) points out two merits of the IPO approach: it is phonetically-defined, 

and it is linear. That first feature has the advantage to classify some pitch movements as 

boundary tones (“Type 2 Rises”, in IPO terminology), thus identifying separate types of 

contours with unique functions. The second characteristic, linearity, refers to pitch 

contours being interpreted as a series of discrete intonational events, as explained by 

Cohen & ‘t Hart (1967). The IPO conceptualizes the f0 contour as a sequence of 

individual targets. That notion restricts the analysis to phonetic details, and bypasses any 

references to meaning and intonational functions, which would complicate matters. In 

other words, the IPO theory claims to be able to focus strictly on perceptually distinct 

phonetic elements. 

 

1.5.2 The overlay approach 

The overlay approach, sometimes referred to as the superposition model (Ladd 

1996:24) and reviewed, among others, by Welby (2003), is also based on the linear 

notion. This representation, as its name indicates, describes pitch contours as complex 

entities constructed from smaller, superposed, units. Bolinger (1972) illustrates it through 

an imaged comparison, linking the pitch movements to those of an ocean, with distinct 

elements such as ripples, waves, and tides, forming a coherent system. While Ladd agrees 

that this representation is “intuitively appealing” (Ladd:25), he points out that it lacks the 
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ability to define quantitatively the phrase-level components that it is built upon, i.e. it is 

too impressionistic to make any significant prediction of the relationship between contour 

shapes and linguistic function. 

In addition, the overlay approach regards lexical characteristics, like tone and 

accent, as being superimposed to intonation and corresponding to a specific domain: tone 

is associated to syllables, pitch accent to words, and intonation to phrases. Ladd notes 

that this view is contradicted by data on Swedish (Bruce 1977). Bruce’s classical study in 

accent placement in Swedish established that the placement of the f0 peak in Stockholm 

Swedish is lexically distinctive, which suggests that pitch features may be associated 

either with the word or sentence level, depending on the utterance context. This seems to 

counter the overlay hypothesis while supporting the idea that intonation should be seen as 

a series of phonetic events interacting with each other, rather than phenomena interacting 

in a hierarchical superposition. 

 

1.5.3 The functional model 

Ideally, the functional model would be the one approach to offer a unified account 

of intonational form and function. It aims at matching different shapes of f0 with 

linguistics meanings. This type of theory has the potential to describe observed cross-

linguistic phenomena, as reported for instance by Welby (2003). A fall could be 

associated with an assertion in many languages, just like a high rise could designate an 

interrogation. Welby refers to discussions by Liberman (1980), Ohala  (1984), and 

Vaissière (1995) for more information on that topic. 
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The problem with functional approaches, Welby (2003:22) underlines, resides in 

the fact that there is no one shape for one meaning, and often a contour can correspond to 

several functions which are perceptually distinct. For instance, a rise could correspond to 

a question or to a continuation (Vaissière 2002). Thus, although the theory sounds ideal 

in principle, it cannot be sustained in reality. 

 

1.5.4 Autosegmental-metrical theory 

 The most prominent model today is perhaps the autosegmental-metrical approach 

to intonation (AM). This is the theory that will be used in this dissertation to examine and 

present data in subsequent chapters. It is amply described by many, among them Ladd 

(1996), Gussenhoven (2004) and Jun & Fougeron (2000). Here are some of its major 

advantages and how it has been applied to standard French. 

 The AM model proposes a phonological account of intonation anchored in an 

underlying metrical grid. Within this theory, contours are part of a linear tonal structure 

marked by local events such as pitch accents and edge tones, which are associated with 

different prosodic levels (syllable, word, phrase, utterance). The two basic tonal units 

according to this approach are a high tone (H) and a low tone (L), which may be 

combined by interpolating between these targets to form more complex arrangements. 

This rise-fall tonal movement can be decomposed as a sequence of L-H-L tones aligned 

in a well-defined manner to the segmental tier. With the AM model, we can therefore 

understand intonation as contours formed by linked tonal targets. 

 Another unit of analysis in the AM approach is the pitch accent, which is 

associated to the metrically prominent syllable at the word or phrase level. There can be 
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two types of pitch accent, namely prenuclear and nuclear (although this is not widely 

agreed upon). Among those two, the most important pitch accent is the nuclear one, 

which falls on a prominent syllable of the last lexically stressed word of the utterance if 

the language and context permit it. Prenuclear pitch accents are by definition connected 

to the lexically stressed syllable preceding the nuclear pitch accent. Labeling conventions 

adopted within the AM approach ask that a stressed syllable be marked by a star (*). 

Many combinations of tonal targets are then possible to describe contours: H*, L*, 

H*+L, H+L*, and so on. 

 Edge tones, another type of tonal event, are associated with the edge of prosodic 

domains, and are independent from stressed syllables. Pierrehumbert (1980) distinguishes 

two kinds of edge tones: boundary tones and phrase accents. The former, single H or L 

tones, traditionally occur at the end of an intonational phrase. They are marked with a % 

sign by convention. Phrase accents, also called phrase tones, are used to identify events 

that are at a prosodic level higher than the word, but lower than the utterance. They are 

unstarred and generally occur immediately before the boundary tone. These tones allow 

us to capture complex, phrase-final tonal movements in a unified way. For instance, a 

high-rise and a high-fall tonal movement at the end of an Intonation Phrase would both 

share an H- phrasal tone in French, enabling us to capture the perceptually prominent 

high pitch range in imperatives (H-L%) and echo questions (H-H%). 

The merit of the AM approach is its reliance on a hierarchical model of prosodic 

phrases that is uncoupled from the metrical representations of word and phrase-level 

stress and accent. It is able to describe a great number of contours with limited discrete 

units, to distinguish prosodically distinct tones according to the established hierarchy, and 
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to provide units and labeling conventions that can be applied, with slight adaptations, to 

virtually any language. Fagyal (2002), Jun & Fougeron (2000; 2002), Welby (2002; 

2003), and others have used it in their study on French.  

 

1.6 Intonational models applied to standard French 

Let us now look at the representations of standard French within the models 

presented above. Before reviewing any model used to describe the intonation of standard 

French, it is important to discuss the accentual system of French to shed light on the 

problematic areas encountered by researchers in recent years. Unlike any other Romance 

language, French lacks lexically-contrastive accent, and the location of the lexical stress 

will not affect the meaning of words, as it would in Spanish or English for instance. 

Whether or not French does have word-level accent is still debatable. Jun & Fougeron 

(2000) argue that accent in this language strictly occurs at the phrase level, and that the 

syllable receiving the primary stress in most varieties of French is the final full (i.e. non-

schwa) syllable of a prosodic phrase, while Post (1999) suggests that content words are 

always accented on the last full syllable. In any case, it must be noted that the final 

syllable in question in both approaches does not necessarily bear a pitch accent. 

 

1.6.1 General review 

Many intonational models for French have been proposed. First the features that 

are widely agreed upon will be described, and then two different autosegmental-metrical 

approaches will be looked at. 
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Scholars generally agree that French is characterized by two consecutive rises, i.e. 

rising pitch contours in one minor prosodic phrase: one on the first syllable of the first 

content word of the phrase (with possible variation), and one on the last syllable of the 

last content word of the phrase (provided it is not at the end of a major prosodic unit and 

that it does not contain a schwa-like vowel). The latter constitutes the “primary stress” 

(Di Cristo 1998), or “primary accent” (Pasdeloup 1990) in the phrase. Because the 

associated syllable is lengthened and its place of occurrence is stable, it is believed to be 

a pitch accent (Jun and Fougeron 2000; Post 2000). Lacheret-Dujour & Beaugendre 

(1999:41) sums up the widely shared view that primary-accented syllables are typically 

accompanied by significant lengthening, and possibly by an f0 rise, and that it can be 

perceptually prominent (Fletcher 1991). Where researchers disagree is whether this is a 

group (phrase) accent (Mertens 1993) or a word-level accent (Rossi 1985; Jun and 

Fougeron 2000). In other terms, it is not clear if this accent occurs at the level of the 

phrase or at the level of the word. 

The f0 rise called “secondary stress” or “secondary accent” is associated to a 

consonantal strengthening of its onset (Welby 2003; 2006).  It is distinguished from the 

“primary accent” by the lack of lengthening (Fletcher 1991). Determining the placement 

of this accent is not as straightforward as that of the primary one, as it can be assigned to 

the first, second, or even third syllable of the word. Because of that, some argue that this 

secondary accent is in fact a phrase accent (i.e. assigned at the phrasal level), different 

from the primary accent which is considered to be a pitch accent (Jun and Fougeron 

2000). Welby (2006) points out that the factors triggering its occurrence are still unclear, 

though it is speculated that some of them include speech rate and the number of syllables 
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in the phrase. Hirst & Di Cristo (1999; 2000) propose that the nature of this initial accent 

might be twofold: some of them belong to a non-emphatic category, while others belong 

to an emphatic group (“accents d’insistance”). 

Welby remarks that the low starting point of this initial “primary accent,” also 

called early rise, is anchored more consistently to the vicinity of the first syllable of the 

first lexical word. On the other hand, the low point preceding the “secondary accent”, 

also called late rise, can be located in the same syllable as the one containing the peak, or 

in the syllable before it (Jun and Fougeron 2000; Post 2000; Welby 2002).  

Furthermore, researchers of French agree on the existence of several prosodic 

domains larger than the word. The first level is referred to as either the “accentual 

phrase” (Jun and Fougeron 2000), the “Phonological Phrase” (Post 2000), the “rhythmic 

unit” (Di Cristo 1998), the “intonation group” (Mertens 2002), the “prosodic word” 

(Vaissière 1992), or the “intonème mineur” (Rossi 1985). The second, higher level is 

often referred to as the “intonation phrase”. 

 

1.6.2 Post’s syntactically-defined model 

Post (1999) analyzes the intonational organization of French in syntactical terms, 

following previous work by Selkirk (1984) and Nespor & Vogel (1986). Her model is 

based on a strictly phonological autosegmental-metrical description of French intonation, 

in which the occurrence of pitch accents is accounted for through an Optimality Theory 

set of constraints: “[…] the relative ranking of a limited set of conflicting well-

formedness constraints describes the different outputs resulting from the interaction 

between pitch-accent assignment and phonological phrasing.” (Post 1999: 57). For 
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example, one important constraint “only allows phonological phrases that are realized 

with a pitch accent at their right-hand sides” (Post 1999: 57-8).. These are derived from 

syntax, morphology, and rhythm rules (Post 2000, 2002). Her “Phonological Phrase” 

(PhP) is a “constituent of the prosodic hierarchy that is positioned between the 

intonational phrase and the prosodic word [and] derived from the syntactic constituent 

structure” (1999:42-3). In her approach, the head of the phrase is always a lexical word. 

Her model for the Intonation Phrase, which is made up of Phonological Phrases, is 

represented in Figure 1.7 below. 

 

Figure 1.7: Post’s model of the Intonation Phrase in French. Elements in parentheses are 

optional, and those in curly brackets are sets of available tones to the speakers. (Post 

2000:154) 

 

Post’s approach has the particularity of treating both the primary and secondary accents 

as pitch accents, and they are thus starred (H*). The first and last L tones of the 

Intonation Phrase are regarded to be boundary accents, while the other L tone, inserted 

between the two H tones, is not and is considered to be an optional interpolation tone. 

Post encounters the problem of “clash resolution”, i.e. when two pitch accents are 

in adjacent syllables. She finds that a prosodic restructuring and rebranching of 

syntactical components may happen, and that in such situations the word-final pitch 

accent is obligatorily deleted. Yet, there is still variability in her data, and no definite rule 

can be constructed. Rather, she suggests that an optimality-theoretic approach with a set 

of ranked constraints may be more suitable. In another study of hers (2000), she also 
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hypothesizes that “the application of both Clash Resolution and Liaison are obligatory 

within the Phonological Phrase and prohibited across Phonological Phrase boundaries” as 

well as that “restructuring should be reflected in the cooccurrence of the rules within the 

restructured Phonological Phrase” (139). However, the results of her experiments 

contradict her hypotheses. 

 

1.6.3 Jun & Fougeron’s phonological model 

Post’s Phonological Phrase could be the domain of accent placement in French if 

the actual prosodic phrasing of an utterance did not often differ from predictions based on 

syntactic information intrinsic to the definition of the PhP (Post 2000). One possible 

solution to the inconsistency of that approach is to redefine the prosodic hierarchy and 

propose one that is able to take into account factors like the length of the phrase and 

speech rate. Jun & Fougeron’s (2000) AM phonological model of French intonation does 

just that. Unlike Post’s representation, theirs is not syntactically-defined. According to 

their model, the largest prosodic unit below the utterance is the Intonation Phrase (IP), 

directly dominating the Accentual Phrase (AP) that is above words and syllables, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8: Hierarchical structure of French intonation (Jun and Fougeron 2002) 

 

One must note that there is a possibility for an intermediate phrase level, but more 

research needs to be done to support its existence (Jun and Fougeron 2000). Within this 

approach, accent is assigned to the most prominent syllables in an AP. However, in a 

revised version of their model, Jun & Fougeron specify that there is not necessarily one 

tone associated to one syllable, thus claiming that the tone/syllable correspondence is 

neither straightforward nor direct, and admitting the possibility that one syllable could be 

assigned two tones (Jun and Fougeron 2002). Their AP has a default LHiLH* accentual 

pattern, illustrated on the five-syllable AP “le coléreux garcon”  (“the choleric boy”) in 

(1) below. Since an AP in French is made of tonal elements that can be omitted or 

undershot, the default tonal pattern can have many realizations. The authors distinguish 

the LHiLH* default tonal pattern and five variants, presented in Table 1.3. 
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Table 1.3: Standard French intonational contours: default pattern and variants (Jun and 

Fougeron, 2002) 

 

 

The default pattern is composed of the following tonal events. First there is an optional L 

tone on either the first or the second syllable of the AP. This L tone is frequently realized 

when the phrase starts with a function word or a plurisyllabic lexical word. Next is the 

optional Hi (High initial) phrasal tone that usually falls on the first or the second syllable 

of the first lexical word. Its primary function is to demarcate the left edge of the AP, 

although it can also be used to mark emphasis or contrast. When the AP is short, that is 

less than three or four syllables, there is no room to realize the Hi tone, and one can 
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immediately proceed with the LH* pitch accent on the primary stressed syllable of the 

AP. This tone is a combination of a low tone and a high tone because it always implies 

the simultaneous presence of two tonal events: a low point aligned near the onset of the 

final syllable followed by a high point aligned with the vowel of the primary stressed 

syllable. The L tone can occasionally be undershot in short APs, i.e. single or two-

syllable APs. In long APs, which can reach a total of seven syllables (Pasdeloup 1990), 

intonation contours between two tonal targets arise by interpolation between Hi and the L 

of LH*.  

The full realization of the LHiLH* pattern is also called arc accentuel (“accentual 

arc”) (Hirst and Di Cristo 2000), a metaphor illustrating how the initial and final rises 

((L)Hi and LH*) mark the left and right edges of an AP. The realization and placement of 

the initial L and Hi tones partially depend on word class (lexical vs. function word, i.e. 

words that carry lexical meaning vs. grammatical words). For example, initial rises 

usually occur on lexical rather than function words. AP patterns also depend on the 

number of words in the phrase and speech rate, since words tend to be grouped into larger 

APs at a faster speech rate (Fougeron and Jun 1998). Jun & Fougeron’s AM model is 

followed in the present work because it is not constrained by syntactical structure 

(although it is still sensitive to morpho-syntactic information), and for ease of comparison 

between this data on Swiss French and theirs on standard French. The objective of the 

analysis of Swiss French in this dissertation is to privilege details of the phonetic 

realization rather than the syntactic structure, as subtle dialectal variations, for instance in 

the alignment of tonal targets, can only be observed when using such a model. 
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1.7 Tonal alignment analysis 

This section presents the notion of tonal alignment, also called text-to-tune 

alignment, and how this analysis technique has been used for French and other languages 

to help determine intonational structures, phonological specifications of tones, and much 

more. 

 

1.7.1 General description 

In order to study the intonational patterns found in the variety of French spoken in 

the Vaud canton, text-to-tune alignment will be explored. Investigating tonal alignment is 

examining “the timing of fundamental frequency (f0) peaks and valleys with respect to 

segmental landmarks such as consonants, vowels, and syllables (…) as a window to 

phonological structure” (Welby 2006:1). Ladd (1992:325) highlights that in Bruce’s 

intonational research on Swedish (Bruce 1977), alignment was the most dependable 

correlate of lexical stress. Earlier studies on Swedish described pitch movements but 

missed the alignment cues, thus failing to account for the variation in the observed 

contours. But Bruce noticed that differences in text-to-tune association played an 

important part in the language: if a peak was aligned at the start of the accented syllable, 

then the accented syllable had a falling contour. On the other hand, if the peak was 

aligned at the end of the accented syllable, the syllable had a rising contour. Determining 

the presence of an H point was therefore not sufficient. Information on its alignment was 

necessary to be able to describe distinctions in lexical stress. 

Although a tone is usually realized within the syllable to which it is associated, 

tones occurring on a different syllable are also possible. For example, peak placement can 
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distinguish varieties of a language, or can play a role in contrastive focus. Studies on 

Spanish, for example, have underlined the fact that the alignment of peaks varies 

depending on many factors in that language. In Peninsular Spanish and some varieties in 

Latin America, the peak in nuclear position is realized within the stressed syllable, but 

prenuclear peaks occur after the syllable offset in neutral declarative utterances, and shift 

under contrastive focus (Face 2002; Hualde 2002). This nevertheless depends on the 

variety of Spanish. Willis (2003) showed that in Dominican Spanish prenuclear peaks do 

not shift under contrastive focus. O’Rourke (2005) underlines more variation in Peruvian 

Spanish, where Lima and Cuzco groups of speakers implement peak alignment in 

different ways. There appears to be contact between the prosodic systems of Spanish and 

Quechua in the Cuzco area. 

There is also variation in tone alignment across German dialects. Kügler (2004) 

notes that contrastive focus in Swabian German has an effect on the alignment of falling 

contours. In addition, his peak alignment analysis reveals that the pitch accent in that 

variety of German is an L*+H bitonal unit, with the peak realized in the accented 

syllable. In Berlin German, on the other hand, the same pattern was observed, but only in 

certain utterances with narrow focus (Peters 2001). This goes to show how important 

alignment information is in the description of various languages and their varieties. 

 

1.7.2 Alignment studies for standard French 

Welby (2003:25) offers a schematization to illustrate tonal alignment contrast in a 

minimal pair. The capital letters represent consonantal or vocalic segments, and the dots 

separating them stand for syllable boundaries, while the lines are stylized f0 
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 curves. The contours have an identical shape, but the curve in (a) and (b) is aligned 

differently. In (a), the “elbow” (i.e. the valley) is implemented near the first syllable 

boundary between U and W, and the peak occurs towards the end of the next syllable, 

between W and X. In (b) the “elbow” occurs later in the middle of the second syllable, 

between W and X, and the peak is located early in the third syllable, between X and Y. 

Welby argues that the schematization in (a) shows an alignment consistent with an L+H* 

pitch accent anchored to the second syllable. On the other hand, the schematization in (b) 

shows an alignment consistent with an L*+H pitch accent anchored to that same syllable. 

The difference lies in which target is associated with the accented syllable. In (a), it is H, 

and in (b) it is L. 

 

Figure 1.9: Reproduction of Welby’s schematization illustrating the same f0 curve with 

different text-to-tune alignments. 

 

Welby has used tonal alignment to study the implementation of H tones in standard 

French (Welby 2002, 2003, 2006). Her analyses show how certain tones in standard 

French are associated to segmental landmarks, thus consistently occurring within the 

same time range. Through that technique, Welby brought support to the hypothesis that 

the French H initial tone is likely to be a phrase accent, as suggested by Jun & Fougeron 

(Jun and Fougeron 2000), and not a pitch accent as proposed by Post (Post 2000). Welby 

found that the AP-initial H target point in her data was not anchored to any segmental 

landmark and could occur on different syllables early in minor prosodic phrases. 
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In addition, thanks to text-to-tune alignment analyses, Welby not only looked at 

the phonological specification of individual target points, but she also explored the 

relation between those points. She found that there are no invariant rise times between the 

L and their following H points, meaning that the AP-initial H point is not a trailing tone 

of the AP-initial L, and that the AP-final L point is not a leading tone of the AP-final H 

point. Moreover, her results highlighted a double function of the final LH* tone group in 

standard French. Indeed, she found support to the hypothesis that LH* functions as a 

pitch accent and as a unit marking the right prosodic frontier of the AP, as it is both 

anchored segmentally and in relation to the right edge of the phrase. 

As a consequence, text-to-tune alignment can offer helpful information to 

evaluate the phonological specifications of f0 target points. When taking into 

consideration the location of certain f0 target points, it is possible to determine their 

phonological specification and their relation to each other. The goal of using tonal 

alignment analysis in the present study is to better understand the intonational structure of 

French as it is spoken in the Vaud canton in Switzerland. In Chapter 3, identical contours 

found in Vaudois and standard French read speech samples are compared in terms of the 

alignment of specific tonal targets. In Chapter 4, spontaneous speech of Vaudois speakers 

is analyzed with again the help of text-to-tune alignment measures to learn more about 

the phonological specification of what is hypothesized to be a non-standard tonal 

configuration. 
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1.8 Scripted vs. spontaneous speech 

Another important issue in the study of languages is the choice of the type of 

speech to analyze. Simon (2003) stresses that the type of data best suited for phonological 

studies with respect to French is read speech. She points out that an exhaustive encoding 

of language files can be done more accurately with read speech than spontaneous 

samples. This allows the researcher to compare the data across speakers and locations, 

and labeling can follow a direct theory-oriented method based on morphosyntactic 

information. Yet, Simon emphasizes at the same time that conversation data provide 

more information in sociolinguistic studies, and quotes Carton (1986:249) who writes 

that in familiar registers, some types of melodic and rhythmic patterns can reveal to what 

social or geographical group speakers belong.
14

 Finally, Simon states that recent studies 

have demonstrated that it is close to impossible to identify regional prosodic 

characteristics from read speech samples, and she claims that it is probably due to the 

existence of a “reading prosody” in French.
15

 French-speakers around the world seem to 

employ a more typical, standardized, reading mode when recording a text.  

Beckman & Venditti agree that connected speech is an essential part of 

phonological studies, underlining that to better understand prosody as well as discourse 

organization, one must “look closely at spoken language in its normal environment: 

                                                
14

 “dans le registre familier, certains patrons mélodiques et rythmiques (structures 

prosodiques), ou certains indices peuvent constituer des marques et révéler 

l’appartenance d’un locuteur à un groupe social et géographique, puisque parler c’est 

communiquer, mais c’est aussi se différencier.” (249) 

 
15

 “Plusieurs études récentes ont montré qu’à partir de phrases lues il était difficile, sinon 

impossible, d’identifier des caractéristiques prosodiques régionales, probablement à 

cause de biais introduit par la « prosodie de lecture », qui semble très standardisée pour 

tous les locuteurs francophones.” (5) 
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ordinary communicative interactions of the sort that humans engage in effortlessly every 

day of their lives” (Beckman and Venditti 2000:2). They also point out that it is a 

difficult task. Kohler stresses that to make progress in the field of phonology, research 

should pay more attention to spontaneous discourse: “[phoneticians and phonologists] 

should realize that humans communicate, first and foremost, in unscripted interaction and 

that, to gain insight into speech production and perception processes as well as into 

speech development, the variability of unscripted speech should therefore be a focus of 

attention” (Kohler 2000:86). Today it seems that more and more studies focus on 

spontaneous speech. A few of them include Astésano (1998), Swerts et al (1996), Lennes 

et al (2001), etc. Such studies provide a well of information concerning variation in 

discourse, on segmental and supra-segmental levels, but it remains an arduous task in 

which to engage. It is made difficult by the nature of such speech, which inevitably 

contains disfluencies, hesitations, false starts, etc., and because of its unpredictability is 

very hard to control. 

As a consequence, there is hesitation on the type of speech that is best suited for 

the study of intonation: controlled experiments on read speech are straightforward and 

precise, while spontaneous speech is best suited to tease out dialectal differences. This 

discrepancy played a big part in the experimental designs used during fieldwork for the 

data collection of this project. Rather than choosing one type of speech over the other, 

both were recorded. Read speech samples were obtained in the Vaud canton to be 

compared with read speech data from standard French, and spontaneous speech samples 

revealed contours uttered by speakers in the Vaud area, which neither tended to occur in 

read speech nor have been reported in the past. 
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1.9 Fieldwork 

Speech data from Switzerland were obtained over the course of three fieldwork 

trips. A brief description of each phase is given below. More details on the methodology 

of each experiment is provided when needed within each relevant chapter. 

The first visit, Phase 1 of fieldwork, consisted of a pilot production study in the 

cantons of Vaud and Neuchâtel and took place over a few days in early August 2004. The 

primary goal was to make contact with potential participants and have a better idea of 

what the Swiss accent was like. At first, a comparative study between the forms of 

French spoken in each canton (Vaud and Neuchâtel) was planned. After this trip, it was 

decided to focus solely on speakers from the Vaud canton. The Vaud canton is easier to 

access than the mountainous Neuchâtel cantons, making the car journeys between 

participants shorter and safer for the interviewer. The Vaud canton also has more large 

cities (Lausanne, Vevey, Nyon) than the Neuchâtel canton, creating more contrast 

between speakers in those cities and speakers in more rural areas of the canton, for a 

potential comparison between speakers from rural and urban regions in the future. The 

data collected during this Phase 1 were mainly used as a pilot experiment on production, 

and were also used to create a pilot perception study conducted during Phase 2 of 

fieldwork. The data collection process for Phase 1 followed a design by Fougeron & Jun 

(1998) used to collect read samples of standard French. A short conversational speech 

component was also added. As for every phase of fieldwork that would follow, the 

spontaneous study part of this phase involved approaching an emotional topic to divert 

the informants’ attention from the recording conditions. Participants were asked to talk 

about their perceived relationship between the French and the German-speaking Swiss 
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nationals, and were asked to explain the Röstigraben issue (see Chapter 1, section 1.2). 

Another topic triggering participants’ involvement was to describe government and 

administrative differences between Switzerland and France, such as the school or voting 

systems (see the appendix for sample questions). The data collected during Phase 1 was 

used in studies discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5. 

Phase 2 of fieldwork took place for a week in mid-March 2005 and focused on 

speakers from the Vaud canton. A pilot perception study was implemented (not reported 

in this dissertation), as well as a redesigned production study. Regarding the production 

study, this experiment focused more on gathering spontaneous speech through guided 

conversations and elicitation exercises. More participants were recruited but few were 

comfortable with the elicitation part of the interview. Thus the production study shifted 

focus to gather only conversation data. While no production data was ultimately used for 

this dissertation, Phase 2 was a key component in this research project insofar as it 

established contact with informants who later participated in the experiments in Phase 3. 

Phase 3 of fieldwork was the most successful in collecting spontaneous speech 

samples. It took place over ten days in late November 2005. The success was in great part 

due to the fact that most of the participants were already familiar with the investigator. 

Phase 2 had constituted the opportunity to expand the network of informants in the Vaud 

canton, on which Phase 3 capitalized. Participants in Phase 2 were contacted and kindly 

asked to bring a friend to the recording session, doubling the number of recorded 

speakers. The advantage of setting up meetings with two informants was that it created a 

comfort level that could not have been achieved during a one-on-one conversation: the 

informants are outnumbering the investigator, making them less shy and more at ease. 
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This was helpful in gathering natural speech data. Unlike Phase 2, Phase 3 did not 

contain a perception study. But it did concentrate on gathering both read and unscripted 

speech, using a protocol from the PFC project (Phonologie du Français Contemporain)
16

 

in addition to a reading task taken from Phase 1, created by Fougeron & Jun (1998). 

Some words from a list similar to the PFC list but designed specifically for fieldwork in 

the Vaud canton by Helene Andreassen (2003) were also added to the PFC list of words 

to read. The PFC project aims at constituting a large database of spoken French from 

various collection points around the world that can be used to study varieties of the 

language under different linguistic aspects. The recordings obtained during Phase 3 were 

used in Chapter 3 and 4 of this dissertation, regarding respectively read and spontaneous 

speech. 

In addition, native French speakers from Northern regions of France participated 

in a comparative study of read speech in November 2005. They were contacted in the 

Champaign-Urbana area of Illinois and were either exchange students on the University 

of Illinois campus for a limited time, or people who had relocated to the United States 

permanently for professional reasons. Because the protocol for this part of the study was 

targeted to gather read speech samples only, the informants were not asked to come to the 

recording sessions with a partner. However, every one of them was already familiar with 

the investigator who addressed them and whom they addressed with the informal pronoun 

“tu”, which reproduced the relaxed atmosphere sought after in the Swiss experimental 

design.  

                                                
16

 http://www.projet-pfc.net/?accueil:intro:protocole  
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Every informant who participated to this study, whether Swiss or French, in any 

phase of fieldwork, did so under principles of anonymity and on a voluntary basis, i.e. 

without financial compensation. The names associated with each subject are code names 

to keep their identity private. The selection criteria for French Swiss speakers were as 

follows. First, all speakers have spent most of their lives in the Vaud canton, and 

completed all their primary and secondary education in the Vaudois school system. 

Speakers who were born in other cantons, even in non-francophone areas of Switzerland, 

or speakers who were currently living in other cantons for professional reasons, but 

whose permanent residency was the Vaud canton, were acceptable for this experiment, as 

long as they had spent their schooling years in the Vaud region. 

Secondly, informants who indicated uncorrected vision problems or hearing 

impairments were eliminated from the pool of speakers selected for the study. This 

caused one recording to be discarded. Another important requirement was for the 

speakers to have French as their sole native language. This was not the case for one 

participant, whose file was not considered. Although this information was discovered 

when the informants were filling out the biographical questionnaire, i.e. before the 

recording started, the experiment continued anyway. In field recording situations like this 

one where real interaction is at the center of the experiment, it is important to make good 

contact with the volunteers and show clearly that their input is valued, even though it may 

be known that their recording will probably not match the selection criteria. Despite that, 

implementing the protocol and showing interest in what the volunteers have to say 

creates a friendly atmosphere likely to elicit involved participation. Their answers to 

questions related to cultural topics remain valuable to understand the Swiss society, and a 
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different study could possibly be designed in the future for which they could be a match. 

Finally, each participant, whether or not he/she qualifies for this study, can provide 

contact information for additional potential informants if their experience was pleasant, 

thus widening the investigator’s network. 

Furthermore, due to volunteers’ time constraints, not every speaker was able to 

complete the entire recording protocol. When this goal was not achieved, the speakers’ 

samples were not selected for analysis. This reduced the number of files by two. The 

protocol also included the presence of two speakers for each recording session for 

informants to be more comfortable around the investigator. This was not always possible, 

and the three recordings that were not made under this condition were put aside. Again, 

these recordings remain valuable for possible future studies. 

Most importantly, it was crucial for the spontaneous speech study to record 

speakers who were enough at ease in the experimental situation and in front of the 

investigator to engage in a casual conversation and switch to an informal speaking style. 

One way of making this selection was to retain only those participants who used the 

familiar pronoun “tu” (“you”) when addressing the investigator, as opposed to the formal 

singular pronoun “vous”, and who in turn agreed to be addressed with the “tu” pronoun. 

As established by Brown & Gilman (1960), lesser social distance triggers the use of “tu”. 

It is interesting to notice that the informants who were eliminated from the study for this 

reason were all speakers who did not take part in the session with a partner. This is 

evidence supporting the efficiency of a multi-speaker recording format as a way to lessen 

the formality of the meeting. The distinct comfort level between speakers who use “tu” 
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and speakers who use “vous” could lead to a comparison underlining differences in styles 

in Vaudois French, and should be investigated. This will be reserved for further research. 

To obtain vernacular speech samples, it was necessary to create a natural 

conversational environment. This is why the investigator regularly gave feedback to the 

informants throughout the meeting, and made comments relevant to the topics 

approached. Most speakers were responsive and carried the conversation without help. A 

few others had to be asked questions more often, but responded willingly. Others would 

approach different topics voluntarily when the proposed topic did not interest them, and 

the investigator followed their lead to encourage them to keep on speaking. Some 

conversations lasted over an hour, whereas others were much shorter due generally to the 

informants’ schedule constraints. 

For the studies on read and spontaneous speech, the same selection criteria were 

applied to choose which samples to use. After removing samples that were perturbed by 

excessive ambient noise (such as people talking in the background when the recording 

took place in a public place) there was a total of seven usable sound files containing both 

scripted and unscripted speech samples. For the sake of the comparison with the standard 

French speakers in the read speech study (three men and three women, described below), 

a Swiss male speaker was randomly left out, yielding a final count of three female 

Vaudois and three male Vaudois speakers. As for the group from France, the same 

selection criteria were in effect. No French informants had seeing or hearing disabilities, 

and none had a native language other than French. The maximum number of speakers 

matching these criteria that were available for the study was three male and three female 

speakers. 
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The standard French speakers all grew up in the Northern part of France (Paris, 

Brittany, Lorraine, Bourgogne), the langue d’oïl area of the country, where the French 

spoken seems to be more and more standardized, i.e. where forms of the language are 

becoming similar and tend to be difficult to distinguish from one another. Armstrong & 

Blanchet (2006) point out that “‘standard’ French appears already to be fairly highly 

levelled; there is some evidence for quite a striking degree of uniformity in pronunciation 

in the dominant northern urban ‘oïl’ region” (247). Pooley (2006) reviewed 

sociolinguistic and phonological studies of the Oïl and Francoprovençal areas concerning 

regionally marked features of speakers born after 1965, and concluded that “[w]hile […] 

differences of degree between varieties used in urban and rural areas undeniably still 

persist, there is much evidence to suggest that Oïl French has penetrated some tiny 

villages” (386). He adds: “Even allowing for the peripheral resistant areas of northern 

France (both east and west) the loss of regiolectal features and the consequent 

convergence towards Oïl or supra-local French is remarkable” (386). Finally, Blanchet & 

Armstrong (2006) link this “leveling" to the fact that “France […] remains one of the 

most centralising countries in the world […]. Diversity exists in France, but is often 

invisible (perhaps especially to linguistic researchers) on account of this normativity” 

(269). There is consequently reason to believe that a pool of speakers from Northern 

France is likely to yield rather uniform speech. 

 

1.10 Conclusion 

The characteristics of the French language, and notably the presence of a pitch 

accent that is not lexically contrastive that can in some contexts vary in location, make it 
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difficult for researchers to agree on one way to treat and analyze standard French 

intonation. This undoubtedly plays an important part in why dialects of French have not 

been studied in more details yet. How can we start looking into non-standard forms of the 

language if we cannot agree on the standard variety, the one form of French that is wide-

spread and easily elicited in laboratory settings? But perhaps exploring a different sort of 

French can contribute to a better understanding of the language as a whole. Such research 

can provide supplementary evidence that might lead us into a somewhat more unified 

direction, or on the contrary show that French can undergo extreme variation and cannot 

be fit into one mold. 

The prosodic analysis of Vaudois French has to take other factors into 

consideration. For example, this phonetic analysis cannot be stripped from the cultural 

context associated to the Vaudois variety. It is important to understand the origins of the 

dialect, the canton’s situation in relation with other francophone and non-francophone 

cantons, as well as its position with regard to France, where the more prestigious standard 

form is spoken. All these unique circumstances giving the canton and the Vaudois people 

their identity have an influence on the way they speak, as will be shown in the present 

work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

READ SPEECH: SPEAKING RATE 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter and the next compare prosodic features of standard French and 

Vaudois French in read speech samples of twelve speakers. In this one, a comparison of 

speech rate (pauses included) and articulatory rate (pauses excluded) between standard 

and Vaudois French will be undertaken. Phrase, word, and syllable counts are analyzed, 

as well as the duration of the text and phrases for each speaker. Pauses are also taken into 

consideration, with the examination of their occurrence and duration across groups. All 

these elements provide information regarding rhythmic organization in both dialect 

groups. 

 

2.2 Research questions 

One claim that has been made about varieties of Swiss French, and Vaudois 

French in particular, concerns speech rate. According to several scholars who study 

French in Switzerland the Swiss appear to speak more slowly than the French (see 

Chapter 1, section 1.4.4). This idea is so well anchored in outsiders’ perception that the 

supposed slow rate at which the Swiss speak has become a stereotype in France, where 

one will jokingly imitate the Swiss by drawling the famous, stereotypical idiom “Y a pas 

le feu au lac” (“The lake isn’t on fire”), as mentioned in Chapter 1, section 1.1. This 

phrase is generally produced by the French as an imitation of the Swiss (see Figure 2.1), 
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with lengthening of the words “feu” and especially “lac”. The whole sentence is 

supposedly uttered at a slower than normal pace in standard French. The penultimate 

syllable (the preposition “au” – “at the”) shows a steady rise throughout almost the whole 

syllable “au”. The last monosyllabic word “lac” (“lake”) seems to be produced with a 

rising-falling pitch movement, as shown in Figure 2.1 below. The labels H and L 

represent respectively high and low f0 target points, but this encoding does not reflect an 

actual phonological analysis, except for the Hi label which is initial in the AP, and thus 

suspected to be an initial rise, i.e. different from other H target points due to its position 

in the phrase. 

100

175

250

L Hi L H L H L%

ja pal fø o lak

Time (s)
0 1.52254

 

Figure 2.1: “Y a pas le feu au lac”. Imitation of the Swiss accent by a female native 

French speaker. 

 

 

Despite wide-spread stereotypical perceptions, there have been no empirical studies on 

this so-called Swiss accent. This chapter proposes to investigate the claim that the Swiss 

have a slower speech rate by examining field-recorded data and comparing it with the 
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results of an experiment on Parisian French by Fougeron & Jun (1998). The experiment 

reported in this chapter as well as Jun & Fougeron’s study was conducted on read speech 

of educated speakers. Their study aimed at showing differences in prosodic organization 

and intonational patterns at normal and fast speech rates in standard French. While this is 

not the goal of this experiment, Jun & Fougeron’s data offer comparison points with the 

data on Vaudois French. To compare normal and fast speech rates, Fougeron & Jun 

measured speaking and articulatory rates (including and excluding silent pauses, 

respectively) and published those measurement values. The present study will use the 

values that they report for normal rates as one indication of standard reading rate in 

contemporary standard French. Information on speech and articulatory rates in reading 

and spontaneous conversations are also provided by Grosjean & Deschamps (1975; 1977) 

and Fonagy (1983) (reported in Fougeron & Jun 1998), but their values cannot be 

considered contemporary. 

 

2.3 Hypotheses 

Simon (2003) commented that several studies underline the difficulty, if not the 

impossibility, of distinguishing dialectal prosodic features in read speech (see Chapter 1, 

section 1.8). These studies do not investigate speech rate or tonal alignment, however, but 

rather concern patterns of intonation contours and serve as an argument in support of 

conversational data over scripted data in the analysis of non-standard dialects in the 

francophone world. The tendency of speakers of dialectal varieties of French to use 

standardized pronunciation features (i.e. prescribed, normative pronunciation taught in 

school) has also been observed in studies targeting segmental variation in speech. 
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Nguyen & Fagyal (in press), for example, comment on shift in one of their Southern 

female speaker's speech. This speaker, although clearly a Southerner in her vernacular 

spoken French, adopted clearly Northern, standard French vocalic patterns in less 

informal contexts during the controlled experiment. A tendency to approximate standard 

French prosodic patterns will be illustrated in Chapter 5, with a female speaker code-

named Nina, bringing additional support to the observation that dialectal speakers of 

French, Southern and Swiss, have a sense of standard pronunciation patterns, which they 

can adopt according to the situations. Under Simon’s claim that speakers of French 

worldwide use a standardized “reading prosody”, it can be hypothesized that no 

significant differences in speech rate will be found between the speech of Vaudois Swiss 

and French in reading. 

 

Hypothesis 2.1: There are no differences in read speech rate between 

Vaudois and standard French speakers. 

 

The following experiment therefore sets out to investigate whether rate differences in the 

reading of the Swiss and French groups are large enough to support the hypothesis of 

dialectal differences in the two varieties, as indicated by native speakers’ intuition French 

(see Chapter 1, section 1.4.4). On the other hand, there may not be sufficient divergence, 

which would confirm Simon’s claim that all French speakers, when confronted to a 

reading task, perform in a uniformly normative fashion, displaying what can be described 

as a universal French reading prosody. 
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2.4 Methodology 

The Swiss read speech corpus was gathered during Phase 3 of fieldwork. For 

detailed descriptions of each Phase of fieldwork, see Chapter 1 section 1.9. The French 

read speech corpus was gathered in a laboratory at the University of Illinois after Phase 3 

had taken place in Switzerland. More details on the experimental design are provided 

below. 

 

2.4.1 Speakers 

For a general description of the criteria used to select speakers, see section 1.9 of 

Chapter 1. The overall number of speakers who were chosen for this study is 12: six 

Vaudois speakers (three women, three men), and six Northern French speakers (also three 

women, three men). Biographical information is summarized in Table 2.1. The average 

age of the Swiss speakers is 25.2 years old, and it is 26.7 years old for the French 

speakers. i.e. speakers in both groups had on average the same age. Out of 12 

participants, 9 were college students: 4 in the Switzerland group, and 5 in the France 

group. It is perhaps legitimate to object that the results of the study will show a type of 

read speech used mostly by students rather than the general Vaudois population. 

However, the comparison with Fougeron & Jun’s study remains valid, and maybe even 

necessitates such a group of speakers, since these authors’ study is based on college 

students’ readings as well. In fact, all studies on standard French intonation involved, one 

way or another, the analysis of students’ speech. It remains an important task to carry out 

analyses of tonal patterns in various other corpora in the future. 
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Although the best possible control was achieved, it is also important to notice the 

speakers’ education level. All the participants from France have at least a Master’s 

degree. On the other hand, the informants from Switzerland overall have spent less time 

studying at the university level. Those that were currently studying in college had either 

their “Maturité” degree (a Swiss diploma given after passing a comprehensive exam at 

the end of high school) or a Bachelor’s degree. Those who did not go to college had 

obtained technical training in their professional area. This discrepancy may lead to 

slightly different reading capabilities, and could be reflected in the overall reading rate. 

The discrepancy is not expected to be large, as literacy rates in Switzerland and in all 

developed countries is typically near or above 95% of the adult population.
1
 However, 

higher education levels can be expected to be positively correlated with fluency in 

reading, which is why conclusions drawn from this experiment will have to be verified in 

spontaneous spoken samples. 

 

CODE NAME GENDER AGE EDUCATION OCCUPATION 

Benjamin M 22 Maturité College student 

Bastien M 24 Technical training Miller 

Floriane F 19 Maturité College student 

Laura F 24 Bachelor’s degree College student 

Renaud M 35 Technical training Office employee S
w
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Sophie F 27 Bachelor’s degree College student 

Carine F 23 Master’s degree College student 

Charlotte F 24 Master’s degree College student 

Géraldine F 27 Master’s degree College student 

Julien M 40 Doctoral degree Senior researcher 

Jérémy M 24 Master’s degree College student 

F
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Nathan M 22 Master’s degree College student 

Table 2.1: Nationality, code name, gender, age, education, and occupation of speakers 

who took part in the read speech experiment. 

                                                
1
 UN report, 2000: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/mi/goals_2005/goal_2.pdf 
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2.4.2 Experimental designs 

The assigned reading for both the Swiss and the French groups was the short tale 

“La Bise et le Soleil” (“The North Wind and the Sun”).
2
 This text, a well-known passage 

in studies of phonetics, was first used in French intonation studies by Jun & Fougeron 

(Fougeron and Jun 1998; Jun and Fougeron 2000), who provided a model of standard 

French intonational patterns that is used in this dissertation. “La Bise et le Soleil” is a text 

designed to contain a wide variety of phrases, with long ones in the beginning, and 

shorter ones in the end. It consequently provides different contexts in which f0 patterns 

can be observed, with short function words in some parts, such as object pronouns 

grouped together, and longer content words in other parts. A break-down in minor and 

major prosodic phrases is provided in Appendix B, and will be commented on later. 

The experimental protocol of Phase 3 of fieldwork in Switzerland encompassed 

recordings of read and conversational discourse. It took place in the following manner. 

Speakers were allowed to choose where the recording would take place so that they 

would be in a comfortable location. Most often they chose to meet in their home or at 

their workplace. A brief moment after the investigator’s arrival was devoted to 

introductory conversations, followed by the installation of the recording material. One 

clip-on microphone (Sony Electret ECM-DS70P microphones) was attached by means of 

clothing to the person who volunteered to begin the experiment. A professional digital 

audio recorder (M-AUDIO MicroTrack 24/96) was set on furniture nearby, recording 16 

bit 44.1 kHz WAV files. The recording material was deliberately small and quiet to avoid 

intimidating the participants by having a constant reminder of the recording situation. 

                                                
2
 The text, as it was presented to speakers in this experiment, is available in the 

Appendices section of this dissertation. 
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After the participants signed a consent form and filled out a biographical 

questionnaire, the first stage of the experiment began. This was the reading task. The 

speakers were asked to first read a list of words,
3
 followed by the text “La Bise et le 

Soleil”. Instructions were to read the story once at a “natural pace”, at a comfortable 

volume, and to repeat sentences on which there had been hesitations. Due to the length of 

the entire protocol, which lasted on average 40 minutes per informant, it was decided not 

to ask informants to repeat the reading of the text, lest they should interrupt the recording 

session, leaving the investigator with incomplete data once the time they have devoted for 

the experiment runs out, or if they become too tired to continue. The risk for participants 

to not finish the task was not taken. The next step of the protocol concerns the part on 

unscripted speech, which will be reviewed in Chapter 4. 

The recordings with the French group at the University of Illinois were made in 

the phonetic laboratory’s soundproof room. A few minutes at the beginning of the session 

were reserved for an introductory conversation. Then the French participants, like their 

Swiss counterparts, signed the consent form and filled out the biographic questionnaire, 

and were directed to the booth. They spoke in a head-mounted microphone (AKG C420) 

directly connected to a PC that retrieved the data in Cool Edit Pro, recording 16 bit 44.1 

kHz WAV files. The participants were instructed to read the text at least three 

consecutive times, or more to obtain one hesitation-free reading, at a “natural pace”, and 

at comfortable volume. The first run was used to adjust the recording settings and was 

automatically discarded. The second one was generally selected for analysis unless it 

contained disfluencies. 

                                                
3
 During Phase 3 of fieldwork the PFC protocol was implemented for future research. 

The sound files obtained are however not used in this dissertation. 
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The recording conditions were not identical across both dialectal groups because 

the purpose of the meetings was different, and also because different resources were 

available. Access to an optimal recording environment was possible to gather the 

standard French data, but the context in which the Swiss interviews required less 

conspicuous recording material. However, the Swiss recording environment remained of 

high quality, and could therefore be subjected to acoustic analysis. 

 

2.4.3 Segmentation protocol 

There were a total of 12 files to segment for 12 speakers, six of them Swiss, six of 

them French. This process was done in the speech analyzer program Praat (Boersma and 

Weenink 2005). Multi-tiered TextGrids were created for each file and annotated. To 

obtain information on speech rate, syllable, word, and phrase counts are necessary. 

Therefore IP and AP boundaries, as well as the edges of words and syllables, were 

manually detected by the investigator based on cues provided by auditory perception of 

breaks, but also the presence of pauses, pre-boundary lengthening, sizeable pitch 

movements, formant trajectories, waveform and spectrograms. Silent pauses were 

encoded in the TextGrids as well. Speaking rate (speech rate including pauses) and 

articulation rate (speech rate excluding pauses) are analyzed, therefore information on 

pauses was also necessary. One tier contained intervals marked for pauses with the 

symbol #. Praat could then identify the intervals with pauses and retrieve their duration. 

This was used to measure articulation rate. Another tier did not distinguish pauses and 

included them in each phrase. This was used to measure speaking rate. In addition, the 

beginning and end of each text was marked in the TextGrid to measure the exact length 
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of each file. This type of segmentation was aimed at facilitating the use of Praat scripts 

retrieving duration values. 

To stay away from possible biases related to coding by the investigator only, 

intercoder reliability was calculated, using input from one other phonetician who 

annotated all twelve readings and marked IP and AP boundaries. The first coder (the 

author of this thesis) knew the  dialectal origin of each speaker, while the second coder 

was not given this information. This was important to make sure that possible 

assumptions of standard vs. non-standard realizations would not affect the segmentation 

process. Below are tables presenting the intercoder reliability calculations. There was 

between 85 and 91% of overall agreement, showing high agreement between the 

segmentation of investigator and that of the other phonetician in the identification of 

major and minor prosodic boundaries. 

In Table 2.2, the IP and AP counts as marked by each coder are presented, 

followed in Table 2.3 by the percentage of agreement between the two (i.e. the count 

obtained by one coder divided by the count of the other coder). Both dialect groups 

combined, the coders agreed on the number of IPs and APs 89.8% of the time.  Table 2.4 

shows the differences observed between the placements of prosodic boundaries for each 

coder. The values in the column “Coder 1” represent the number of times Coder 1 placed 

a boundary where Coder 2 had none, and vice versa. Finally, Table 2.5 gives the 

agreement rate (in %) between the two coders, concerning that same placement of 

prosodic boundaries. The percent values were obtained by dividing the total number of 

differences by the total number of phrase counts for both coders. Both dialect groups 

combined, the coders agreed on the placement of prosodic boundaries 92.4% of the time. 
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This high agreement rate means that the segmentation can be replicated with similar 

accuracy by another expert in this field of study. 

 

# IPS # APS 
CODE NAME 

Coder 1 Coder 2 Coder 1 Coder 2 

Benjamin 19 19 41 40 

Bastien 16 18 48 48 

Floriane 17 20 47 45 

Laura 15 11 49 42 

Renaud 18 21 48 44 

Sophie 14 11 45 34 
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Swiss group (average) 16.5 16.7 46.3 42.2 

Carine 21 16 51 40 

Charlotte 20 20 49 43 

Géraldine 26 27 50 44 

Julien 21 22 47 39 

Jérémy 18 19 40 40 

Nathan 15 15 43 42 

F
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French group (average) 20.2 19.8 46.7 41.3 

Table 2.2: IP and AP counts by each of the two coders. 

 

CODE NAME % AGREEMENT IPS % AGREEMENT APS 
TOTAL % 

AGREEMENT 

Benjamin 100 97.6 98.8 

Bastien 88.9 100 94.4 

Floriane 85.0 95.7 90.3 

Laura 73.3 85.7 79.5 

Renaud 85.7 91.7 88.7 

Sophie 78.6 75.6 77.1 
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Swiss group (average) 85.3 91 88.15 

Carine 76.2 78.4 77.3 

Charlotte 100 87.8 93.9 

Géraldine 96.3 88 92.1 

Julien 95.5 83 89.2 

Jérémy 94.7 100 97.3 

Nathan 100 97.7 98.8 

F
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French group (average) 93.8 89.1 91.4 

Grand total % agreement 89.8 

Table 2.3: Agreement  (in %) between the two coders, concerning IP and AP counts. The 

percent values were obtained by dividing the count of one coder by that of the other 

coder. 
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DIFF. IN IP FRONTIERS DIFF. IN AP FRONTIERS 
CODE NAME 

Coder 1 Coder 2 Coder 1 Coder 2 

Benjamin 0 0 2 2 

Bastien 6 2 5 2 

Floriane 2 3 6 4 

Laura 4 0 7 0 

Renaud 0 3 5 2 

Sophie 3 0 11 0 
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Swiss group (total) 15 8 36 10 

Carine 5 0 11 2 

Charlotte 0 0 4 1 

Géraldine 0 1 6 0 

Julien 0 1 9 1 

Jérémy 0 1 1 1 

Nathan 0 0 2 1 

F
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French group (total) 5 3 33 6 

Table 2.4: Differences in placement of prosodic frontier. The values in the column 

“Coder 1” represent the number of times Coder 1 placed a boundary where Coder 2 had 

none, and vice versa. 

 

 

 

CODE NAME % AGREEMENT IPS % AGREEMENT APS 
TOTAL % 

AGREEMENT 

Benjamin 100 95.5 97.7 

Bastien 75.8 92.6 84.2 

Floriane 84.4 89.6 87 

Laura 87.9 92.8 90.3 

Renaud 90.6 92.5 91.5 

Sophie 90.2 88 89.1 
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Swiss group (average) 88.1 91.8 89.9 

Carine 87.8 87 87.4 

Charlotte 100 94.9 97.4 

Géraldine 97.9 93.8 95.8 

Julien 97.4 88.5 92.9 

Jérémy 97 97.6 97.3 

Nathan 100 96.7 98.3 
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French group (average) 96.7 93.1 94.9 

Grand total % agreement 92.4 

Table 2.5: Agreement rate (in %) between the two coders, concerning the placement of 

prosodic boundaries. The percent values were obtained by dividing the total number of 

differences by the total number of phrase counts for both coders. 
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In their evaluation of prosodic transcription labeling using the ToBI system, 

Pitrelli, Beckman & Hirschberg reported an agreement rate of 92.5% across coders who 

labeled break indices, i.e. prosodic boundaries (1994:125). Additionally, Silverman et al. 

reported an “exact match” in break indices agreement of 69% in their paper on ToBI 

(1992:869). The agreement rate in this study for prosodic boundaries is 92.4%, which is 

roughly equal to what Pitrelli, Beckman & Hirschberg reported, and which is much 

higher than what Silverman et. al reported. Finally, when speaker Bastien, whose sample 

received the lowest rate of agreement (see Table 2.5), was removed from the statistical 

analyses of IP duration (see section 2.5.2), inter-group differences remained significant. 

 

2.5 Results 

Firstly, the findings of the comparison between Vaudois and standard French 

reading rates are presented. This section compares the speech rate of Vaudois speakers 

with that of Northern French speakers, in response to the claim that the Swiss speak more 

slowly than the French. This analysis draws on the experiments by Fougeron & Jun’s on 

rate effects on French intonation (1998), which will be used for comparison points. In 

their work, they distinguish speaking rate from articulation rate, which is a terminology 

followed here as well. Speaking rate is measured by including pauses, while articulation 

rate excludes pauses (Fougeron and Jun 1998:51). 
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2.5.1 Phrase, word, syllable counts 

The number of IPs, APs, words, and syllables for each speaker was obtained 

through a TextGrid interval-counting script. Although the text given to every informant 

was identical, some speakers merged or skipped a few function words, resulting in 

different counts across readers. These counts are reported in Table 2.6, Table 2.9, and 

Table 2.8 below. On average, the Swiss informants produced 16.5 IPs, 46.3 APs, 106.3 

words, and 160.6 syllables for the reading of “La Bise et le Soleil”, while the French 

participants produced 20.1 IPs, 46.8 APs, 107.5 words, and 161.6 syllables for the same 

text. This means that the Swiss especially tended to have fewer major phrases than the 

French, and to a lesser extent fewer minor phrases as well. Means and standard deviations 

are presented in Table 2.7 below, showing that the largest differences between speakers 

are found in the French group for the number of APs and IPs. Otherwise, standard 

deviations remain relatively small compared to the mean.  

The values across groups are all close to each other. The only difference lies in 

the number of IPs, with the Vaudois speakers grouping words and APs in, on average, 3.6 

fewer major phrases than the French speakers. However, the Independent Samples t-test 

performed in SPSS (Table 2.8) reveals that none of these values are significantly different 

for the two groups. The variation between the Swiss and the French in the number of IPs 

is however close to significant: t(10) = -2.19, p = 0.054. With more data, it may reach 

significance. A chi-square test could not be performed because there were not sufficient 

data. However, as shown in, Levene’s test is not significant, i.e the homogeneity 

assumption between groups has been met. Independent Samples t-tests were performed 

instead. Effect sizes were also calculated following Field (2005). Pearson’s correlation 
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coefficient r is recommended in this case because “it is widely understood [and] 

frequently used” (294), and it is obtained for parametric t-tests with the following 

formula (294): 

! 

r =
t
2

t
2

+ df
 

 

For nonparametric t-tests, the following formula is used to obtain r (532): 

 

! 

r =
Z

N
 

 

Field (32) also indicates that when r = .10 it can be interpreted as a small effect 

(accounting for 1% of the total variance), when r = .30 it can be interpreted as a medium 

effect (accounting for 9% of the total variance), and when r = .50 it can be interpreted as 

a large effect (accounting for 25% of the total variance). 

 

CODE NAME # OF IP # OF AP # OF WORDS # OF SYLLABLES 

Benjamin 19 41 106 161 

Bastien 16 48 107 160 

Floriane 17 47 107 161 

Laura 15 49 107 161 

Renaud 18 48 108 163 

Sophie 14 45 103 158 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss average 16.5 46.3 106.3 160.6 

Carine 21 51 108 164 

Charlotte 20 49 108 162 

Géraldine 26 50 107 162 

Julien 21 48 105 158 

Jérémy 18 40 108 161 

Nathan 15 43 109 163 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 20.1 46.8 107.5 161.6 

Table 2.6: Number of IPs, APs, and syllables, in the text “La Bise et le Soleil” as read by 

each speaker, with the Vaudois speakers on top, and the French ones at the bottom. 

Average values are also given for both groups. 
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 GROUP N MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR MEAN 

Swiss 6 160.7 1.6 .67 
syllable 

French 6 161.7 2.1 .84 

Swiss 6 106.3 1.8 .71 
word 

French 6 107.5 1.4 .56 

Swiss 6 46.3 2.9 1.20 
AP 

French 6 46.83 4.34 1.78 

Swiss 6 16.50 1.87 .76 
IP 

French 6 20.17 3.66 1.49 

Table 2.7: Descriptive group statistics for number of syllables, words, APs, and IPs in 

both dialectal groups. 

 

 

 

LEVENE'S TEST 

FOR EQUALITY OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

syllable .226 .645 -.930 10 .374 -1.000 1.075 -3.395 1.395 

word .150 .707 -1.282 10 .229 -1.167 .910 -3.194 .861 

AP 1.632 .230 -.233 10 .820 -.500 2.146 -5.282 4.282 

IP .900 .365 -2.187 10 .054 -3.667 1.677 -7.402 .069 

 

Table 2.8: Independent Samples t-test output for syllable, word, AP, and IP count across 

groups. Levene’s test was non-significant, which means that the “variances are roughly 

equal and the assumption [of homogeneity] is tenable” (Field 2000:238). Thus 

parametrical t-tests were performed. 

 

 

The figures below illustrate some of the similarities across both dialect groups in the 

syllable, word, and AP counts for each speaker, but also emphasize some difference in 

the number of IPs per reading: Figure 2.6 shows individual differences between speakers, 

and those in the Swiss group seem to have consistently fewer IPs than those in the 

standard French group. In addition, Figure 2.2 below shows individual differences, 

namely that speaker Sophie (Switzerland) and speaker Julien (France) both display a 

lower count of syllables and words than the other informants  (under 160 syllables, when 
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most counts are between 160 and 164). This is perhaps due to fewer optional schwas 

produced, and the elision of certain words.  

 
Figure 2.2: Total number of syllables in the text for each informant. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Total number of words in the text for all informants. 
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Figure 2.4: Total number of APs in the text for all informants. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Average number of IPs in the text for each dialectal group. The difference 

between the two groups is almost significant (p = .054). 
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Figure 2.6: Total number of IPs in the text for all informants. The difference between the 

two groups is almost significant (p = .054). 

 

 

This next analysis compares the average number of syllables and words per AP 

and IP, shown below in Table 2.9. Little variation is observed. The average number of 

syllables per AP and the average number of words per AP are identical across dialectal 

groups. The average number of syllables per IP and the average number of words per IP, 

however, tend to be higher for the Swiss group. Therefore, a trend is observed showing 

that on average, Vaudois speakers produce more syllables and more words per major 

prosodic phrase (IP) than standard French speakers do. As mentioned before, it is also 

possible that some speakers elided words or did not insert schwas as others did. For 

example, in French, phonetic rules allow one to optionally realize the schwa vowel in the 

article “le” (“the”) in “qu’il était le plus fort” (“that he was the strongest”) and a few 

other expressions in the text “La Bise et le Soleil”. Other words containing optional 

schwas are “enveloppé” (“wrapped”) or in the expression “reconnaître qu’il était” 
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(“recognize that he was”), where if the schwa in “reconnaître” is not realized, neither is 

the preceding phoneme [“]. 

 

CODE NAME # OF SYLL. / AP # OF WORDS / AP # OF SYLL. / IP # OF WORDS / IP 

Benjamin 3.9 2.6 8.5 5.6 

Bastien 3.3 2.2 10.0 6.7 

Floriane 3.4 2.3 9.5 6.3 

Laura 3.3 2.2 10.7 7.1 

Renaud 3.4 2.2 9.2 6.0 

Sophie 3.5 2.3 11.3 7.4 S
w

it
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Swiss average 3.5 2.3 9.8 6.6 

Carine 3.2 2.1 7.8 5.1 

Charlotte 3.3 2.2 8.1 5.4 

Géraldine 3.2 2.1 6.2 4.1 

Julien 3.3 2.2 7.5 5.0 

Jérémy 4.0 2.7 8.9 6.0 

Nathan 3.8 2.5 10.0 7.3 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 3.5 2.3 8.2 5.5 

Table 2.9: Number of syllables per AP, and number of words per AP, with the average 

values for each group. 

 

The number of syllables contained in each AP is identical for both categories of speakers, 

with 3.5 syllables per AP in each group. This is close to the results reported by Jun & 

Fougeron (2000:217) for the same text, with on average 3.5 to 3.9 syllables produced in 

every AP. In the present study, that number for Vaudois speakers ranges from 3.3 to 3.9, 

and from 3.2 to 4 for the French. In addition, the present study finds that the Swiss 

speakers produced on average 2.3 words per AP, just like the French. For the same text, 

Jun & Fougeron (2000) write that they found a range from 2.3 to 2.6 words per AP. The 

values observed in this work range from 2.2 to 2.6 for the Vaudois speakers, and from 2.1 

to 2.7 for the French speakers. In light of these numbers, there is no strong evidence that 

would lead us to believe that there are dialectal difference in those aspects, besides 

perhaps that the Swiss insert more schwas in a reading context than the French. 
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Andreassen (2003) conducted a study on schwas based on a Vaudois spontaneous speech 

corpus and compared her observations to those made on standard French by Dell (1985), 

but did not find an important divergence in the overall use of the schwa vowel (26). 

Perhaps differences could be found in read speech. 

 The statistical results in Table 2.10 and Table 2.11 show that the greater number 

of syllables and words per IP in Vaudois French is in fact non-significant (p > 0.05). 

However, the average number of syllables per IP is also the category with the largest 

standard deviation for both groups, underlining that the mean value might not be a 

reliable representation of the group that it describes. The standard deviation for words per 

IP in the Swiss group is, on the other hand, smaller, than for the French group. This could 

mean that there is greater individual variation in the group of speakers of standard 

French. There is less variability in the Swiss group. 

 

 NATIONALITY N MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR MEAN 

Swiss 6 3.5 .23 .09 Syllables per AP 

  French 6 3.5 .34 .14 

Swiss 6 2.3 .14 .06 Words per AP 

  French 6 2.3 .24 .10 

Swiss 6 9.8 1.05 .43 Syllables per IP 

  French 6 8.2 1.56 .64 

Swiss 6 6.6 .68 .28 Words per IP 

  French 6 5.5 1.07 .43 

Table 2.10: Descriptive group statistics for number of syllables per AP, number of words 

per AP, number of syllables per IP, and number of words per IP. 
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LEVENE'S 

TEST FOR 

EQUALITY 

OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Syllables 

per AP 
2.283 .162 .009 10 .993 .0015300 .1689808 -.3749828 .3780428 

Words 

per AP 
3.533 .090 -.102 10 .921 -.0117370 .1151554 -.2683193 .2448453 

Syllables 

per IP 
.356 .564 2.072 10 .065 1.5906103 .7677360 -.1200121 3.3012327 

Words 

per IP 
.511 .491 1.979 10 .076 1.0210221 .5159501 -.1285863 2.1706306 

Table 2.11: Independent Samples t-test output for number of syllables per AP, number of 

words per AP, number of syllables per IP, and number of words per IP. The difference in 

the number of syllables per IP across groups is almost significant. 

 

 

The numbers of syllables per AP presented above are identical in both groups. The AP 

organization as far as syllable and word counts are concerned seems particularly similar 

in Vaudois and standard French with 3.5 syllables and 2.3 words in each minor prosodic 

phrase in both groups. 
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Figure 2.7: Average number of syllables per IP for each speaker. The difference between 

the two groups is not significant (p = .065), but mean values indicate considerable inter-

speaker variability. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.8: Average number of syllables per IP for each dialectal group. The difference 

between the two groups is not significant (p = .065), but mean values indicate 

considerable inter-speaker variability. 
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Figure 2.9: Average number of words per IP for each speaker. The difference between the 

two groups is not significant (p = .076), but mean values indicate considerable inter-

speaker variability. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.10: Average number of words per IP for each dialectal group. The difference 

between the two groups is not significant (p = .076), but mean values indicate 

considerable inter-speaker variability. 
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2.5.2 Duration of text and phrases 

Reported below are duration values of IPs and APs. The duration of the text for 

each speaker is given as well. The length of the read text and the length of major and 

minor phrases, including and excluding pauses are compared.
4
 

Results show that when pauses are taken into consideration, the average duration 

of the text as read by both groups is roughly identical, with similar standard deviations 

and standard error means. The results are analogous on several terms, suggesting that 

read standard French and Vaudois French resemble each other on that aspect. On the 

other hand, when pauses are not measured in the duration of the text, i.e. when 

articulatory rate is considered, the Vaudois speakers tend to take more time than the 

standard French speakers to complete the reading, and the standard deviations and error 

means of measurement are small for both groups, which underlines less individual 

variation within each group.  

Still, differences across speakers are observed. Speakers Bastien and Renaud take 

the most time to complete the reading. There may be a link with the education level of 

speakers, since in the Swiss group, Bastien and Renaud are the only informants who have 

not attended college. In the French group, all informants have a college degree. The only 

speaker from France to read the text in more than 40 seconds (pauses included) is 

Géraldine. Without pauses, she also takes the longest duration to complete the reading, 

                                                
4
 To measure the duration of phrases, a Praat script was created. It calculated the 

difference between the end points and starting points of each interval in the AP and IP 

Praat TextGrid tiers. The length of the text containing pauses was acquired manually in 

Praat, by retrieving information in the appropriate tier. In a different tier, a script 

recovered the length of the marked intervals of pauses. The sum of pauses was subtracted 

from the length of the text with pauses to calculate the duration of the text without 

pauses. In two Swiss files, speakers hesitated and repeated a phrase. The disfluent parts 

of the recordings were omitted from the measures in favor of the corrected portions. 
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being the only one going over 30 seconds for the entire text within her dialect group. But 

her education level is comparable to that of her French peers in that she holds a college 

degree. This indicates that while the education level of speakers may have an effect on 

the speed at which they read, individual reading styles also have an effect on articulation 

rate. 

 

CODE NAME TEXT DURATION 

WITH PAUSES 

TEXT DURATION 

WITHOUT PAUSES 

Benjamin 32.9 24.6 

Bastien 35.1 30.8 

Floriane 29.8 25.3 

Laura 32.5 27.4 

Renaud 42.7 33.7 

Sophie 32.7 29.1 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss average 34.3 28.5 

Carine 32.9 27.8 

Charlotte 35.6 28.5 

Géraldine 41.9 30.6 

Julien 32.3 24.4 

Jérémy 35.3 24.4 

Nathan 29.7 23.2 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 34.6 26.5 

Table 2.12: Duration of the text in seconds, with and without pauses, for each Swiss and 

French speaker, with the average for each group. 

 

 

 

 NATIONALITY N MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR MEAN 

Swiss 6 34.3 4.4 1.8 
Text with pauses 

French 6 34.6 4.2 1.7 

Swiss 6 28.5 3.4 1.4 Text with no 

pauses French 6 26.5 2.9 1.2 

Table 2.13: Descriptive group statistics for the duration of the text with and without 

pauses, in seconds. 
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LEVENE'S 

TEST FOR 

EQUALITY 

OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Text 

with 

pauses 

.003 .958 -.138 10 .893 -342.867 2490.681 -5892.450 5206.717 

Text 

with 

no 

pauses 

.075 .790 1.080 10 .306 1977.122 1830.736 -2102.013 6056.256 

 

Table 2.14: Independent Samples t-test output for the duration of read text with and 

without pauses, in ms, across both dialectal groups. Differences are not significant. 

 

When pauses are taken into consideration, both the Swiss and the French read the 

text “La Bise et le Soleil” at approximately 34 seconds. There are therefore no 

differences across groups in the duration of the read text when pauses are included in the 

measurement. Vaudois speakers completed the reading in as short as 29 seconds and as 

long as 42 seconds. Those values range from 29 seconds as well to 41 seconds for the 

speakers from Northern France. When pauses are excluded, however, the group of French 

speakers finish the reading in less time (in 26.5 seconds vs. 28.5 seconds for the Swiss 

group). An Independent Samples t-test nonetheless reveals that the observed difference is 

non-significant: t(10) = .79, p = 0.306). This may mean that the French mark either 

longer or more pauses than the Swiss. An analysis on their use of pauses is provided 

below in section 2.5.3. Although the differences in articulation rate were not found to be 

significantly different, the raw data so far indicate a tendency of speakers in the Vaudois 

group to articulate somewhat slower than speakers of standard French. 
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Besides overall speaking and articulatory rate, the duration of APs and IPs is 

another cue to speech rate. Section 2.5.1 already showed that the Swiss groups tend to use 

somewhat fewer IPs than their French counterparts. Results concerning the length of 

minor and major prosodic phrases including pauses are first summarized in Table 2.15 

and Table 2.16 below. As far as the duration of IPs and APs is concerned, the data show 

that their average duration for Vaudois informants tends to be somewhat longer, though 

not significantly so, than for French participants, although it was seen earlier that the 

number of syllables per AP was roughly identical. The IPs, however, were also shown to 

have slightly fewer syllables in the Vaudois group (see section 2.5.1). On average, the 

Swiss readers complete an IP in 2166 ms. and an AP in 771 ms. As for the French 

speakers, the average duration of their IPs is 1715 ms, i.e. 451 ms. shorter than the Swiss 

average IP, and the average duration of their APs is 738 ms, which is 33 ms shorter than 

the Swiss average AP. The Independent Samples t-tests find no significance in the 

difference observed for the APs (p > 0.05), but the difference displayed for the IP is in 

fact significant: t(218) = 3.48, p < 0.01. It appears that the Vaudois speakers in this group 

use somewhat fewer IPs than the standard French speakers, but those IPs have a longer 

duration. The standard deviation for the Swiss group (Table 2.15) is nevertheless large as 

well, underlining sizeable inter-speaker variation.  

One can note in light of Table 2.16 that the Levene’s test for equality of variance 

is barely non-significant for the measures of IP duration, which strongly suggests that 

the two distributions compared in the t-tests tend to be quite different. Thus, with respect 

to the duration of IPs, there seem to be two different strategies of reading in the two 

group, even in carefully controlled scripted speech: one characterizing the group of Swiss 

speakers, the other the group of French speakers. 
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Whether or not the perception of a slower speech rate is due to the fact that Swiss 

speakers’ IPs have a longer duration remains to be tested. Overall, as a group, the Swiss 

use fewer IPs in the text, but each individual phrase lasts longer than the French IPs, so 

that in the end both groups read the text in a comparable amount of time. 

 

 NATIONALITY N MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR MEAN 

Swiss 278 746.77 604.948 36.282 
AP 

French 281 738.89 392.406 23.409 

Swiss 99 2096.99 1105.880 111.145 
IP 

French 121 1715.94 710.156 64.560 

 

Table 2.15: Descriptive group statistics for duration of APs and IPs with pauses in ms. 

 

 

LEVENE'S 

TEST FOR 

EQUALITY 

OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

AP 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.080 .778 .235 557 .815 7.877 33.567 -58.057 73.810 

IP 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

3.696 .056 3.480 218 .001 381.048 109.505 165.224 596.872 

 

Table 2.16: Independent Samples t-test output for the duration of APs and IPs with 

pauses in ms. across groups. The difference in IP average duration is significant:  

t(218) = 3.48, p < .01. It represented a small sized effect r = .23. 
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Figure 2.11: Average duration of IPs with pauses in ms. for each speaker. This difference 

between the two groups is significant (p = .001). 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Average duration of IPs with pauses in ms. for each dialectal group. This 

difference between the two groups is significant (p = .001). 

 

 

* 

* 
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Now that the duration of APs and IPs including pauses has been considered, their 

duration excluding pauses can be explored. In other words, speaking rate was 

investigated, and now it is the turn of articulatory rate to be studied. The results are given 

in the tables and figures below (Table 2.17, Table 2.18, Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14, Figure 

2.15, Figure 2.16). They show that on average, the duration of APs and IPs without 

pauses is also longer in the Swiss group than in the French group. Table 2.17 shows that 

the Swiss take on average 50 ms. longer than the French to complete an AP, and 444 

ms. longer for an IP, although there seem to be fewer words per phrase (section 2.5.1). 

The Independent Samples t-test performed on the data reveals that those differences are 

significant, as shown in Table 2.18: t(558) = 2.69, p = .007 with a small sized effect r = 

.11 for AP duration, and t(223) = 4.64, p = .001 with a medium sized effect r = .30 for IP 

duration. The Vaudois informants in this study thus appear to take significantly more 

time to complete both their IPs and APs, when pauses are not taken into account. This 

difference is largest when comparing IPs (p = .001 vs. p = .007 for AP duration). But the 

standard deviation (Table 2.17) is also the greatest for the duration of IPs among the 

Swiss informants, suggesting considerable inter-speaker variation.  

The finding that IPs are longer for the Vaudois group is not surprising since it 

was established that the Swiss use more words per IP than the French (Table 2.9 and 

Table 2.10). However, the number of words per AP was about equal in both groups. 

This means that the Swiss possibly articulate more slowly than the French. Furthermore, 

similarly to what was observed in Table 2.16, Levene’s test for equality of variance in 

Table 2.18 is barely non-significant in the case of APs. This means that the distribution 

is slightly heterogeneous, with two groups that employ different strategies as far as the 

duration of APs and IPs without pauses is concerned. 
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 NATIONALITY N MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR MEAN 

Swiss 278 614.29 235.452 14.121 
AP 

French 282 564.60 199.795 11.898 

Swiss 100 1718.19 814.521 81.452 IP 

 French 125 1274.45 620.287 55.480 

Table 2.17: Descriptive group statistics for duration of APs and IPs without pauses in ms. 

 

 

 

LEVENE'S TEST 

FOR EQUALITY OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

AP 3.828 .051 2.694 558 .007 49.692 18.444 13.464 85.920 

IP 3.106 .079 4.638 223 .000 443.737 95.669 255.205 632.269 

 

Table 2.18: Independent Samples t-test output for the duration APs and IP without pauses 

in ms. across groups. The difference in both AP and IP duration is significant. For AP 

duration: t(558) = 2.69, p < .01, with a small sized effect r = .11. For IP duration: t(223) 

= 4.64, p < .01, with a medium sized effect r = .30. 
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Figure 2.13: Average duration of APs without pauses in ms. for each speaker. This 

difference between the two groups is significant (p = .007). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.14: Average duration of APs without pauses in ms. for each dialectal group. 

This difference between the two groups is significant (p = .007). 

* 

* 
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Figure 2.15: Average duration of IPs without pauses in ms. for each speaker. This 

difference between the two groups is significant (p = .001). 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Average duration of IPs without pauses in ms. for each speaker. This 

difference between the two groups is significant (p = .001). 

* 

* 
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2.5.3 Number and duration of pauses 

The use of pauses is another component of speech rate and possible differences in 

speech rate. This variable has already been considered in the preceding sections, as 

lengths of phrases were measured with and without pauses and differences compared. 

The topic is now approached in more detail. The tables below present the number of 

pauses used by each group, their total duration in ms. (i.e. the sum of all pauses), and 

their mean duration in ms. These values show that the Vaudois speakers use, on average, 

five fewer pauses in the text “La Bise et le Soleil” than the Northern French speakers (13 

vs. 18). The Independent Samples t-test indicates that this is a significant difference: t(10) 

= -2.25, p = .048. It represented a large size effect r = .58. There are some notable 

outliers in both dialectal groups, however. Among the Vaudois speakers, Laura uses only 

9 pauses throughout her reading, while among the speakers of standard French, Géraldine 

uses as many as 25. This could certainly affect the results observed here. The education 

level does not seem to affect these results, as Laura and Géraldine have both attended 

college. Also, fewer pauses (Vaudois group) inserted in a read text would, a priori, 

indicate better fluency and greater familiarity with reading. Hence, it contradicts 

expectations that the Vaudois group, featuring two speakers with no college degree, 

would articulate at a slower pace because of lack of familiarity with the task of reading a 

text out loud. 

The average duration of pauses is similar across groups, and not significantly 

different: t(186) = -.17, p = .869. Pauses last on average 439 ms. for the Vaudois speakers 

and 446 ms. for the standard French speakers, which is virtually identical. The difference 

in the total length of pauses is not significant either: t(10) = -1.69, p = .121. But a trend 
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indicates that the total duration of pauses for the Swiss is somewhat smaller.  They last 

5.8 seconds for the Swiss group compared with 8.1 seconds for the French group. 

Overall, the Swiss in this pool of speakers use individual pauses less frequently, but each 

one lasts just about as long as a pause from a standard French speaker. So far, to 

recapitulate findings, the perception that the Swiss speak more slowly than the French 

could be interpreted as coming not from the duration of pauses, but from the number of 

inserted pauses as well as articulation rate, at least in read speech. This claim will be 

further examined below. 

 

CODE NAME # OF PAUSES 

Benjamin 18 

Bastien 12 

Floriane 14 

Laura 9 

Renaud 16 

Sophie 10 S
w

it
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Swiss average 13.1 

Carine 16 

Charlotte 19 

Géraldine 25 

Julien 20 

Jérémy 16 

Nathan 13 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 18.1 

Table 2.19: Number of pauses per reading for each speaker. 

 

 

 NATIONALITY N MEAN 
STD. 

DEVIATION 

STD. ERROR 

MEAN 

Swiss 6 13.17 3.488 1.424 
Num. of pauses 

French 6 18.17 4.167 1.701 

Swiss 6 5793.08 2269.692 926.598 
Total dur. of pauses 

French 6 8113.07 2475.249 1010.516 

Swiss 79 439.98099 263.883493 29.689212 
Mean dur. of pauses 

French 109 446.59108 274.746655 26.315957 

Table 2.20: Descriptive group statistics for number of pauses, total duration of pauses in 

ms., and duration of pauses in ms. across groups. 
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LEVENE'S 

TEST FOR 

EQUALITY OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 
Lower Upper 

Number 

of pauses 
.085 .777 -2.254 10 .048 -5.000 2.219 -9.943 -.057 

Total 

length of 

pauses 

.020 .890 -1.692 10 .121 -2319.988 1371.031 -5374.836 734.860 

Mean 

dur. of 

pauses 

.013 .910 -.166 186 .869 -6.610087 39.930862 -85.385695 72.165521 

Table 2.21: Independent Samples t-test output for number of pauses, total duration of 

pauses in ms., and mean duration of pauses in ms. across groups. The difference in the 

number of pauses across groups is significant: t(10) = -2.25, p < .05. It represented a 

large sized effect r = .58. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Total number of pauses used in the reading of “La Bise et le Soleil” for each 

speaker. This difference between both groups is significant (p = .048). 

 

* 
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Figure 2.18: Average number of pauses used in the reading of “La Bise et le Soleil” for 

each dialectal group. This difference between both groups is significant (p = .048). 

 

 

2.5.4 Speaking and articulation rates 

The next part of the analysis explores direct measures of speaking and articulation 

rates. Earlier sections have brought evidence to believe that articulation rates differ both 

in IPs and APs. Speaking rate in this section will be calculated as the number of syllables 

divided by the total duration of the text in seconds including pauses, and articulation rate 

by excluding pauses.
5
 It should be noted that these calculations are global insofar as they 

do not take into account the phrase-level prosodic organization of the utterance. The 

results are reported in the tables below. As stated in the hypotheses (section 2.3), 

although some reports based on intuitive perception claim that the Swiss speak at a 

slower rate than the French, no such dialectal difference is expected on accounts of “read 

                                                
5
 Speaking rate includes pauses while the articulation rate does not. These rates are 

obtained by following Fougeron & Jun’s method (1998). 

* 
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prosody” (Simon 2003) in the French-speaking world. According to Simon’s predictions, 

speakers of non-standard dialects of French are expected to revert to a widely shared 

standardized form of the prosody of the language in reading tasks. 

Results show that overall speaking rate is almost identical for both groups, at 4.74 

syllables per second for the Swiss group, and 4.72 for the French group, with no 

significant difference across groups: t(10) = .06, p = .949. The articulation rate, however, 

varies. It reaches 5.70 syllables per second for the Vaudois speakers, and 6.15 syllables 

per second for the Northern French speakers, yet this difference is not significant either: 

t(10) = -1.19, p = .262. There is a slight tendency for the Swiss to articulate slower, but in 

light of the overall measures of rate, nothing is significant. If anything, rate differences 

are structural differences in phrases and in the number of pauses inserted, as shown 

before. When looking at Fougeron & Jun’s data (1998:51-2), one can place the 

articulation rate among standard French speakers on average at 5.2 to 6 syllables per 

second, which they write compares with other studies reporting 5.73 syllables per second 

(Malécot, Johnson, and Kizziar 1972) and 5.29 syllables per second (Grosjean and 

Deschamps 1975). The standard French speakers in the present study articulate at a faster 

rate than what was reported in previous studies, whereas the Vaudois speakers are on 

target with those other accounts. As a consequence, one could say that the Swiss are not 

particularly slow speakers, but that rather the French seem to be remarkably fast 

speakers, at least compared to speaking and articulatory rates reported in the past. 
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CODE NAME # SYLL. TEXT DUR. 

WITH 

PAUSES 

TEXT DUR. 

WITHOUT 

PAUSES 

SPEAK. RATE 

(SYLL/SEC.) 

ART. RATE 

(SYLL/SEC.) 

Benjamin 161 32.9 24.6 4.89 6.53 

Bastien 160 35.1 30.8 4.56 5.20 

Floriane 161 29.8 25.3 5.40 6.36 

Laura 161 32.5 27.4 4.96 5.87 

Renaud 163 42.7 33.7 3.82 4.84 

Sophie 158 32.7 29.1 4.83 5.42 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss average 160.7 34.3 28.5 4.74 5.70 

Carine 164 32.9 27.8 4.98 5.90 

Charlotte 162 35.6 28.5 4.55 5.68 

Géraldine 162 41.9 30.6 3.87 5.29 

Julien 158 32.3 24.4 4.89 6.46 

Jérémy 161 35.3 24.4 4.56 6.59 

Nathan 163 29.7 23.2 5.49 7.01 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 161.7 34.6 26.5 4.72 6.15 

 

Table 2.22: Speaking rate vs. articulation rate. Speaking rate is the number of syllables 

divided by the text duration in seconds with pauses. Articulation rate is the number of 

syllables divided by the text duration in seconds without pauses. This table also reprints 

the number of syllables in the text for each speaker, as well as text duration with and 

without pauses, provided in Table 2.9. 

 

 NATIONALITY N MEAN STD. DEVIATION STD. ERROR MEAN 

Swiss 6 4.74252 .527775 .215463 
Speaking rate 

French 6 4.72234 .543024 .221689 

Swiss 6 5.70497 .667772 .272617 
Articulation 

French 6 6.15495 .642124 .262146 

Table 2.23: Descriptive group statistics for speaking and articulation rates, in syllables 

per second. 

 

LEVENE'S 

TEST FOR 

EQUALITY OF 

VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Speak. rate .023 .883 .065 10 .949 .020177 .309144 -.668639 .708994 

Articulation .011 .920 -1.190 10 .262 -.449983 .378207 -1.292681 .392714 

Table 2.24: Independent Samples t-test output for speaking and articulation rates. The 

differences between groups are not significant. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

The series of duration and rate measurements reported in this chapter are 

summarized in Table 2.25 below. 

 

TABLE MEASUREMENTS RESULTS 

Table 

2.8 

Total number of syllables, 

words, APs, and IPs 

No significant differences, but the 

difference in the number of IPs was close to 

significant (p = .054), with the Swiss 

having a somewhat lower number of IPs 

 

Table 

2.11 

Number of syllables and words 

per AP and per IP 

No significant differences, but the 

difference in the number of syllables and 

words per IP was close to significant 

(respectively p = .065 and p = .076),  with 

the Swiss having more syllables and words 

per IP 

 

Table 

2.14 

Total text duration with and 

without silence pauses 

(respectively speaking and 

articulation rates) 

 

No significant differences 

Table 

2.16 

Mean duration of APs and IPs 

with pauses 

No significant difference between APs, but 

there is a significant difference between 

IPs, with the Swiss producing longer IPs 

than the French 

 

Table 

2.18 

Mean duration of APs and IPs 

without pauses  

There is a significant difference between 

APs and between IPs. The Swiss phrases 

are longer than the French ones, which 

could account for a perceived slower 

speech rate 

 

Table 

2.21 

Number of pauses, total 

duration of pauses in the text, 

and mean duration of pauses  

 

Only the number of pauses show a 

significant difference across groups, which 

means that The Swiss insert fewer pauses 

than the French 

 

Table 2.25: Summary of duration and rate measurements with their results 
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When contrasting the results above to one another, it seems that both groups reach 

the same speech rates through distinct phrasal organization: the Swiss articulate their APs 

and IPs at a slower pace, but they also pause less often. The French articulate their APs 

and IPs faster, but they slow down their overall speech rate by pausing more often than 

the Swiss. As a consequence, it appears that differences across groups occur only at the 

prosodic phrase level, and not in overall measures of speech rate. Hypothesis 2.1 (there 

are no differences in speech rate between Vaudois and standard French speakers) can 

therefore not be supported as it is formulated. The results support a different hypothesis, 

namely that there are differences in rhythmic organization between Vaudois and standard 

French speakers.  

One could speculate that this difference in prosodic structure, combined with the 

use of fewer pauses, possibly affects a listener’s perception of speech rate and may be 

interpreted as cues to a slower speech rate. This remains to be empirically tested in 

perception, as well as examined in spontaneous speech samples. Maybe the investigation 

of tonal alignment and pitch contours can shed additional light on this perceptual 

phenomenon. A different alignment and pitch accent placement in Vaudois from standard 

French perhaps is the source of such an interpretation. For instance, a bitonal pitch accent 

could considerably lengthen the syllable in which it is realized, giving the impression that 

this syllable is uttered more slowly than in standard French. 
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CHAPTER 3  

READ SPEECH: TONAL ALIGNMENT 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter continues the examination of read speech across dialect groups 

(Vaudois and standard French), with a focus on tonal alignment, also known as text-to-

tune alignment. An analysis of f0 target points in relation to segmental landmarks is 

expected to shed light on some Vaudois speakers’ tonal patterns compared to those of 

standard French speakers. Certain configurations are compared across both dialect 

groups, and the placement of AP-initial and AP-final low and high target points are 

examined. Finally, pitch contours are presented as illustrations of tonal configurations 

previously not described in standard French. 

 

3.2 Research questions 

Text-to-tune alignment has been shown to provide dependable information on 

tonal structure as a correlate of lexical stress in several languages (see Chapter 1, section 

1.7). Welby has used tonal alignment to shed light on the implementation of H tones in 

standard French. 

In her most recent study, Welby (2006) proposed that the AP-initial and AP-final 

rises are structurally different from each other. Her results were based on the analysis of a 

set of 108 sentences read by seven female Parisian French speakers, with a target phrase 

comprised of a noun or substantive adjective preceded by a definite article in various 
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positions, produced at two different speaking rates. Within her corpus, she examined 

tonal patterns, measured the tonal alignment of target f0 points and analyzed tonal scaling 

(“the relative height of a tone with respect to neighboring tones” (349). She marked the 

following target points to be analyzed: f0 at the start of the utterance, AP-initial L points, 

AP-initial H points, AP-final L tones (corresponding to the region of the ‘elbow’ or 

‘inflection point’ before the rise, and not necessarily to local f0 minima), and AP-final H 

tones. Time values concerning the placement of these target points in the phrase and in 

relation to each other were retrieved automatically by a Praat script, and regression 

analyses were performed to investigate the influence of certain independent variables on 

a model which predicts the occurrence of certain tonal patterns (such as LHLH) 

depending, for instance, on the length of the phrase or the number of syllables in the 

phrase.  

Through her examination of tonal patterns, Welby showed that the AP-initial H 

initial tone (also known as Hi) was in fact a phrase accent, as suggested by Jun & 

Fougeron (2000), and not a pitch accent as proposed by Post (2000). She found that this 

tone was not anchored to any segmental landmark and could occur on different syllables 

early in minor prosodic phrases (APs). Because the present study is the first intonational 

work on Vaudois French, and also on any variety of Swiss French, the phonetic 

realization of potential pitch accents and their alignment in those local varieties of French 

remain important empirical questions. An analysis of tone alignment aims to determine if 

potential tonal target points in a text read by Vaudois French are located in the same 

positions with respect to target syllables as in standard French. If yes, tonal alignment in 

contexts similar to read speech samples in Vaudois French should be regarded as similar 
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to read standard French. If not, pitch movements specific to Vaudois French need to be 

further investigated. 

Despite many similarities, not all Swiss French tonal configurations are 

structurally comparable with standard French forms in this corpus. There seem to be 

instances of phrase-final contours in the Swiss data that not observed in standard French 

in the Swiss data. Those realizations are however too scarce in number in the read speech 

corpus to lend themselves to a quantitative analysis, but will be presented at the end of 

this chapter as potentially novel, previously unobserved configurations in French, 

probably specific to the Vaudois dialect. They are similar patterns to those found in 

Nina’s speech examined in various speech styles (see Chapter 5) and perhaps linked to a 

stereotypical Swiss accent. 

 

3.3 Hypotheses 

Based on Simon’s claim (2003) that French speakers worldwide have a tendency 

to use a standardized form of French prosody in reading contexts, as explained in Chapter 

2 (section 2.3), it can be hypothesized that no significant differences in tonal alignment 

will be found between the speech of Vaudois Swiss and French speakers in reading 

situations. 

 

Hypothesis 3.1: There are no differences in tonal alignment between 

Vaudois and standard French speakers in read speech. 

 

The hypothesis above nevertheless contradicts intuitive, perceptual reports that the 

francophone Swiss have intonational patterns that differ from the standard form (see 
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Chapter 1, section 1.4.4). As described in Chapter 2 (section 2.3), since claims that there 

is a difference across those dialect groups were most certainly made about spontaneous 

speech, the hypothesis in this chapter instead follows claims emitted specifically for read 

speech, such as Simon’s. 

The methodology, speakers, and experimental design in the study reported here are 

identical to the description in Chapter 2. 

 

3.4 Segmentation protocol 

As for the study on speaking rate reported in the previous chapter, the present 

study on tonal alignment used a total of 12 files to segment for 12 speakers, six of them 

Swiss, six of them French. This process was done in the speech analyzer program Praat 

(Boersma and Weenink 2005). Multi-tiered TextGrids were created for each file and 

annotated.  

An inventory of all AP configurations found in the files is provided in section 

3.5.1 below. APs were segmented independently by two coders. AP frontiers were 

determined on the basis on perceptual breaks, syntax, and tonal configurations. Target 

points corresponding to rises and falls were then encoded.  Out of all APs that did not 

contain any hesitation or other disfluencies, those with Fall-Rise-Fall-Rise and Fall-Rise 

patterns (LHLH and LH) were selected for analysis. As section 4.5.2 will show, these 

patterns were the most frequent configurations in the corpus. One question in this chapter 

is to find out if the phonetic / phonological status of these configurations is identical in 

both dialects. 
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 A script was written to automatically retrieve the maximum and minimum f0 

values found in all AP intervals, and mark them in a separate point tier. These points 

were then reviewed manually, checked for accuracy, and corrected if needed. To 

manually label an f0 reference point, if the script had not already located and marked it, 

the syllable in which it occurred was visually inspected, and a function of Praat was used 

to retrieve the lowest or the highest f0 value in that interval. If the peak or valley 

expanded over two syllables, the whole area was selected by hand instead of the sole 

interval. Peaks were labeled either Hi or Hs, and the inflection points, i.e. the lowest 

points or “elbows” around peaks were marked as Li1 or Ls2.  

Figure 3.1 shows the notations employed: Hi represents the first f0 maximum in an 

AP and a syllable that is not AP final. Hs stands for the maximum f0 value in the last 

syllable of a non IP-final AP, the peak of the AP-final pitch accent in standard French. 

Li1 is used for the elbow preceding Hi, sometimes found in the same syllable as Hi, 

sometimes in the preceding syllable, variably realized in the first or second syllable of the 

AP. Ls2 marks the elbow preceding an AP-final rise, sometimes found in the same 

syllable as Hs, sometimes in the preceding syllable. Consequently, the AP-initial points 

are Li1 and Hi, and the AP final points are Ls2 and Hs.  

The onset of the syllables in which these target points are located were also 

encoded in a separate point tier. ‘o1’ is the onset of a syllable containing an Hi point, i.e. 

either the first or second syllable of an AP. ‘o2’ is the onset of a syllable containing an Hs 

point, i.e. the last syllable of an AP. AP-initial points (Li1 and Hi) were matched in a first 

analysis with o1 onset points for the alignment measures, and AP-final points (Ls2 and 

Hs) with o2 onset points. Thus, for example, if an Ls2 point occurred before the o2 onset 
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mark, it means that it was realized in the penultimate syllable of the phrase, and 

consequently the alignment value obtained would be negative (see for example Figure 3.2 

in section 3.5.2.1 of this chapter). An example of this kind of coding is provided in Figure 

3.1 below. The TextGrid tiers are represented (from top to bottom) under the waveform, 

spectrogram, and pitch contour. The encoded f0 target points are on Tier 1, the syllable 

onsets on Tier 2, and the syllable breakdown and phonetic transcription on Tier 3. A 

second, complementary analysis in which AP-initial points are matched with the first 

syllable of the first content word of the phrase, as opposed to the syllable in which Hi is 

realized, is described farther. 

75

125

175

Li1 Hi Ls2 Hs

o1 o2

s! dis py t!

Time (s)
0 0.907333

 

Figure 3.1: Praat picture showing the tonal encoding labels. This excerpt (“se disputaient” 

– “were fighting”) is taken from the female Vaudois speaker Floriane. 
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A Praat script retrieved the time at which each tonal landmarks occurred, relative 

to the beginning of each text. The script also gave the time at which each tagged syllable 

onset was situated. This information was transferred to an Excel spreadsheet where the 

time value of the points was subtracted from the time value of their matching onset. If the 

f0 target point was realized after the syllable onset (for instance if Hi was realized after 

o1, or if Hs was realized after o2) the alignment value was positive. If it was produced 

before the syllable onset, its alignment value was negative. 

As mentioned earlier, a complementary segmentation protocol was used to further 

inspect the AP-initial tonal targets (Li1 and Hi), this time in relation to morpho-syntactic 

information. In the first analysis explained in detail above, the onset of the syllable in 

which the initial peak occurs was the reference point from which alignment measures 

were taken. In the second analysis, the first syllable of the first content word of each 

phrase selected was marked as a reference point. These two methods allowed to track the 

placement of the AP-initial target points and find out how their anchoring interacts, if at 

all, with respect to the left edge of the AP and the onset of the lexical information in the 

AP. 

 

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Tonal alignment 

As shown in Table 3.1, in the read speech samples of most informants of both 

dialects, the LHLH tonal pattern was generally the most frequent configuration. LHLH is 

the most frequent for five Swiss speakers out of six, and for five French speakers out of 

six as well. On average, the Swiss display it 42% of the time and the French 41% of the 
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time. The second most used configuration is LH, observed 26% of the time in the Swiss 

group and 29% of the time in the French group. As a comparison, Welby (Welby 

2006:353) reports for her data that the LHLH pattern accounts for 50% of her target APs. 

The LH pattern is also the second most common AP configuration in her data, accounting 

for 21% of her target APs. In the present corpus, two phrase-final tonal non-standard 

configurations are found only in the speech of the Swiss informants Bastien and Renaud
1
 

and are displayed in italics at the end of the table. In this study, the f0 target points of all 

non IP-final AP-initial and AP-final rises were analyzed. 

 

CODE NAME LHLH LH HLH LHH LHL LHLL% HLL% LHLHL 

Benjamin 46 22 7 7 0 15 2 0 

Bastien 51 18 2 6 4 15 0 2 

Floriane 36 36 4 6 2 15 0 0 

Laura 33 40 13 2 0 13 0 0 

Renaud 49 13 3 8 8 13 0 2 

Sophie 39 30 7 14 0 9 2 0 S
w

it
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d
 

Swiss average 42 26 6 7 2 13 1 0 

Carine 40 17 21 6 0 15 2 0 

Charlotte 44 24 13 2 0 13 2 0 

Géraldine 45 31 14 0 2 8 0 0 

Julien 34 27 23 2 0 14 0 0 

Jérémy 43 30 8 5 0 10 5 0 

Nathan 40 42 2 7 0 9 0 0 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 41 29 13 4 0 11 2 0 

 

Table 3.1: Frequencies (in %) of all observed tonal configurations, for each speaker in the 

text “La Bise et le Soleil”. The patterns marked with % are IP-final.
2
 

 

 

 

                                                
1
 Again, there may be a correlation between their intonational patterns and their level of 

education. These two speakers are the only ones in the pool who have not attended 

college. 
2
 Values for each speaker do not add to 100% due to rounding errors. 
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The similarities in the structure of tonal configurations across dialectal groups are 

apparent in this inventory. Jun & Fougeron note a relationship between the number of 

syllables in one AP and its tonal configuration for standard French. Small APs 

(approximately 2 syllables) tend to show the LH* pattern, as other tones in the archetypal 

AP are undershot, while APs with more syllables (approximately 4 syllables) tend to 

show the LHiLH* pattern. An analysis of the relationship between syllable count and the 

type of AP patterns has not been undertaken for this corpus, but a priori Jun & 

Fougeron’s observation holds true for both dialect groups in this data, according to both 

labelers’ general observations. 

Yet there also are a few differences that stand out in the above inventory, namely 

the use of non-standard patterns in a few cases: pitch movements such as LHLHL are 

observed on two occasions in the speech of Bastien and Renaud, but these configurations 

are not found at all in the standard French group. The present analysis aims at finding out 

if the phonetic implementation of the standard AP tonal patterns differs from one group 

to the other, specifically in the text-to-tune alignment. Alignment measures were taken 

for tonal patterns containing at least one LH combination early in the AP (i.e. near the left 

edge) or an LH combination late in the AP (near the right edge) for all non IP-final APs 

conforming to the standard tonal patterns described in Table 3.1. The two rises will 

henceforth be referred to as ‘AP-initial’ and ‘AP-final’. For the AP-initial LH, when the 

rise is realized within a single syllable, this syllable tends to be the first syllable of the 

first content word of the AP. However, this varies insofar as H is considered to be a 

phrase tone in standard French, and possibly also in Swiss French, and the placement of 

phrase tones varies considerably (Chapter 1, section 1.6): sometimes they occur on the 
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second syllable of the first content word of the phrase. As far as AP-final LH targets are 

concerned, the reference point measured is always the onset of the last full syllable 

(schwas and filler words are excluded) of the AP. In all, there were 1,324 f0 target points 

collected to be analyzed: 655 in the Swiss group, and 659 in the French group. 

 

3.5.1.1 AP-initial Li1 target points 

First, the results concerning AP-initial Li1 points are reported for the first method 

described in section 3.4. AP-initial L points, which are the elbow preceding the AP-initial 

tonal targets labeled as Hi, are generally realized later in the target syllable (i.e. the 

syllable that contains the initial peak) in Vaudois French than in standard French (for 

segmentation protocol, see section 3.4). On average, Li1 points come 37 ms. after the 

onset of the syllable that contains the first peak (Hi), while in standard French they occur 

only 15 ms. after the syllable onset. The Independent Samples t-test confirms that this 

finding is significant: t(185) = 2.93, p = .004 (see Table 3.10). Thus, Swiss speakers 

realize the AP-initial L point significantly later than French speakers. 

Table 3.2 below shows individual values for speakers. While the mean value is 

positive for every Swiss speaker for the alignment of Li1, the variation is greater among 

the French speakers. Nathan’s mean alignment is positive, and Charlotte’s is barely above 

zero. Carine’s mean alignment value, on the other hand, is 61.75 ms after the syllable 

onset. No Swiss speaker has such wide deviation of mean values. Theirs range from 12 

ms. to 46.17 ms. The mean Li1 alignment values in the Swiss group therefore seem more 

stable. One can note that the standard deviations (also reported in Table 3.2) for both 
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groups are very similar, so that variation within groups is in the same order of magnitude, 

strengthening the comparison and the significance of this difference in alignment. 

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 represent the tonal alignment of Li1 targets. They show 

that in both groups, the majority of Li1 f0 targets are realized right on or immediately 

after the 0 ms. mark, i.e. at the onset or within the syllable in which Hi is realized. 

However, Li1 points occur in the syllable preceding the Hi peak more often in the French 

group than in the Swiss group, explaining why it was found that the group mean 

alignment value for standard French speakers is smaller than for Vaudois speakers. 

Generally, the range of Li1 target points for the former group is more spread out, from -

145.10 ms. to 159.58 ms. (a difference of 304.68 ms.), as opposed to the Swiss group, 

whose realizations range from -49.32 ms to 245.22 ms (a difference of 245.22 ms.), 

corroborating that there is greater variation among the French than the Swiss speakers in 

the implementation of the AP-initial L points. The timing  of this tonal target seems more 

consistent in Vaudois French, in the present corpus, explaining why the Swiss histogram 

is slightly skewed to the left.  Thus, while the Vaudois speakers realize on average this f0 

target point later in the syllable as their French counterparts, the latter have a wider scope 

of implementation. Both, however, seem to be edge-seeking, as Welby (2006) highlighted 

for standard French. Most Li1 points in both groups occur in the immediate vicinity of 

the syllable onset.  
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CODE NAME MEAN N STD. 

DEVIATION 

MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 39.08 17 47.99 -8.02 178.06 

Bastien 12.00 18 36.80 -27.23 112.53 

Floriane 36.88 13 38.22 -7.12 120.30 

Laura 45.56 14 53.18 -3.11 168.68 

Renaud 46.10 22 66.62 -49.32 195.94 

Sophie 46.17 16 55.21 -16.40 173.37 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group 37.51 100 52.08 -49.32 195.94 

Carine 61.75 15 47.16 9.22 159.58 

Charlotte 0.12 15 47.68 -106.76 96.15 

Géraldine 26.93 14 64.24 -102.54 152.34 

Julien 8.55 7 19.08 -19.18 45.15 

Jérémy 2.54 16 39.08 -93.84 57.89 

Nathan -3.15 20 40.11 -145.10 52.58 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 15.43 87 50.56 -145.10 159.58 

Table 3.2: Tonal alignment values in ms. for Li1 f0 targets for individual speakers. The 

average for each dialectal group is also given in bold. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Alignment of AP-initial Li1 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the 

syllable containing the AP-initial Hi point. Negative values indicate that the points were 

realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-initial Hi point. 

 

* 
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Figure 3.3: Alignment of AP-initial Li1 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the 

syllable containing the AP-initial Hi point. Negative values indicate that the points were 

realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-initial Hi point. 

 

3.5.1.2 AP-final Ls2 target points 

In contrast, the L points in non IP-final APs (labeled Ls2) representing the elbow 

preceding the final tonal target point (Hs), were usually realized earlier in Vaudois speech 

than in standard French. The data reveal that on average this target point is produced 51 

ms. into the syllable in Vaudois French, as opposed to 70 ms. in standard French. Again, 

the statistical analysis shows that this is a significant difference: t(342) = -2.49, p = .013. 

(see Table 3.10). Thus, Swiss speakers realize Ls2 points significantly earlier in the AP 

than French speakers do. Renaud, a Swiss speaker, shows great variation with 100.07 ms. 

for his standard deviation, greater than anybody else in his group. In addition, Géraldine, 

* 
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in the French group, has a mean alignment value of 112.85 ms, greater than anybody else. 

Her measures certainly contribute to the higher French average concerning the Ls2 

alignment. 

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 shows the alignment of these target points for the Swiss 

and French groups. They illustrate a tendency in the Vaudois group for these Ls2 points 

to be aligned earlier than the French ones, as already mentioned. They also demonstrate 

graphically that these AP-final L targets are usually realized for both groups immediately 

after the 0 ms. mark, i.e. after the onset of the syllable in which the AP-final peak occurs, 

just like AP-initial L points, as already pointed out by Jun & Fougeron (2002) and Welby 

(2003). The crucial difference is that the second most common occurrence among 

Vaudois speakers is between the -25 and 0 ms. marks, that is in the penultimate syllable 

of the phrase. On the contrary, the second most common occurrence among standard 

French speakers is between the 25 and 50 ms. marks, still in the final syllable of the AP. 

This is clearly illustrated in Figure 3.5. This confirms the Swiss tendency to align Ls2 

target points earlier AP-finally. In Vaudois French, AP-final L points are therefore 

significantly more likely to occur in the syllable preceding the final syllable of the AP 

than in standard French. 

Welby (Welby 2006) proposes that the AP-final L in standard French is realized 

near the right edge of the AP, rather than near the onset of its last syllable. This could 

explain the difference observed between both groups. Although there is a clear peak in 

the standard French histogram, suggesting an alignment in relation to the onset of the 

final syllable, there is a smaller secondary peak later after the onset, which does not 

appear in the Vaudois group. This is likely to constitute a difference between the 
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realizations in the two dialect groups: in the Swiss group, speakers tended to align the 

AP-final L around the final syllable onset (either before or after), whereas in the French 

group, speakers tended to align it within that syllable, possibly in relation to the right 

edge of the syllable as claimed by Welby. 

 

 

CODE NAME MEAN N STD. 

DEVIATION 

MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 23.66 28 51.96 -78.95 124.59 

Bastien 28.58 28 58.94 -61.86 170.30 

Floriane 43.68 27 69.51 -38.46 215.46 

Laura 61.57 33 60.48 -59.01 168.28 

Renaud 95.17 33 108.07 -38.19 552.48 

Sophie 46.05 21 67.84 -29.91 239.81 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group 51.66 170 76.15 -78.95 552.48 

Carine 55.52 30 52.82 -5.99 166.35 

Charlotte 86.28 32 74.03 -31.49 197.99 

Géraldine 112.85 29 65.72 -2.36 212.22 

Julien 49.60 26 51.38 -9.46 172.36 

Jérémy 74.97 26 64.00 1.65 200.04 

Nathan 44.48 31 59.96 -63.05 153.71 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 70.79 174 65.74 -63.05 212.22 

Table 3.3: Tonal alignment values in ms. for Ls2 f0 targets for individual speakers. The 

average for each dialectal group is also given in bold. 
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Figure 3.4: Alignment of AP-final Ls2 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the 

syllable containing the AP-final Hs point. Negative values indicate that the points were 

realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-final Hs point. 

 
Figure 3.5: Alignment of AP-final Ls2 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the 

syllable containing the AP-final Hs point. Negative values indicate that the points were 

realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-final Hs point. 

* 

* 
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So far, this tonal alignment investigation demonstrates that in the present corpus, 

in read Vaudois French, in AP-initial and AP-final LH configurations, AP-initial L f0 

points are generally realized significantly later at the beginning of the AP, and AP-final L 

f0 points are realized significantly earlier at the end of the AP than in read standard 

French. In the case of the AP-initial L point, the discrepancy could however come from 

greater variation in the timing of these L points in the French group, with more freedom 

to realize the L f0 target point in the speech of speakers from France. 

 

3.5.1.3 AP-initial Hi target points 

There are also differences between the two groups regarding the alignment of Hi 

points with respect to the syllable in which Hi occurs. Group means show that AP-initial 

H points (labeled Hi), just like AP-initial L points, are realized significantly later in 

Vaudois French than in standard French. This is also illustrated graphically by the box 

plots in Figure 3.6. The measured Hi points occur on average 115 ms. after the onset of 

the syllable in the Swiss speakers’ reading, this syllable being, as seen before, usually the 

first or second syllable of the AP, depending on which on the first peak of the non IP-

final AP occurs. However, this value is 97 ms. on average for the French speakers. The 

Independent Samples t-test found that this difference was significant: t(287) = 3.47, p = 

.001. Thus Swiss speakers align Hi points significantly later than French speakers. When 

considering each speaker individually (Table 3.4), it can be seen that there is actually 

great variation among speakers in the Swiss group, more so than among speakers in the 

French group. The largest recorded alignment measurement value for Vaudois speakers is  
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576.64 ms. after the syllable onset (Renaud), and the smallest one is 1.60 ms (Bastien). 

These are the highest and lowest values even when both groups are combined. 

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 illustrate this trend graphically. In Figure 3.7 the 

alignment measures for Vaudois French are more spread out than for standard French. 

The most frequent measures occur in the Swiss group between 75 and 125 ms, while in 

French there is a clear single peak at the 100 ms. mark. As a matter of fact, the two most 

frequent alignment measures in the latter group also fall between 75 and 125 ms. The 

difference found in the Independent Samples t-test then probably reflects the wider 

alignment range displayed by the Vaudois speakers, as well as the outlier value at 552.48. 

 

 

CODE NAME MEAN N STD. 

DEVIATION 

MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 93.74 30 41.92 21.40 238.10 

Bastien 129.79 26 58.74 1.60 253.68 

Floriane 107.08 26 44.73 12.82 194.65 

Laura 102.98 20 54.02 14.27 206.62 

Renaud 159.56 36 91.71 40.98 552.48 

Sophie 109.25 29 72.84 -25.11 247.56 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group 119.42 167 68.49 -25.11 576.64 

Carine 112.58 40 50.39 31.07 289.34 

Charlotte 107.80 32 51.02 11.62 209.20 

Géraldine 115.92 31 39.05 29.65 233.91 

Julien 67.09 24 25.96 26.71 133.67 

Jérémy 81.40 25 37.24 33.53 197.77 

Nathan 82.10 24 36.74 22.61 163.48 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 97.51 176 45.52 11.62 289.34 

Table 3.4: Tonal alignment values in ms. for Hi f0 targets for individual speakers. The 

average for each dialectal group is also given in bold. 
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Figure 3.6: Alignment of AP-initial Hi points relative to the left edge (onset) of the first 

or second syllable of the first lexical word of the AP. Negative values indicate that the 

points were realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-initial Hi point. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Alignment of AP-initial Hi points relative to the left edge (onset) of the first 

or second syllable of the first lexical word of the AP. Negative values indicate that the 

points were realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-initial Hi points. 

* 

* 
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3.5.1.4 AP-final Hs target points 

In the same manner as AP-final L target points, AP-final H points (labeled Hs) 

also seem to be produced earlier in the syllable in the Swiss dialect. They occur on 

average 162 ms. after their syllable onset in Vaudois French, while this figure is 166 ms. 

in standard French. The statistical analysis in this case however failed to highlight any 

significance: t(433) = -.99, p = .322. Sophie, in the Swiss group, produces an H point in 

the penultimate syllable of the phrase at one point. This is on the AP “à le lui faire ôter” 

(“the first one to make him take it off”), on the word “ôter”, in the sentence of the text “ils 

sont tombés d'accord que celui qui arriverait le premier à le lui faire ôter serait regardé 

comme le plus fort” (“they finally agreed that the first one to make him take it off would 

be regarded as the strongest”). The AP-final rise occurs on [o] in the first syllable of 

“ôter”. This is represented by a negative value in her tonal alignment measurement 

points. Such implementation is not observed in the standard French group, but is possible, 

albeit rare, in the Vaudois French read corpus, for this particular speaker. While no 

generalization can be drawn from this example, it reveals that stress realized on the 

penultimate syllable of APs is a possibility not to be excluded in read Vaudois French. 

The histogram in Figure 3.9 provides additional information on the difference 

between the AP-final H target points in Vaudois and standard French. The most striking 

feature is in the data from the French speakers, where two distinct peaks are observed. On 

the other hand, the histogram representing the data from the Swiss speakers has a single, 

somewhat more central peak. This suggests that the AP-final H target point is realized 

more consistently by the Swiss speakers in this corpus around the 120 ms. mark. Its 

timing in standard French seems more variable, as there seem to be AP-final rises that 
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occur near the left edge of the onset of the syllable, and others which occur closer to the 

right edge of the offset of the syllable. 

With respect to AP-final L points, Welby (2006) proposes that the AP-final rise in 

standard French is aligned in relation to the end of the last syllable of the AP. This could 

account for the lack of isolated peak in alignment values in the present data in standard 

French. However, this does not seem to be the case in Vaudois French, where such a peak 

is observed. The AP-final H point could then possibly be aligned in relation to the onset 

of the last syllable, either before it, or after it. This is perhaps an additional difference 

between speakers in the two dialect groups. 

 

CODE NAME MEAN N STD. 

DEVIATION 

MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 139.29 35 63.10 24.75 301.46 

Bastien 164.30 38 61.41 74.14 291.57 

Floriane 143.01 38 50.99 81.14 276.45 

Laura 171.41 36 52.97 38.69 297.65 

Renaud 208.09 39 78.76 59.35 372.07 

Sophie 139.77 31 69.68 -63.92 322.44 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group 162.08  217  67.49  -63.92  372.07  

Carine 152.10 39 58.17 77.36 318.85 

Charlotte 184.21 39 89.73 52.49 394.00 

Géraldine 206.62 39 88.11 68.90 393.12 

Julien 151.24 36 69.80 17.77 274.52 

Jérémy 168.51 32 69.40 44.17 289.43 

Nathan 147.35 36 50.71 55.07 252.04 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 168.08 221 75.16 17.77 394.00 

 

Table 3.5: Tonal alignment values in ms. for Hs f0 targets for individual speakers. The 

average for each dialectal group is also given in bold. 
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Figure 3.8: Alignment of AP-final Hs points relative to the left edge (onset) of the last 

syllable of the AP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Alignment of AP-final Hs points relative to the left edge (onset) of the last 

syllable of the AP. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in the syllable 

preceding that of the AP-final Hs points. 
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3.5.1.5 AP-initial Li1 and Hi points, second analysis 

The following analysis is different from the one described above as in this section 

tonal alignment values are measured not from the onset of the syllable in which the initial 

peak occurs, but systematically from the onset of the first syllable of the first content 

word of the AP, whether it contains a peak or not. Measuring the alignment of Li1 from 

the onset of the syllable in which the initial peak (Hi) occurred was relevant previously in 

that it focused on the syllable in which the whole rise was realized, which can be 

important perceptually. However, the alignment of the rise varies in the AP. As the 

results suggested, the AP-initial rise is perhaps stretched more in Vaudois speech than in 

standard French speech, as Hi was placed later in the AP in the former group. In this 

second analysis, the focus is turned towards the placement of the peak in relation to a 

fixed point in the AP, namely the first syllable of the first content word of the phrase. 

First, the syllables in which the AP-initial L and H points occur were marked, 

since their location can vary, although it is generally believed that the Hi is frequently 

realized in the first syllable of the first content word of the AP. Table 3.6 and Table 3.7 

recapitulate where Li1 and Hi were realized for each speaker of each dialect group. The 

position labeled 1 in each table means that the point occurred within the first syllable of 

the first content word in the AP. The positions labeled -1, -2 and -3 mean that the point 

occurred in the first, second, and third syllables immediately preceding the first syllable 

of the first content word in the AP. 
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POSITION OF INITIAL L POINT AND FREQUENCY (%) CODE NAME 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 

Benjamin 0 0 20.8 70.8 8.3 

Bastien 0 0 28.6 57.1 14.3 

Floriane 5.3 0 21.1 63.2 10.5 

Laura 0 0 29.4 52.9 17.6 

Renaud 0 0 35.7 60.7 3.6 

Sophie 0 0 18.2 77.3 4.5 

S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group average 0.7 0 26.2 63.4 9.7 

Carine 3.4 3.4 31 58.6 3.4 

Charlotte 0 3.7 33.3 40.7 22.2 

Géraldine 0 0 16.7 62.5 20.8 

Julien 0 0 25 56.3 18.8 

Jérémy 0 0 15 75 10 

Nathan 0 8.7 26.1 52.2 13 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group average 0.7 2.9 25.2 56.8 14.4 

Table 3.6: Frequency of occurrence of Li1 points placed before, in, or after the first 

syllable of the first content word of APs for each speaker. 

 

 

POSITION OF INITIAL H POINT AND FREQUENCY (%) CODE NAME 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 

Benjamin 0 0 0 79.2 20.8 

Bastien 0 0 2.9 77.1 20 

Floriane 0 0 5.3 78.9 15.8 

Laura 0 0 5.9 70.6 23.5 

Renaud 0 0 10.7 64.3 25 

Sophie 0 0 4.5 77.3 18.2 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group average 0 0 4.8 74.5 20.7 

Carine 1 0 2 21 5 

Charlotte 0 0 1 18 8 

Géraldine 0 0 0 13 10 

Julien 0 0 1 9 6 

Jérémy 0 0 0 15 5 

Nathan 0 0 3 13 7 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 0.7 0 5 64 29.5 

Table 3.7: Frequency of occurrence of Hi points placed before, in, or after the first 

syllable of the first content word of APs for each speaker. 

 

The tables above show little variation across groups, especially regarding target 

points placed before the first syllable of the first content word of the AP, where the 

figures for both sets of informants are very close to each other. Indeed, altogether Li1 

points (Table 3.6) precede that onset 26.9% of the time for the Swiss group, and 28.8% of 
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the time for the French group. Hi points (Table 3.7) precede that onset 4.8% of the time 

in the Swiss group, and 5.7% of the time in the French group. There is more variation 

when one compares points that are realized after the first syllable of the first content word 

of the AP, although the difference is not great. Thus Li1 points are realized within that 

syllable 63.4 % of the time in the Swiss group, compared with 56.8% of the time in the 

French group. They are realized in the following syllable 9.7 % of the time by Vaudois 

speakers, and as much as 14.4% of the time by standard French speakers. Hi points are 

realized within that first syllable 74.5% of the time in the Swiss group, as opposed to only 

64% of the time in the group from France. They however occur in the syllable following 

that first syllable 20.7% of the time in the Swiss group, and as much as 29.5% in the 

French group. As a consequence, there seems to be a tendency of standard French 

speakers to place their L and H points a little farther into the AP than their Swiss 

counterparts. Overall, however, speakers in both dialect groups show the same patterns of 

realization. 

The results of the comparison of alignments across dialect groups are not 

strikingly different when the target points are measured with respect to a fixed morpho-

syntactic reference point. The values (measured in ms.) are presented in Table 3.8. As far 

as the Li1 points are concerned, in both groups they seem to occur either before or after 

the first syllable of the first content word of the AP, but on average shortly after it. An 

Independent Samples t-test did not reveal any significant differences: t(282) =  .56, p = 

.58, r = .03. 
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CODE NAME MEAN N STD. 

DEVIATION 

MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 7.60 25 75.61 -173 178 

Bastien -3.54 35 116.12 -283 203 

Floriane 11.47 19 82.66 -281 120 

Laura 41.76 17 77.99 -109 168 

Renaud -0.18 28 178.40 -806 285 

Sophie 36.59 22 61.03 -94 173 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group 15.62 146 98.63 -291 188 

Carine 36.85 28 102.26 -76 398 

Charlotte 7.93 27 65.29 -150 179 

Géraldine 56.33 24 82.56 -113 248 

Julien 33.19 16 64.53 -19 175 

Jérémy 42.60 20 63.69 -5 176 

Nathan 21.91 23 72.85 -129 165 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 33.13 138 75.19 -82 223 

Table 3.8: Tonal alignment values in ms. for Li1 f0 targets for individual speakers, for the 

second alignment analysis. The average for each dialectal group is also given in bold. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Alignment of AP-initial Li1 points relative to the onset of the first syllable of 

the first content word of the AP. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in 

the syllable preceding that onset. 
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Figure 3.11: Alignment of AP-initial Li1 points relative to the onset of the first syllable of 

the first content word of the AP. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in 

the syllable preceding that onset. 

 

 

As for as the Hi points, again there does not seem to be much divergence across 

both dialect groups. These target points perhaps tend to be realized earlier in the Swiss 

group, as was already shown in Table 3.7.  This group displays more negative values than 

the standard French group. It means that it is more likely that Swiss speakers realize the 

initial peak before the first syllable of the first content word than standard French 

speaker. However, an Independent Samples t-test did not reveal any significant 

differences for this analysis either: t(282) =  .19, p = .85, r = .01. 
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CODE NAME MEAN N STD. 

DEVIATION 

MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 84.92 25 77.64 -113 238 

Bastien 114.40 35 113.57 -149 307 

Floriane 113.79 19 65.50 -116 195 

Laura 124.65 17 75.63 -64 241 

Renaud 146.29 28 140.83 -425 381 

Sophie 138.32 22 67.52 -22 257 S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Swiss group 120.39 146 90.11 -148 270 

Carine 138.26 28 102.94 39 493 

Charlotte 131.07 27 56.99 -27 245 

Géraldine 166.42 24 77.91 61 380 

Julien 116.31 16 74.73 33 264 

Jérémy 129.15 20 72.35 47 302 

Nathan 115.65 23 93.36 -60 248 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group 132.81 138 79.71 15.5 322 

Table 3.9: Tonal alignment values in ms. for Hi f0 targets for individual speakers, for the 

second alignment analysis. The average for each dialectal group is also given in bold. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Alignment of AP-initial Hi points relative to the onset of the first syllable of 

the first content word of the AP. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in 

the syllable preceding that onset. 
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Figure 3.13: Alignment of AP-initial Hi points relative to the onset of the first syllable of 

the first content word of the AP. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in 

the syllable preceding that onset. 

 

Therefore, it appears that the anchoring of target points in relation to morpho-

syntactic information is not significantly different across dialect groups. This type of 

analysis was performed by Welby (2006), whose informants read sentences that had  

identical syntactic structure. Her corpus thus contained fewer different types of APs then 

the one used in the present study. In this corpus, alignment values measured from the 

onset of the first syllable of the first content word of many different types of APs, which 

might not have shown significant differences across dialect groups because of such 

variability of syntactic structure. Consequently, when comparing these two dialect 

groups, taking into consideration such lexical distinctions does not seem to make a 

difference. Their relative distance, with respect to the syllable in which Hi occurs, and 
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thus the left edge of the AP, on the other hand, seems to be more important, as shown in 

the preceding sections of this chapter. 

 

3.5.1.6 Conclusion on tonal alignment 

Table 3.10 below recapitulates the statistical analyses of the first method of 

analysis carried out in this study on tonal alignment, which was the only one that 

demonstrated significant differences across dialect groups. It shows that, when target 

points were measured in relation to the onset of the syllable in which AP-initial and AP-

final peaks occurred, differences in alignment were found to be significant for all target 

points, except for the AP-final H points, i.e. the last peak in the last syllable of the non 

IP-final AP. Li1 (AP-initial L) points are realized significantly later in the Vaudois group 

than in the standard French group. Hi1 (AP-initial H) points are also realized significantly 

later in the Vaudois group. Ls2 (AP-final L) points, on the other hand, are realized 

significantly earlier by the Vaudois speakers in the experiment, and more often in the 

syllable preceding the target onset, i.e. in the penultimate syllable of the AP. Finally, Hs 

(AP-final H) points tend to be realized earlier as well, but this trend was not shown to be 

significant. 
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LEVENE'S 

TEST FOR 

EQUALITY 

OF 

VARIANCES T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  

  

F 

  

Sig. 

  

t 

  

df 

  

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

  

Mean 

Difference 

  

Std. Error 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Li1 

alignment 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

1.370 .243 2.93 185 .004 22.07 7.53 7.22 36.94 

Hi1 

alignment 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

10.446 .001 3.47 286.591 .001 21.91 6.31 9.48 34.33 

Ls2 

alignment 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

.007 .933 -2.49 342 .013 -19.13 7.66 -34.21 -4.06 

 Hs 

alignment 

Equal 

variances 

not 

assumed 

7.914 .005 -.99 432.573 .322 -6.77 6.82 -20.18 6.64 

 

Table 3.10: Independent Samples t-test output for the alignment of four different target 

points. Levene’s test was significant for both H points. 

  

Because the Levene’s test for equality of variances is significant for Hi1 and Hs, a 

nonparametric test was performed for this points, which do not have a homogeneous 

distribution. The Mann-Whitney test was selected for this data, as it is a 2-variable 

nonparametric test.  The results are similar to what the t-test revealed in that the 

difference across groups in the alignment of Hi1 is significant (U = 12039, ns, r = -.16), 

and the difference across groups in the alignment of Hs2 is non-significant (U = 23524, 

ns, r = -.2). 

This analysis on tonal alignment provides insight on timing differences in the 

location of peaks and valleys in Vaudois vs. standard French, and contributes to reject 
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Hypothesis 3.1, namely that there are no differences in tonal alignment between Vaudois 

and standard French speakers. On the contrary, text-to-tune alignment differences were 

observed. The analysis demonstrates that the Swiss speakers in this experiment tend to 

start and complete the rise of AP-initial H points at a later point than the French 

informants. In addition, it is shown that the AP-initial L point is implemented with a 

more consistent timing among the Vaudois speakers than the standard French speakers, 

who allow for greater timing variation. The opposite is true for AP-initial H points, for 

which Vaudois speakers display a wider range of timing. This is illustrated in the box 

plots below, showing the data of two individual speakers. On the left is the Swiss 

informant, Bastien, who was found to be perceptually the most “Vaudois-sounding” 

informant. On the right is the French speaker, Jérémy. Negative values indicate that the 

points were realized in the syllable preceding that of the AP-initial H points. Positive 

values indicate that both L and H points were realized in the same syllable. Bastien seems 

to align Li1 and Hi1 earlier than Jérémy. In addition, Bastien has a wider distribution for 

Hi1 points than Jérémy (see Table 3.4 for values). 
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Figure 3.14: Alignment of Li1 and Hi points relative to the left edge (onset) of the 

syllable containing the Hi points for Swiss speaker Bastien (on the left) and French 

speaker Jérémy (on the right).  

 

A different trend is observed for the AP-final rises, which start with an Ls2 point 

placed significantly earlier in Vaudois French than in standard French, when measured 

from the onset of the AP-final syllable. In fact, it is not rare to observe these Ls2 points 

being realized in the syllable preceding the AP-final H point, that is the penultimate 

syllable of the AP, in the Swiss group. It is nevertheless not the case in the French group, 

whose speakers generally realize this point immediately after the start of the final 

syllable. This is illustrated in the box plots below, showing the data of the same two 

informants as above. On the left is a Swiss informant, Bastien, and on the right is a 

French informant, Jérémy. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in the 

syllable preceding that of the AP-final H points, i.e. in the penultimate syllable of the AP. 

Positive values indicate that both L and H points were realized in the same syllable. This 

box plots show that Bastien sometimes realizes Ls2 points in the penultimate syllable of 

the AP, whereas Jérémy never does. This is a crucial difference. Hs points, however, 

Bastien (Switzerland) 

 

Jérémy (France) 
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seem to vary in their implementation for both speakers, with perhaps greater variation for 

Jérémy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Alignment of Ls2 and Hs points relative to the left edge (onset) of the 

syllable containing the Hs points for Swiss speaker Bastien (on the left) and French 

speaker Jérémy (on the right). This is the last syllable of the AP.  

 

As for the AP-final Hs points, measures indicate that the AP-final Hs point is 

realized earlier as well, but the statistical analysis showed that this distinction is non-

significant (see Table 3.10). Additional findings underline the possibility of this Hs point 

to be realized in the penultimate syllable of the phrase in the present Vaudois French 

corpus. More details are given in section 3.5.2 further in this chapter. Also, the timing of 

the AP-final H points varies across dialectal groups. The histograms for each group 

(Figure 3.9) reveal a single peak for the Swiss speakers, as opposed to two peaks for the 

French group, suggesting less variability in the anchoring of those points. But as Welby 

(2006) points out, AP-final L and AP-final H are perhaps aligned in relation to the end of 

the AP in standard French, not to the onset of the last syllable. In Swiss French, it may 

Bastien (Switzerland) 

 

Jérémy (France) 
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not be so, since not much variability was observed in the measures from the onset of the 

final syllable of the AP. 

These minute differences in text-to-alignment and range of implementation could 

translate into a perceived delayed AP-initial rise and early AP-final rise compared to 

standard French, and thus possibly a cue to a more or less distinct Vaudois accent. If the 

AP-initial and AP-final rises are brought closer to each other, as they seem to be in the 

Vaudois corpus, it means that they are more likely to gravitate around the penultimate 

syllable of the AP, especially in short phrases, as opposed to the standard French corpus 

in which they are kept more distinct, as schematized in Figure 3.16 below. 

 

Figure 3.16: Schematized figure of some realizations of AP-initial and AP-final rises for 

both dialectal groups. The vertical bars indicate syllable boundaries. The bottom figure 

shows a delayed initial peak and an early final rise in Vaudois French. 

 

This could leave the French listeners with the impression that this penultimate 

syllable is the recipient of a pitch accent, even though it is not. Similarly, if the AP-final 

L and H are indeed aligned in relation with the onset of the last syllable of the AP in 
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Vaudois French, as opposed to the right edge of that syllable in standard French, they 

may be perceived as being realized earlier, thus closer to the penultimate syllable. The 

phonological specifications of the target points analyzed are not radically different. They 

are in fact identical in both dialects: a compound AP-initial LH phrase accent unit 

realized early in the AP, but not anchored to a particular syllable, and an AP-final LH 

pitch accent unit generally anchored to the final syllable of the AP. The seemingly slight 

divergence in the phonetic implementation of these tonal movements, however, can go a 

long way in making the two patterns sound very different, as presented in this chapter. 

 Overall, some realizations of the LHLH tonal configuration in the AP among the 

speakers in the Swiss group seem compressed, as the initial rise starts later and the final 

rise starts earlier. On the other hand, the timing of the AP tonal points in standard French 

is timed more closely to the onset and offset of the AP, with the AP-initial and AP-final 

peaks farther from each other than in Vaudois French. No significant timing differences 

were observed with respect to the first syllable of the first content word. Perceptually-

speaking, one may therefore hear the Vaudois LHLH pattern within a shorter amount of 

time than in standard French following this initial delay, drawing the listeners’ attention 

to a more prominent pattern of peaks and valleys. This might correspond to descriptions 

of Swiss French as having an intonation more “melodic” than standard French. 

 It is however important to understand that the schematization in Figure 3.16 does 

not represent a fixed H target point in the AP, but rather a mobile tonal target, in that the 

Hi f0 target point can occur in various positions in the phrase (typically in the first 

syllable of the first content word of the AP, but variations from that pattern are not rare). 

Table 3.7 presented the location of these peaks for each speaker in relation to the first 
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syllable of the first lexical word of the phrases selected in this corpus. Table 3.11 below 

now shows the location of the Hi tonal targets in relation to the first syllable of the APs to 

give a better idea of where they occur in the phrase. 

 

POSITION OF INITIAL H POINT AND FREQUENCY (%) CODE NAME 

1 2 3 4 5 

Benjamin 34% 52% 10% 3% 0% 

Bastien 24% 52% 21% 0% 3% 

Floriane 23% 46% 31% 0% 0% 

Laura 40% 40% 20% 0% 0% 

Renaud 33% 53% 11% 3% 0% 

Sophie 13% 73% 13% 0% 0% 

S
w

it
ze

rl
an
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Swiss group average 28% 53% 18% 1% 1% 

Carine 45% 43% 10% 3% 0% 

Charlotte 22% 56% 19% 3% 0% 

Géraldine 23% 53% 23% 0% 0% 

Julien 39% 48% 13% 0% 0% 

Jérémy 16% 40% 28% 16% 0% 

Nathan 8% 54% 29% 0% 8% 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French group average 26% 49% 20% 4% 1% 

 

Table 3.11: Frequency of occurrence of Hi points placed after the first syllable of the AP. 

#1 indicates that the Hi target point was realized in the first syllable of the AP, #2 in the 

second syllable of the AP, etc., regardless of lexical information. 

 

The values in Table 3.11 above demonstrate that in most cases the Hi f0 target 

points are realized within the second syllable of the AP for both groups, although slightly 

more often in the Swiss group (53%) than in the French group (49%). In all, Hi occurs for 

both dialect groups approximately half the time within the second syllable of the AP. 

28% of the time for the Swiss and 26% of the time for the French that tonal target is 

realized within the first syllable of the AP, and 18% of the time for the Swiss and 20% of 

the time for the French it occurs within the third syllable of the AP. It is with this type of 

analysis (and not with the measurements taken from the onset of the first syllable of the 
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first lexical word of the AP) that significant differences in the tonal alignment of Li1 and 

Hi were observed. The syllable in which H is realized in the schematization in Figure 

3.16 therefore generally refers to the second syllable of the AP, with variation allowed. 

The minute differences across dialect groups observed here suggest that those distinctions 

are not of phonological order, but rather have to do with phonetic implementation. This is 

similar to what Atterer & Ladd described for German, in which “Southern German 

speakers show later alignment than Northern speakers”, a difference carried over when 

they speak English (2004:1). The authors point out that those “findings argue against 

interpreting cross-language alignment differences in terms of distinct patterns of 

phonological association, and in favor of describing them in terms of quantitative 

phonetic realization rules.” (1) 

 

3.5.2 Pitch accents and boundary tones 

This section looks at the configurations of two phrases in the read corpus with 

tonal configurations previously not reported for standard French. It is important to 

remember that these pitch contours constitute isolated examples of Vaudois intonational 

patterns in the scripted speech data. They are therefore not regularly found in read 

speech, and in fact only occur in the recording of two Swiss speakers (Bastien and 

Renaud). It is hypothesized that this tonal configuration is found more frequently in 

Vaudois spontaneous speech, which will be analyzed subsequently in Chapter 4. 

Some examples of an LHL phrase-final tonal pattern were observed in Bastien’s 

and Renaud’s recordings of the text “La Bise et le Soleil”. They are illustrated below in 

Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. The AP “le voyageur” (“the traveler”) has a similar 
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configuration for both speakers: Fall-Rise-Fall-Rise-Fall. One difference is that in 

Bastien’s reading (Figure 3.17), the AP is not IP final. Renaud, on the other hand, treats 

the word “voyageur” more like an IP-final word. This is visible in the f0 movement at the 

end of the phrase. After reaching a peak, f0 decreases in both instances, but much more so 

in Renaud’s sample. A pause follows, but it is important to note that it does not mark the 

end of the utterance. Therefore, the accentual pattern employed may not have pragmatic 

implications of complete finality. 

Besides that difference, the rest of the configuration is alike in both samples. The 

AP starts with a low target point, followed by an initial rise that starts on the first syllable 

of the first content word, and is completed somewhat early in the second syllable. The 

next valley is realized early in the syllable after that, which is the last syllable of the 

phrase. This low tonal target point marks the beginning of the LHL phrase-final contour 

in this final syllable. One possible phonological representation is suggested under the 

pitch contour in Figure 3.17. 

100

150

200

L Hi L H L–

l! vwa ja "œ#

Time (s)
0 0.767559

 

Figure 3.17: AP-final LHL pattern in AP “le voyageur” for speaker Bastien. The full 

utterance is “Et au bout d’un moment, le voyageur, réchauffé, ôta son manteau” – “And 

after a while, the traveler, warmed up, took off his coat”. 
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50

150

250

L Hi L H* L%

l! vwa ja "œ#

Time (s)
0 1.03273

 

Figure 3.18: IP-final LHL pattern in the final AP “le voyageur” for speaker Renaud. The 

full utterance is “Et au bout d’un moment, le voyageur, réchauffé, ôta son manteau” – 

“And after a while, the traveler, warmed up, took off his coat”. 

 

 

The next instance is Bastien’s “d’un moment” AP, illustrated below in Figure 

3.19. This is not an IP-final AP, and this phrase is shorter than those presented before, 

with three syllables as opposed to four in the previous examples. However, the entire 

tonal configuration of the AP remains the same: an LHLHL pattern. As seen earlier, the 

first low target point occurs early in the first syllable of the first content word. Here, on 

the other hand, the initial H rise is completed within this syllable as well, not in the next 

one. This is probably due to the shortness of the AP. The AP-initial rise has to be realized 

before the final syllable where the LHL pattern occurs. Therefore the initial LHi tonal 

movement in Figure 3.19 is slightly retracted to allow more time for the AP-final LHL 

pattern to be realized. Here again, there is a slight f0 decrease after the final H, although it 
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is not very marked. The LHL contour seems more clearly realized at the end of major 

prosodic phrases. 

100

150

200

L Hi L H L–

d!! mo mã

Time (s)
0 0.541996

 
Figure 3.19: AP-final LHL pattern in the AP “d’un moment” for speaker Bastien. The full 

utterance is “Et au bout d’un moment, le voyageur, réchauffé, ôta son manteau” – “And 

after a while, the traveler, warmed up, took off his coat”. 

 

 

The last example, illustrated in Figure 3.20 below, differs from the previous ones 

in that it is not an IP-final AP, but is surrounded by other APs. Moreover, this 

configuration displays an AP with three peaks: one on the first syllable of the first content 

word, a second one on the penultimate syllable of the AP, which is the last content word 

in the phrase, and the third peak occurs on the AP-final syllable, which is also the final 

syllable of the last content word of the phrase. According Fougeron & Jun (1998), three f0 

peaks happen on extremely long APs but this AP is not longer than usual. It is in fact a 

relatively short four-syllable AP. This phrase sounds particularly Swiss, and may 

correspond to the “accent chantant” (“singing accent”) commonly evoked by the French 

as their mental representation of the Swiss accent. 
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A possible phonological analysis is to regard the second rise on the syllable [da] 

an H* pitch accent, for the following reasons. Claims have been made that Vaudois 

French bears pitch accents on the penultimate syllable of content words. One way to 

explore those declarations is to begin the investigation assuming that they are correct. 

Then their veracity can be tested by observing whether one runs into contradictions when 

assuming this based on the data observed. Perceptually speaking, the syllable [da] in this 

example seems to be prominent, leading to believe that it is in fact the recipient of a pitch 

accent. Many researchers have remarked that pitch-accented syllables in standard French 

might not sound prominent as stressed syllables do in stress-language, because primary 

accented syllables in French are also edge-marking, i.e. sites of boundary tones. (Fónagy 

1980; Pasdeloup 1990; Ladd 1996; Vaissière 1997; Welby 2006). They reach this 

conclusion by observing the difficulty that native and trained listeners have to hear 

accentual prominence in standard French. Vaudois French could differ from standard 

French on this topic and have prominent syllables. 
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50

150

250

Hi H* L H L–

t!" be da k!#

Time (s)
0 0.841445

 

Figure 3.20: AP-final LHL pattern in AP “sont tombés d’accord”. Renaud’s full utterance 

is “ils sont tombés d’accord que celui qui arriverait le premier à le lui faire ôter serait 

regardé comme le plus fort” – “they agreed that the one who would be able to make him 

take off his coat first would be regarded as the strongest”. 

 

 

If one assumes the well-known characteristics that syllables receiving a pitch 

accent are lengthened (see Chapter 1), then one way to verify if the penultimate syllable 

[da] in the word “d’accord” is pitch-accented is to assume that it has to be lengthened. Its 

duration cannot however be compared with that of the next syllable [kç“], the last 

syllable of the phrase, which is also lengthened due to its prosodic position, and is a 

structurally different CVC syllable. Because the above contour was elicited in a 

controlled experiment, the duration of the syllable [da] can instead be measured and 

compared with the other speakers’ productions of the same token. It is noteworthy, 

however, that Renaud’s realization of the syllable [da] lasts 207 ms., which is the longest 

duration for this particular syllable among all speakers, in both dialectal groups. 
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However, in comparison with the rest of the syllables in the word, Renaud’s realization of 

[da] represents 35% of the entire word, which is the average in his group. Other Swiss 

speakers such as Laura and Sophie nevertheless take less time to produce [da] than 

Renaud, but their realization represent more than 35% of the word (respectively 40% and 

37%). But no speaker in the French group reaches this proportion. Nathan approaches it 

with his syllable [da] constituting 34% of the entire word “d’accord”. On average, the 

syllable [da] in the word “d’accord” lasts longer in the speech of the Swiss informants 

than in that of the French participants (152 vs. 134 ms.), and constituted a greater relative 

length of the whole word “d’accord” (35% vs. 29%). An Independent Samples t-test 

determines that this difference however is not significant: t(10) = 1.17, p = 0.27. Details 

are provided in Table 3.12, Figure 3.21, Figure 3.22, and Table 3.13 below. 

 

CODE NAME DURATION OF SYLL. DURATION OF WORD % DURATION OF SYLL.  

IN WORD 

Benjamin 138 399 35% 

Bastien 138 429 32% 

Floriane 103 343 30% 

Laura 170 426 40% 

Renaud 207 590 35% 

Sophie 154 419 37% S
w
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Swiss average 152 434 35% 

Carine 152 475 32% 

Charlotte 131 551 24% 

Géraldine 120 442 27% 

Julien 138 497 28% 

Jérémy 125 455 27% 

Nathan 138 409 34% 

F
ra

n
ce

 

French average 134 469 29% 

 

Table 3.12: Duration in ms. of the syllable [da], from the word “d’accord”, for all 

speakers. 
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the duration in ms. of the syllable [da] across groups.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Comparison of the proportion in % of the syllable [da] across groups. 
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LEVENE'S TEST 

FOR EQUALITY 

OF VARIANCES 

T-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Syllable 

duration 
3.274 .101 1.169 10 .270 17.57557 15.03481 -15.92408 51.07521 

 

Table 3.13: Independent Samples t-test output for the duration in ms. of the syllable [da] 

in “d’accord”. The difference duration across groups is non-significant: t(10) = 1.17, p = 

0.27. 

 

Despite the lack of significant differences between the two dialect groups, a trend to 

somewhat lengthen this syllable in the Vaudois group more than in the French group is 

perceived. This lengthening, coupled with a rise, could lead to the possible interpretation 

of the LH* pitch accent realized on this penultimate syllable of the AP. In contrast, the 

penultimate syllable of the word in the other AP “le voyageur”, is not lengthened or 

prominent. In this read speech corpus, rises on penultimate syllables seem to be rare. This 

emphasizes the degree of variation of intonational patterns within the Vaudois dialect. 

One thing seems relevant, however: the IP-final LHL tonal form most likely 

pushes the pitch accent on the final syllable, like in standard French, as argued below. 

Types of edge tones, such as the LHL discussed above, are plausible intonational 

correlates of the Vaudois accent. In both contours shown above, there is an LHL 

configuration realized in a single (final) syllable. Such a pattern condensed into the final 

(tonic) syllable is not reported in the edge tone inventory of standard French. This tonal 

pattern seems to be perceptually associated with the Swiss accent.  

The fact that this LHL configuration is found in the last syllable of two APs 

suggests that these compound tones mark the right edge of a prosodically-prominent 
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phrase. Standard French delimits the right edge of prosodic domain in a different manner: 

an LL% boundary tone tags the end of IPs and preempts the final LH* tone group, while 

an LH* tone group serves as a right edge marker in non-IP-final APs. Welby’s research 

(2006) has shown this double function of the LH* tone group in standard French. LH* 

functions as a pitch accent and unit marking the right prosodic frontier of the AP. In the 

Swiss examples provided in this section, the LHL contour appears to play that edge-

marking role, whether the AP is IP-final or not. 

To make a distinction in the nature of those phrases, one being an IP-final phrase 

and the other not, the IP-final LHL group in “le voyageur” will be labeled as an LHL% 

boundary tone, and the IP-medial LHL group in “tombés d’accord” as an LHL- phrase 

accent. Not all researchers distinguish between the two, but recent cross-linguistic 

evidence suggests that phrase accents are associated with intermediate phrases above the 

AP, or intermediate between the AP and the IP, whereas boundary tones are connected to 

larger prosodic domains like IPs (Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986; Grice, Ladd, and 

Arvaniti 2000). Welby (2006) puts forth reasons to preserve this distinction in standard 

French: “Utterance-final fundamental frequency patterns differ from utterance-initial and 

utterance-medial patterns in ways that may be accounted for by boundary tones […]: 

Intonation Phrase-final syllables are longer than syllables that are simply accentual 

phrase-final. In addition, the current data show that there is clearly downstepping across, 

but not within APs […]. The domain of downstep must be a prosodic domain higher than 

the accentual phrase, perhaps an intonation phrase”. There seems to be a distinction 

between the phrases containing LHL- and LHL% in the two examples examined here. In 

the IP-final phrase “le voyageur”, f0 in the final fall (L%) decreases more rapidly than its 
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L- counterpart in the IP-medial AP “tombés d’accord”. The latter displays a slight fall to 

reach a value that is above a greater tone, but less than that of a high tone. This is maybe 

what distinguishes both types of APs (IP-final from non IP-final) in this variety of French 

spoken in the Vaud canton. 

The AP-inital rises will now be discussed. The Hi rise in the AP “le voyageur” is 

initiated on the first syllable of that content word, although it is completed on the second 

syllable. Hi peaks on the second syllable of the first content word are quite common in 

standard French, and could also occur in Vaudois French (Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18). 

Welby (2006:358) reports that this AP-initial rise is produced in the first syllable 46% of 

the time, and on the second syllable 54% of the time in her corpus, and showed that the 

duration of the AP played a role in determining the position of the Hi tone. This 

frequency was not tracked in the present study, but informal observations suggest that the 

conditions in standard French and Vaudois French may be similar. 

Although read speech in Vaudois French can be analogous to standard French, it 

is not at all times. The environment contributing to the appearance of non-standard 

patterns can perhaps be the familiarity of the speaker with the investigator. All the 

participants interviewed were friendly with the investigator, but Renaud was particularly 

at ease with the situation. He was always casual and eager to tell more about his country 

and his dialect, showing pride in his heritage, and demonstrating no apparent sign of 

linguistic insecurity. In addition, he did not seem intimidated by the fact that he was 

being recorded, and he had participated in a linguistic study in the past. Those are 

elements that can explain his more casual way of reading aloud, and therefore the 
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occurrence of LHL boundary tone patterns, unexpected in comparison with a more 

standardized reading prosody. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, there are significant inter-group differences for three of the four 

target points analyzed in AP-initial and AP-final rises in non IP-final APs as far as tonal 

alignment is concerned. Hypothesis 3.1, that is there are no differences in tonal alignment 

between Vaudois and standard French speakers, is consequently rejected.  

In an analysis where AP-initial Li1 and Hi points were measured from the onset 

of the syllable in which the initial rise occurred (most often the second syllable in the 

AP), it was shown that both these target points occur later in the target syllable in 

Vaudois French than in standard French. Also, AP-initial Li1 points tend to be realized 

closer to the same location by Vaudois French speakers, to the contrary of AP-initial Hi 

points (i.e the first accented syllable of the phrase) whose time of anchoring seems more 

variable for the Vaudois group. A delayed initial rise can possibly give the impression 

that a speaker is taking more time to reach its target point, contributing to the perception 

of slow speech. This could be a hypothesis tested in a future experiment. Furthermore, 

AP-final Ls2 and Hs target points are realized earlier in Vaudois French, though the 

difference was shown to be significant only for the Ls2 point, which is realized in the 

penultimate syllable more often by Swiss than by French speakers. An early final rise can 

perhaps lead to the perceptual misinterpretation that the pitch accent, generally on the 

final syllable in standard French, occurs on the penultimate syllable. 
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An alternate analysis, which measured the AP-initial Li1 and Hi points from the 

beginning of the first syllable of the first content word of each selected AP regardless of 

where the initial rise occurred, showed that taking into account such lexical distinctions 

does not seem to have an effect in distinguishing standard French from the variety of 

French spoken in the Vaud canton. This analysis did not reveal any significant 

differences across dialect group. Therefore, it appears that the distance of the AP-intial 

target points from the left edge of the AP played a more important role in differentiating 

both groups. These small difference in text-to-alignment could result in the perception of 

a delayed AP-initial rise and premature AP-final rise compared to standard French, and 

thus might constitute a cue to a certain Vaudois accent. 

Although read Vaudois French is similar to read standard French insofar as 

speakers usually display the same intonational contours (mainly LHLH), this comparative 

study shows that there are significant differences in text-to-tune alignment. While there is 

a tendency for Swiss speakers to revert to a “reading prosody” resembling standard 

French, as claimed by Simon (2003), there remain important small-scale differences 

between standard and Vaudois French, as there were in Chapter 2 in the dialect groups’ 

phrasal organization. Both dialects are therefore not exactly identical in read speech. In 

addition, there is notable inter-speaker variation. 

The investigation of a few pitch contours that do not conform to the standard 

French model revealed the possibility of Vaudois-specific LHL% and LHL- boundary 

and edge tones. This LHL configuration is condensed into the final syllable of the phrase, 

a pattern not yet reported in the inventory of standard French. Moreover, an H* pitch 

accent on the penultimate syllable of the last content word on an IP-medial AP was 
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detected. These novel features to French listeners, though rare in the read speech corpus, 

could contribute to the perception of a slower speech rate as well. Since the pitch-

accented syllable is lengthened and occurs earlier than in standard French, it could give 

the impression that a Vaudois speaker is slowing down that part of the phrase more so 

than a Parisian speaker. 

These particular pitch movements occur sporadically in the Swiss read corpus, 

however, and are only found in the recordings of two informants, Bastien and Renaud. 

This might mean that such contours are not implemented systematically in all speech 

styles, leading to wonder under what conditions they occur. It is also important to note 

that these two speakers regularly distinguish themselves from the other ones, as shown 

already in the speech rate study. This again could be linked to their education level, or 

other external factors. Singy (1996: 142) showed that when the informants surveyed and 

belonging to what he referred to as a “superior social class” (such as lawyers or doctors) 

recognized having a Vaudois accent, about 40% also admitted disliking it. However, 

when the informants belong to what he called an “inferior social class” (such as factory 

workers), only 15% claim that they do not like their accent. Thus, local pronunciation 

features seem to be stigmatized by social groups with a lower level of formal education. 

Because Bastien and Renaud have less exposure to formal education than the other Swiss 

speakers, they may be less inclined to be biased against the way that they speak. As a 

consequence, their speech may be less affected by the recording situation, since they are 

not as likely to try to “correct” it in front of the microphone. The difference could also 

come from their place of residence. Bastien and Renaud have not been raised in Lausanne 

or its immediate suburb, as opposed to the other informants. Singy (1996) points out that 
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speakers from Lausanne and the surrounding area tend to have a negative opinion of the 

Vaudois accent and show greater linguistic inferiority (210). Thus, Bastien and Renaud 

may again be less likely to feel the pressure to revert to a more standard way of speaking 

in a formal situation. Sophie is another informant who was not raised in Lausanne. She 

comes from the same area as Renaud. The present study highlighted an interesting feature 

found in her recording: some AP-final H rises were placed in the penultimate syllable of 

the AP, a non-standard characteristic in French. She nevertheless did not display the non-

standard LHL boundary configuration. The fact that she is an advanced student may 

make her more aware of the norms and more likely to have a negative opinion of non-

standard dialects. We also know that women speakers in the Vaud canton tend to 

depreciate non-standard accents that are not part of the open norm more than men (Singy 

1996:202), which makes them more prone to “rectify” their speech in formal situations. 

While this study shows the range of possible variations in the speech of several speakers 

regardless of their socio-economic background, education level, gender, or age, further 

research could focus on studying the speech of a particular group, with selection criteria 

even more restricted as far as geographic or social factors are concerned. In the next 

chapter, the LHL contour will be analyzed in more detail. 
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CHAPTER 4  

PHRASE-FINAL INTONATION 

IN VAUDOIS SPONTANEOUS SPEECH 

 

4.1 Introduction 

While it appears to be true that Swiss speakers tend to revert to a standardized 

French “reading prosody” in formal situations, as claimed by Simon (2003), as when 

reading the text they generally display tonal patterns identical to those produced by the 

speakers from France, Chapter 3 has shown that there still are differences in text-to-tune 

alignment and Chapter 2 revealed differences in rhythmic organization at the phrase level 

between two groups of speakers of French and Vaudois speakers. 

The study of naturally-occurring connected speech is important, however, since 

this is the type of speech that speakers use to communicate on a daily basis, and thus is 

likely to yield more examples of tonal patterns linked to the perception of a Vaudois 

accent. A study of tonal patterns in spontaneous speech will consequently be the topic of 

this chapter. To date, no phonetic study of naturally-occurring Vaudois speech has been 

conducted, making this work the first to investigate some of its intonational properties in 

phonetic and phonological terms. 

In this chapter, text-to-tune alignment will be examined in tonal patterns that, 

perceptually, appear to be the most typical and at the same time the most frequent in this 

corpus. These are instances of IP-final LHL intonation previously shown to occur in a 

final syllable of an AP even in read speech (Chapter 3, section 3.5.2) in the group of 
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Vaudois speakers, but not in the reading of the group of speakers born and raised in 

Northern France. Each target point in that contour will be considered, and the interval 

between them and the onset and offset of the relevant IP-final syllables measured. The 

intervals between each f0 target point are also examined in order to find out whether they 

indicate closely related tonal targets forming a multitonal unit or not. Next, illustrations 

of LHL contours in non-IP final position are presented so as to compare these 

occurrences with such tonal patterns observed IP-finally and examine possible 

differences in the phonetic implementation of the contour in both positions. This will help 

suggest a suitable phonological representation, in autosegmental-metrical terms, of the 

contour. Finally, additional pitch contours are provided for the sake of illustration. These 

contours, this chapter will argue, are good candidates of previously not reported, dialect-

specific tonal features, emphasizing the wide array of possible tonal patterns in 

spontaneous Vaudois French. Such patterns occur too rarely in the unscripted speech 

samples recorded with the Vaudois group to provide enough data to analyze them 

quantitatively. As part of the dialect, however, they deserve to be discussed in this 

chapter. This preliminary descriptive analysis can be supplemented in the future with 

analyses of large corpora, as already attempted with the help of a database such as 

ProsoDB (Simon 2003). These pitch contours – although merely illustrations here – can 

be later featured in controlled perceptual experiments aiming to determine whether they 

indeed trigger unequivocal identification of the Vaudois dialect. 
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4.2 Research questions 

The phrase-final LHL tonal pattern is analyzed here with the objective to find out 

more about its phonological specifications. Welby  (2006) shows how certain tones in 

standard French are associated with segmental landmarks, thus consistently occurring 

within the same time range. She found this to be true in read speech for both the AP-

initial L elbow and the AP-final H tonal target. Other f0 target points, such as AP-initial H 

and the AP-final L targets, displayed more variation in their text-to-tune implementation 

in her data. This means that these f0 target points are not anchored to a specific point in 

the syllable. She took this as ground to believe that the AP-initial H tonal target in 

standard French is not a pitch accent, but rather a phrase accent, as opposed to the AP-

final H f0 target point. Moreover, in her text-to-tune alignment analyses, Welby (2006) 

studies the relation between f0 target points, and finds that there are no invariant rise times 

between the L and their following H tonal targets. She interprets this as meaning that the 

AP-initial H tonal target is not a trailing tone of the AP-initial L, and that the AP-final L 

tonal target is not a leading tone of the AP-final H f0 target point. 

Consequently, text-to-tune alignment can be used to infer information on the 

possible phonological status of f0 target points, and thus determine the phonological 

status of the IP-final LHL Vaudois pattern as well. Is LHL a pitch accent unit, or a 

boundary unit, or a combination of both? Are the different target points closely related to 

each other, so that they can be considered either an accentual or a boundary multi-tonal 

unit? These possibilities will be examined in the following analyses. 
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4.3 Hypotheses 

Based on Welby’s previous research on tonal alignment (described above and in 

Chapter 1, section 1.7), the following hypotheses can be outlined regarding the observed 

LHL pattern in the final syllable of IPs in Vaudois speech. Since this tonal pattern has 

been found in the Swiss corpus only, no comparison with standard French is possible. 

Hypothesis 4.1: If the first L f0 target point and H f0 target point of the IP-

final LHL contour are realized at a fairly stable interval from the onset of 

the IP-final syllable, they are likely to be part of a bitonal pitch accent, as 

these two target points are expected to move together. 

Hypothesis 4.2: If the first L f0 target point and H f0 target point are 

produced at a consistent interval before the IP-final syllable offset, these 

two f0 target points are probably part of the same tonal unit. 

Hypothesis 4.3: If, in the same contour, the H f0 target point follows the 

second L f0 anchor at an invariant interval, they are likely to be part of a 

bitonal unit marking the right edge of a phrase. 

Hypothesis 4.4: If the second L f0 target point is realized at a fairly stable 

interval from the IP-final syllable onset, it is likely to mark the right edge 

of a major prosodic phrase. 

Hypothesis 4.5: If the second L f0 target point is produced at a consistent 

interval before the IP-final syllable offset, it is probably a boundary tone 

unit marking the end of the phrase, as it is then aligned in relation to the 

end of the phrase. 

 

 

As for other types of contours, their frequency in the corpus is not sufficient to perform a 

quantitative text-to-tune alignment analysis. While they are not used consistently, they 

demonstrate the existence of various other possible contours in Vaudois French. In 

Chapter 3, an H* pitch accent on the penultimate syllable of an AP seemed to be present 

in the word “d’accord” in Renaud’s speech (Chapter 3, Figure 3.34). It could be that the 

occurrence of this contour is favored by high frequency words and expressions, such as 

“être d’accord” (“to agree”).  
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4.4 Methodology 

The analysis procedure described by Simon (2003) is followed in the present 

work. She suggests that the examination of conversational data for prosodic research can 

be anchored in a sociolinguistic approach combining phonological and phonetic aspects
1
. 

She adds that to achieve such an objective, a systematic encoding – as would be done on 

read speech – is not feasible on long conversation recordings, and as a consequence the 

researcher must concentrate on a few target points labeled consistently and exhaustively. 

The labeling starts with a “functional” encoding identifying all the contours with a shared 

discursive function, made clear through certain syntactical uses and pragmatic contexts
2
. 

This stage is followed by a “formal” encoding, i.e. marking specific structures as being 

perceptually associated to the language variety studied. These should be non-standard, 

salient contours found in the speech of speakers recorded around the same area of 

investigation
3
. 

                                                
1
 “Je propose ici une procédure d’analyse de la variation qui s’inscrit dans une 

perspective sociolinguistique, qui combine les aspects phonologiques (choix d’un modèle 

phonologique) et phonétiques (analyses de la substance) en partant de fonctions remplies 

par la prosodie dont les réalisations formelles sont identifiées perceptivement (marquage 

d’un point de vue régional).” (Simon 2003:5) 

 
2
 “Quand on analyse environ une heure de conversation pour chaque locuteur, il n’est pas 

envisageable de réaliser un codage ou une transcription systématique de la prosodie. 

L’analyse doit donc se centrer sur certaines formes, qui seront recherchées de manière 

exhaustive dans le corpus, et ensuite analysées (phonologiquement et phonétiquement) et 

comparées.” (Simon 2003:6) 

 
3
 “L’identification formelle se base quant à elle sur l’expérience de l’analyste (ou des 

analystes), qui identifie un contour ou une structure rythmique comme typique ou 

particulièrement saillante. On peut aussi envisager un repérage des formes saillantes par 

un ensemble d’évaluateurs (spécialistes), comme l’a fait Coquillon (2003). Un bon indice 

de la typicité est la récurrence de cette forme chez les différents informateurs d’un même 

point d’enquête.” (Simon 2003:6) 
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4.4.1 Speakers 

The speakers that provided the data for this corpus are the same six Vaudois 

participants whose speech samples were used in Chapter 3. The recordings were made 

during Phase 3 of fieldwork conducted in Switzerland, and the speakers’ selection criteria 

are identical to those used for the read speech experiment. Biographical information is 

reproduced below from Chapter 3 in Table 4.1. 

 

CODE NAME GENDER AGE EDUCATION OCCUPATION 

Benjamin M 22 Maturité College student 

Bastien M 24 Technical training Miller 

Floriane F 19 Maturité College student 

Laura F 24 Bachelor’s degree College student 

Renaud M 35 Technical training Office employee S
w

it
ze

rl
an

d
 

Sophie F 27 Bachelor’s degree College student 

Table 4.1: Nationality, code name, gender, age, education, and occupation of speakers 

who took part in the experiments on read and spontaneous speech. “Maturité” is a Swiss 

diploma given after passing a comprehensive exam at the end of high school. 

 

What mattered the most for the speech samples to be acceptable for this analysis of 

spontaneous speech was to have participants who had been interviewed under the same 

conditions and showing a certain level of familiarity and ease with the investigator (see 

Chapter 1, section 1.9, for details on fieldwork methodology and speakers). 

 

4.4.2 Experimental design 

The spontaneous speech files on which the present study is based are part of 

guided conversations with the Swiss informants. The recording conditions were those 

described for Phase 3 of fieldwork, in Chapter 1, section 1.9. The goal of that design was 
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to create a friendly, non-threatening environment and encourage a natural discussion to 

take place between informants (all paired with a friend) and the investigator.  

After the investigator’s questions and comments were removed from the selected 

recordings for this study, the duration of continuous speech samples elicited from each 

speaker was at least five minutes. The last five minutes of every subject’s conversation 

were therefore chosen as the corpus of this study. This choice was motivated by the fact 

that the informants seemed the most relaxed at the end of the recording session, thus 

speaking more freely and naturally. Altogether, the corpus is composed of 30 minutes of 

uninterrupted Vaudois spontaneous speech. 

 

4.4.3 Segmentation protocol 

Multi-tiered TextGrids were created for each speaker’s sound file. The first stage 

in labeling, following the method recommended by Simon, was to listen to each 

recording and insert notes on which word sounded particularly typical of the dialect, i.e. 

easily recognizable for the native speaker’s ear as non-standard French. This phase of the 

analysis was based on the labeler’s perception, a native speaker of French, without taking 

into consideration pitch tracks. 

After that, the task was to determine every IP boundary. Therefore, each 

recording was divided into IPs in the appropriate TextGrid, based on the location of the 

lowering of f0, phrase-final lengthening, as well as on other perceptual correlates of 

finality associated with the end of major prosodic phrases such as drop in intensity, and 

the presence of silent pauses. 
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The next stage in the segmentation protocol consisted in identifying declarative 

utterances. Because so little is known on the intonational patterns of this local variety of 

French, it was judged best to start the study with the examination of declaratives. This 

project consequently focused on eliciting statements and opinions, not interrogations, i.e. 

on possible IPs with phrase-final prosodic cues such as those described above. Phrases 

containing disfluencies or filler words such as “quoi” or “hein” in the final syllable of the 

phrase were discarded. In the end, a total of 402 IPs were analyzed, as shown in Table 

4.2.  

CODE NAME TOTAL # OF IP # OF DISC. IP # OF SEL. IP 

Benjamin 67 7 60 

Bastien 94 9 85 

Floriane 87 13 74 

Laura 54 13 41 

Renaud 92 11 81 

Sophie 81 20 61 

Total 475 73 402 

Table 4.2: Total number of IPs for each speaker (approximately five minutes of 

continuous speech for each), number of discarded IP due to disfluency, filler words, and 

interrogatives, and total number of selected IPs. 

 

Finally, pitch tracks were examined. Each final syllable of every IP was labeled, 

no matter what tonal pattern. Its onset and offset were marked to later serve as reference 

points for alignment values. The choice of investigating IP-final patterns springs from the 

fact that more non-standard tonal patterns were perceived in those locations, as opposed 

to AP-final syllables. This could be due to the fact that phrase-final lengthening allows 

for more time to realize three distinct target points, facilitating their implementation and 

thus increasing their frequency of occurrence. But it could also be that, in comparison 

with standard French, a different inventory of contour types is at play, and the IP-final 
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location is typically the place where speaker-intent is conveyed through various contour 

types. Future analyses could provide answers to those questions. 

In some instances, Vaudois-sounding IP-final LHL patterns were identified (as 

seen in previous chapters), while in other instances LL% patterns typical of standard 

French were observed. To make them clearly distinct in the analysis in this chapter, they 

were marked in separate tiers of the TextGrid. The alignment analysis will concern the 

LHL f0 target points only. It was nevertheless important to monitor the LL% pattern as 

well in order to report on variation in the occurrence of both patterns. In addition, other 

Vaudois-sounding contours occurring on syllables other than the final one were also 

marked. Occasionally, what seemed to be an H or a L tone was observed on the 

penultimate syllable of content words. Some of these patterns will be discussed at the end 

of this chapter.  

To mark each target point in Praat, a method identical to that employed in Chapter 

3 for read speech was implemented. The final syllable of each phrase was selected and 

the highest and lowest f0 values were retrieved automatically. These usually corresponded 

to the H and the last L points. To get information for the first L of the LHL unit, i.e. the 

“elbow” of the LHL contour, the lowest f0 point (excluding the final L, already identified) 

in the last two syllables of the IP automatically retrieved. This is the location where that 

point was marked, which could be in the final syllable of the phrase, or the penultimate 

syllable of the phrase. 

An illustration of how the recordings were labeled in Praat is provided below in 

Figure 4.1, showing the different tiers used for analysis. There is a tier to mark the f0 

target points (the tier for LHL patterns is shown; the tier to mark LL% patterns is not 
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shown here since that pattern is not present in the chosen example), a tier to mark the 

boundaries of the IP-final syllable, and a tier for comments relevant to the perception of 

Vaudois-sounding contours.  

 

Time (s)
0 0.831678

100

200

L H L%

d! f"#mi dabl

Vaudois accent

de formidable

Time (s)
0 0.809117

 

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the IP-final AP “de formidable” (“of formidable”), from the IP 

“c’est quelque chose de formidable” (“it’s something formidable”). LHL target points are 

marked in the upper tier, the onset of the last syllable is indicated in the phonetic tier 

below, marked as typical of the local Vaudois speech, and finally an orthographic 

representation of the phrase. 

 

4.5 Results 

This section first shows an inventory of IP-final contours, demonstrating the 

individual variations between LL% and LHL IP-final contours. Secondly, the results of 
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the tonal alignment analysis of the LHL IP-final contour are presented in the order in 

which the three tonal targets occurred. Results will be reported here relative to the 

beginning and the end of the IP-final syllable of the major prosodic phrase: the first L, H, 

and the second L. These target points were encoded L1, H, and L2, respectively, to 

distinguish between the two L f0 target points. This analysis is followed by measures of 

the interval between each point. Finally, other possible Vaudois-specific tonal patterns 

will be illustrated and discussed. 

 

4.5.1 Variation in phrase-final tonal patterns 

In the total of 402 IP-final patterns analyzed, speakers’ declarative tonal patterns 

alternated between the LL% and LHL phrase-final tomal patterns. Overall, typically 

Vaudois-sounding LHL patterns are observed more often (54% of the time). However, 

this varies from speaker to speaker. The speaker who displays the highest number of non-

standard LHL patterns is Bastien (72%), followed by Renaud (62%). These speakers are 

the same informants who displayed such contours in their reading as well (see section 

3.5.2 of Chapter 3). Their speech appears to be most atypical compared to standard 

French, perhaps due to a lower level of formal education and less linguistic insecurity 

towards the interviewer (see discussions in Chapter 1, section 1.1. and Chapter 3, section 

3.5.2). On the other hand, the speaker with the smallest number of non-standard LHL 

patterns is Floriane (39%), followed by Benjamin (47%). Floriane and Benjamin live in 

downtown Lausanne and are friends. They both have the same college-educated and 

social background, which is different from that of Renaud’s and Bastien’s more modest 
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educational background. The comparison of both IP-final declarative tonal patterns for 

each individual speaker is shown in Table 4.3 below. 

 

CODE NAME LL% LHL 

Benjamin 53% 47% 

Bastien 28% 72% 

Floriane 61% 39% 

Laura 51% 49% 

Renaud 38% 62% 

Sophie 51% 49% 

Mean 46% 54% 

Standard deviation 11.9 

Table 4.3: Percentage of occurrences of IP-final LL% and LHL in the 402 IPs analyzed in 

the corpus. 

 

4.5.2 Tonal alignment from the syllable onset 

654 target points were analyzed for all LHL patterns with all speakers: 218 L 

target points, henceforth labeled L1, 218 H target points (H), and 218 final L target points 

(L2). The present analysis measures how much time elapses between the beginning of the 

last syllable of the IP and the realization of each tonal target point. Presented in Table 4.4 

below is the average duration in ms. of these IP-final syllables for each speaker, along 

with the speaking and articulation rates measurements reproduced from Chapter 2, 

section 2.5.4. All speakers seem to speak at the same overall rate. Laura appears to have 

the shortest final syllable length, which is probably linked to the fact that she also has a 

speech rate faster than the average of her group. The opposite is true for Renaud. 
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IP-FINAL SYLLABLE DURATION  CODE NAME 

MEAN / SPEAKER STD. DEVIATION 

SPEAK. RATE 

(SYLL/SEC) 

ART. RATE 

(SYLL/SEC) 

Benjamin 368 112 4.89 6.53 

Bastien 354 105 4.56 5.20 

Floriane 364 114 5.40 6.36 

Laura 308 88 4.96 5.87 

Renaud 394 145 3.82 4.84 

Sophie 370 110 4.83 5.42 

Group Mean 360 112 4.74 5.70 

Table 4.4: Duration of the IP-final syllables in which the tonal target tones were 

measured. 

 

4.5.2.1 L1 points 

The mean alignment values across speakers, shown in Table 4.5, are quite similar. 

On average, the L1 target point occurs shortly after the onset of the last syllable of the 

phrase. It can however be realized before the onset of that syllable as well, as 

demonstrated by the negative alignment values obtained (see Table 4.5 and Figure 4.2 

below). Therefore, it can be anchored either in the penultimate or the final syllable of the 

IP, and not firmly to the final syllable. The prominence of the penultimate syllable of the 

phrase, which is often pointed out about Vaudois speech, could perhaps be attributed to 

the fact that in some cases the IP-final accentual rise starts early, i.e. in the penultimate 

syllable of the phrase. 

Still, L1 appears to gravitate fairly closely to the syllable boundary. It never 

occurs too far before the onset, or too far after, as shown by the minimum and maximum 

values. The group median value is 39.21 ms., which is relatively close to the group mean 

(48.51 ms.). This indicates little variation in the data. In this corpus, it was realized at the 

earliest -187 ms. before the syllable onset, and at the latest 252 ms after the onset. On 
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average, it is realized 13.4% of the way into the final syllable of the IP (see Table 4.5 

below). 

 

CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 34.97 9.5 28 73.55 -104 196 

Bastien 37.12 10.5 61 81.43 -180 190 

Floriane 55.40 15.2 29 88.72 -187 196 

Laura 54.62 17.7 20 88.59 -165 252 

Renaud 70.36 17.8 50 82.90 -106 240 

Sophie 37.11 10 30 78.95 -111 212 V
au
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Swiss group 48.51 13.4 218 82.50 -187 252 

 

Table 4.5: Tonal alignment values in ms. for L1 f0 targets for individual speakers, and % 

of the way into the duration of the final syllable. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Alignment of L1 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the final syllable of 

the IP. Negative values indicate that the points were realized in the preceding syllable, i.e. 

the penultimate syllable of the IP. 
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In the histogram above, it is shown that most occurrences of the L1 target point are 

realized immediately after the onset of the syllable, between 0 and 20 ms, i.e. 5% of the 

way into the duration of the syllable. Some realizations are found before the syllable 

onset, although most of them are observed after. Other frequent realizations of the L1 

target point are after the 100 ms. mark, i.e after 27% of the way into the duration of the 

syllable. The fact that this is a bimodal distribution means that the implementation of this 

tonal target point is not consistently observed around the same syllable target point. 

 More information can be gathered from the histograms representing the measures 

taken for each individual speaker, in Figure 4.3. As illustrated by these graphs, most 

realizations occur after the syllable onset for all speakers, and in most cases, most of 

them occur immediately after that onset. This is especially obvious for Bastien and 

Renaud, the speakers with the highest number of points measured, but it is also clearly 

visible for others. In the case of Floriane’s graph, her distribution of target points is more 

spread out. Apart from her, the results for all other speakers tend to underline that L1 is 

an edge-seeking point, consistently gravitating around the final syllable onset, either 

immediately before it or immediately after it.  
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Figure 4.3: Alignment of L1 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the final syllable of 

the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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Figure 4.4: Box plots showing the alignment of L1 points relative to the left edge (onset) 

of the final syllable of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 

  

 Realizations are however very variable, which can come from segmental 

variation, the duration of the syllable, and speakers. The distribution of these points is not 

normal as a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test performed on the data gave a significant result 

(D=.072, df = 218, p = .008), reflecting the bimodal distribution observed in Figure 4.2. 

The value of skewness (-.077) is however close to 0, suggesting a slight pile-up of scores 

on the right. The z-score of skewness was calculated following Field (2005: 72): 
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For Li tonal targets, the z-score of skewness is -.077/.165 = -.44. This is non significant. 

As Field (2005) explains, “an absolute value greater than 1.96 is significant at p < .05, 

above 2.58 is significant at p <.01 and absolute values above about 3.29 are significant at 

p <.001.”  (72) However, Field warns that “when sample sizes are big, significant values 

arise from even small deviations from normality […]. If you have a large sample (200 or 

more) it is more important to look at the shape of the distribution visually and to look at 

the value of skewness […] statistics rather than calculate their significance.” (72). In this 

corpus, 218 points are analyzed, which falls under the category of a large sample. Despite 

this fact, the z-score of skewness of L1 still is non-significant. This further attests to the 

variability of its realizations. 

 

4.5.2.2 H points 

The mean alignment values for the H target points, presented in Table 4.6, show 

more similarity across speakers than L1 points do. These f0 target points tend to be 

realized on average 188 ms. into the last syllable of the IP, which is 52% of the way into 

the duration of the syllable. The median is relatively close to the mean, at 180 ms, 

indicating consistent data. However, it is not impossible for these target points to occur in 

the penultimate syllable, though it is much less frequent than for L1 target points. One 

instance is found in Laura’s sample, where an H point is realized 34 ms. before the onset 

of the last syllable of the phrase. In addition, the lowest alignment value of H for Floriane 

is 0 ms. This point was therefore realized right at the syllable boundary. But apart from 

these two occurrences, H f0 target points seem to occur in the final syllable of the phrase. 
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CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 165.42 45 28 62.32 32 322 

Bastien 182.73 51.6 61 65.99 60 347 

Floriane 201.29 55.3 29 91.44 0 389 

Laura 169.83 55.1 20 84.12 -34 311 

Renaud 202.52 51.4 50 94.129 8 396 

Sophie 199.50 53.9 30 121.82 30 422 V
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Swiss group 188.64 52.4 218 86.97 -34 422 

 

Table 4.6: Tonal alignment values in ms. for H f0 targets for individual speakers, and % 

of the way into the duration of the syllable. 

 

 The histogram in Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of the H target points in IP-final 

syllables the present corpus. It displays values that are realized consistently around the 

same time in the syllable between 180 and 200 ms. after the onset (between 50% and 

55% of the way into the duration of the syllable). As a consequence, it seems that the H 

point may be consistently anchored near the midpoint on the last syllable of the IP. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Alignment of H points relative to the left edge (onset) of the final syllable of 

the IP. The very few negative values indicate that H was realized predominantly in the 

final syllable. 
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Figure 4.6: Alignment of H points relative to the left edge (onset) of the final syllable of 

the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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Figure 4.7: Box plots showing the alignment of H points relative to the left edge (onset) 

of the final syllable of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 

 

This is also seen in the box plots and histograms depicting individual values in Figure 4.7 

and Figure 4.6. All histograms excluding Floriane’s and Sophie’s display a unimodal 

distribution. This is especially true for the two speakers with the highest number of 

values measured (i.e. those who used the contour more frequently), Bastien and Renaud, 

strengthening the hypothesis that H is realized consistently in the same location, perhaps 

even anchored to a specific (mid)point of the IP-final syllable. 

The distribution of these H f0 target points is however not normal, despite the 

unimodal distribution observed in Figure 4.5, as a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test performed 

on the data gave a significant result (D = .062, df = 218, p = .043). The value of skewness 

is however close to 0 (.288), with perhaps a slight pile-up of scores on the left. As for the 
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z-score of skewness for these tonal targets, it is .288/.165 = 1.78, which is non-

significant. This shows that although based on visual inspection H tonal targets are 

realized mainly around the midpoint of the syllables, their realizations still exhibit 

considerable variability with respect to the final syllable onset. 

 

4.5.2.3 L2 points 

 As for the previous tonal targets analyzed, the mean values for the L2 f0 target 

points are similar across speakers, occurring around the 300 ms. mark, which is on 

average 83% of the way into the duration of the syllable. The median value is, as with 

other target points, relatively close to the mean value, at 279 ms. on average, indicating 

that the distribution is very likely normal. The range of implementation of the L2 f0 target 

points is rather wide, spanning approximately 400 ms. for each speaker. Because L2 is 

one of the last points of the phrase (see Figure 4.1), it can be assumed to be part of the 

boundary tone marking the end of the phrase with a pragmatic intent of finality. Indeed, 

lowering of f0 generally indicates finality, and L2 is the lowest point in the phrase. As 

such, one can assume that it is probably not anchored to a specific part of the syllable. 

Instead, its implementation is likely to be dependent on when the speaker reaches the 

lowest point of his/her speech range, i.e. on the exact location of the right IP boundary. 

This hypothesis will be examined in a subsequent section.  

 The distribution of L2 does display consistency in its implementation in the 

syllable.  
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CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 280.00 76 28 96.22 106 582 

Bastien 304.04 85.9 61 82.29 185 507 

Floriane 286.02 78.6 29 82.95 100 446 

Laura 266.93 86.7 20 81.15 73 416 

Renaud 303.11 76.9 50 110.83 134 589 

Sophie 316.29 85.5 30 109.55 167 543 V
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Swiss group 296.62 82.4 218 95.27 73 589 

 

Table 4.7: Tonal alignment values in ms. for L2 f0 targets for individual speakers, and % 

of the way into the duration of the syllable. 

 

 

 The histogram in Figure 4.8 shows a peak immediately before the 300 ms. mark, 

i.e. 83% of the way into the duration of the syllable, suggesting that the L2 point is 

anchored to a particular segment in the IP-final syllable, perhaps the offset of the vowel. 

However, L2 could be a trailing tone of the earlier H point. If it occurs systematically 

within a certain interval from H, a relatively stable point in the syllable, L2 can then also 

be expected to be somewhat stable. In addition, L2 has a wide range of implementation, 

occurring as early as 100 ms. into the syllable, but also as late as 600 ms in some cases. 

The individual histograms in Figure 4.10 highlight this variability more than the group 

graph. It can be seen that several of the individual histograms have secondary peaks, 

showing a bimodal distribution. This strongly suggests that L2 is not a point anchored 

relatively to the onset of the IP-final syllable. 
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Figure 4.8: Alignment of L2 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the final syllable of 

the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Box plots showing the alignment of L2 points relative to the left edge (onset) 

of the final syllable of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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Figure 4.10: Alignment of L2 points relative to the left edge (onset) of the final syllable 

of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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The distribution of the L2 tonal targets is not normal, as a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test performed on the data gave a significant result (D =.094, df = 218, p = .001). This is 

reflected in the great variability observed in the individual histograms in Figure 4.10. The 

value of skewness is also closer to 1 than previous target points (.747), suggesting a pile-

up of scores on the left. The z-score of skewness for these tonal targets is much higher 

than for the previous points as well: .747/.165 = 4.52, which is widely significant at p < 

.001. Nevertheless, Field (2005:72) points out that with a large sample size like the 

present one, significance is easily obtained and such a result should be taken with 

caution. The analysis of alignment in relation with the syllable offset presented below 

will in fact show that the L2 tonal targets are more consistently aligned with the right 

boundary of the syllable, rather than with the onset. 

 

4.5.3 Tonal alignment with respect to the IP-final syllable offset 

This analysis is similar to the one just presented above, but it differs in that now 

alignment measures are taken in relation to the end of the syllable, rather than to the 

beginning. The measurement values given in sections below (for instance in Table 4.8) 

should be read as follows: they are all positive, even though they are measured from the 

end of the syllable. This time, the scale is a mirror image of the scale presented earlier. 

The 0 point is set at the offset of the final syllable, with all preceding values increasing to 

the left. For instance, a value of 200 ms. means that the f0 target point occurs 200 ms. 

before the offset of the final syllable. 
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4.5.3.1 L1 points 

On average, among Vaudois speakers, the L1 point is aligned 304 ms. before the 

offset of the IP-final, which is in average 84.7% of the way from the end of the syllable 

(based on the group’s average syllable duration). The median value for the group is 303 

ms., which is virtually identical to the group mean. However, the range of 

implementation is rather wide, with differences between a minimum of 12 ms. and a 

maximum value reaching 500 ms. for several speakers, as shown below in Table 4.8. This 

variation suggests that L1 is not aligned in relation to the right edge of the syllable, but 

rather dispersed throughout the duration of the syllable, especially concentrated around 

15.3% of the way into the syllable (100%-84.7%). This further supports the hypothesis 

that L1 seeks the edge of the IP-final syllable onset. 

 

CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 320.69 87.1 28 118.74 117 551 

Bastien 317.96 89.8 61 98.65 133 643 

Floriane 304.90 83.8 29 89.70 134 502 

Laura 244.90 79.5 20 77.361 152 379 

Renaud 282.08 71.6 50 126.50 12 533 

Sophie 337.74 91.3 30 108.45 85 532 V
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Swiss group 304.91 84.7 218 109.6 12 643 

 

Table 4.8: Tonal alignment values in ms. for L1 f0 targets for individual speakers, from 

the end of the syllable, and % of the way from the end of the syllable. 

 

 

The individual box plots in Figure 4.13 and histograms in Figure 4.12, reflect the 

fact that L1 is unlikely to be aligned in relation to the last syllable offset, as there is great 

variation from one speaker to the other. The only histogram seemingly displaying a peak 

is Bastien’s. But just as the group’s histogram, this one shows a dramatic split inside of 

the peak (Bastien has the highest number of points studied, which is why his results play 
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a greater role in the shape of the group histogram). This underlines the disparity of the 

distribution in the present analysis. Also, if the average length of the final syllable is 360 

ms., and the average standard deviation is 112 ms (see Table 4.4), then the histogram 

below confirms that L1 does sometimes occur in the penultimate syllable since the range 

of duration for the alignment of L1 tonal targets goes beyond 500 ms. This confirms 

tendencies pointed out earlier when L1 was measured from the onset of the final syllable 

(see section 4.5.2.1). 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Alignment of L1 points relative to the right edge (offset) of the final syllable 

of the IP. 
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Figure 4.12: Alignment of L1 points relative to the right edge (offset) of the final syllable 

of the IP. Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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Figure 4.13: Box plots showing the alignment of L1 points relative to the left edge (onset) 

of the final syllable of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 

 

Unlike the other tonal targets in the analysis of alignment from the onset of the 

IP-final syllable, the L1 target points measured from the offset of the IP-final syllable 

display a normal distribution, as a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test performed on the data gave 

a non-significant result (D=.039, df = 218, p = .200). The value of skewness is however 

close to 0 (.122), suggesting a very slight pile-up of scores on the left. The z-score of 

skewness for these tonal targets is is .122/.166 = .73, which is non-significant. This 

confirms the interpretation that the realizations of the L1 tonal targets are quite variable 

in relation to the IP-final syllable offset and thus are unlikely to be anchored to this 

segmental landmark. 
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4.5.3.2 H points 

As far as H target points are concerned, they are realized on average 168 ms., i.e. 

46.7% of the way from the end of the syllable before the syllable offset. The median 

value is 158. ms. But here again, however, their range is wide, although not as wide as for 

L1 point, as illustrated in Table 4.9. The maximum range observed is about 400 ms. for 

Renaud, but it tends to be around 300 ms. for all the other speakers. 

 

CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 190.07 51.6 28 84.70 49 337 

Bastien 172.35 48.7 61 74.05 42 378 

Floriane 159.02 43.7 29 81.56 38 332 

Laura 142.67 46.3 20 66.73 38 332 

Renaud 160.62 40.8 50 107.18 26 433 

Sophie 175.34 47.4 30 81.99 26 301 V
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Swiss group 167.85 46.7 218 85.48 26 433 

 

Table 4.9: Tonal alignment values in ms. for H f0 targets for individual speakers, from the 

end of the syllable, and % of the way from the end of the syllable. 

 

 

The group histogram shown in Figure 4.14 shows the implementation of H f0 

target points in relation to the end of the syllable. At first glance, it seems slightly skewed 

to the left, indicating a possible alignment in relation to the offset of the IP-final syllable. 

The individual box plots in Figure 4.16 and histograms in Figure 4.15 however show 

individual variation. They illustrate a wide distribution of these tonal targets relative to 

the syllable offset. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test performed on the data gave a 

significant result (D = .068, df = 218, p = .017), which means that the distribution of 

these tonal targets is not normal. This deviation from a normal distribution suggest that 

the H target points might be concentrated around the middle of the syllable, as 

hypothesized above. However, when the values of skewness are further investigated, it is 
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found that there is in fact a slight pile up of scores on the left, with a value half-way 

between 0 and 1 (.500). The z-score of skewness for these tonal targets is .500/.165 = 

3.03, which is somewhat significant at p < .01, keeping in mind that significance is 

relatively easily obtained with a large corpus such as this one. As a result, one cannot 

exclude that H could be aligned in relation to the offset of the IP-final syllable, and thus 

linked to the right boundary. 

  

 

Figure 4.14: Alignment of H points relative to the right edge (offset) of the final syllable 

of the IP. 
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Figure 4.15: Alignment of H points relative to the right edge (offset) of the final syllable 

of the IP. Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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Figure 4.16: Box plots showing the alignment of H points relative to the right edge (offset 

of the final syllable of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual speakers. 

 

4.5.3.3 L2 points 

As shown in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.18, unlike the L1 f0 target points, which are 

not aligned in relation to the end of the final syllable of the IP, L2 tonal targets strongly 

appear to be. They tend to be realized close to the end of the phrase, with a range of 

implementation much narrower than the other target points, as shown in Table 4.10 

below, suggesting more consistency in the distribution of these points. The group mean 

value is 60 ms., and the group median is 41 ms. The box plots in Figure 4.18 and 

histograms in Figure 4.19 show that the tonal targets seem to be pulled towards the edge 

of the syllable, with a narrow range for most speakers. 
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CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 79.67 21.6 28 69.41 7 259 

Bastien 51.04 14.4 61 43.34 12 243 

Floriane 74.29 20.4 29 69.12 6 315 

Laura 45.70 14.8 20 33.52 3 164 

Renaud 60.03 15.2 50 46.83 14 265 

Sophie 58.55 15.8 30 51.82 5 209 V
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Swiss group 60.41 16.8 218 52.98 3 315 

 

Table 4.10: Tonal alignment values in ms. for L2 f0 targets for individual speakers, from 

the end of the syllable, and % of the way from the end of the syllable. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Alignment in ms. of L2 points relative to the right edge (offset) of the final 

syllable of the IP. 

 

 The histograms clearly illustrate this tendency of L2 f0 target points to occur close 

to the IP boundary. The syllable offset corresponds to the 0 ms. value, at the left of the 

graph, so that the closer to the right the bars are, the closer to the end of the syllable the 

measured points are. This holds true for the individual histograms as well, except for that 
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of Floriane, which seems slightly less skewed to the left. Other than that, all histograms 

are skewed to the left, which means that L2 tonal targets seek the right edge, i.e. the end, 

of the IP. This is confirmed by examining the values of skewness. First, the distribution 

of these points is not normal as a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test performed on the data gave a 

significant result (D = .184, df = 218, p = .001), indicating a non-normal distribution. 

Secondly, the value of skewness is very close to 2 (1.979) indicating a clear pile-up of the 

scores to the left, i.e. the right edge of the final syllable, as observed in the histogram in 

Figure 4.17 below. In addition, for these L2 tonal targets, the z-score of skewness is 

1.979/.165 = 11.99, which is widely significant. These numerical results leave no doubt 

that these target points are in fact aligned in relation to the offset of the IP-final syllable. 

 

 
Figure 4.18: Box plots showing the alignment of L2 points relative to the right edge 

(offset) of the final syllable of the IP (i.e. the 0 mark). Values are shown for individual 

speakers. 
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Figure 4.19: Alignment in ms. of L2 points relative to the right edge (offset) of the final 

syllable of the IP. Values are shown for individual speakers. 
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To conclude this section on text-to-tune alignment with respect to both the onset 

and offset of the IP-final syllable, the data show that L1 tonal targets are unlikely to be 

anchored to a particular portion within the IP-final syllable, as they can occur either in the 

penultimate or the final syllable. While they do seem to be left edge-seeking, consistently 

occurring near the syllable boundary of the last syllable of the IP, either immediately 

before it or immediately after it, the non-normal distribution and the absence of skewness 

suggest that the realization of L1 target points relative to the syllable onset is very 

variable. It was also shown that these tonal targets are not aligned in relation to the offset 

of the IP-final syllable either, an analysis for which the distribution was found to be 

normal. 

 The anchoring of the H tonal targets is unclear at this point. Overall, the highest f0 

point tends to occur at a regular interval from the onset of the final syllable of the major 

prosodic phrase for five speakers out of six. This indicates that H points are realized in a 

seemingly stable location within the final syllable. Although they seem to occur around 

the mid-point of the IP-final syllable for most speakers, the non-normal distribution and 

the slight variation across speakers make it difficult to draw a clear conclusion. In 

addition, the alignment measurements taken from the offset of the IP-final syllable show 

that the H target points are slightly skewed to the left of the distribution, thus possibly 

aligned in relation with the offset of that syllable. The hypothesis that H points could be 

part of a bitonal phrase-final boundary tone can therefore not be excluded. 

 Most L2 f0 target points seem to occur consistently around the 300 ms. mark, 

which is in average 83% of the way into the duration of the syllable (based on the group’s 

average syllable duration). Given their position as one of the last tonal targets in the 
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phrase, it seems logical to propose that they are boundary tones. Final lowering in French 

was found to be gradual, so an L% tone is indeed likely to be right-edge seeking in 

statements. One question that arises is whether or not they are aligned stably in relation 

with the H point. If the L2 f0 target points follow the H f0 target points at a constant 

interval, they too would appear to be anchored to or near a certain point of the syllable. It 

was in fact observed that L2 points are clearly aligned in relation to the offset of the IP-

final syllable, as they are consistently realized in the vicinity of the prosodic boundary 

and had a very significant skewness value. These tonal targets, one can safely say, are 

good candidates to be regarded as L% boundary tones or the second element of a bitonal 

boundary tone from now on. 

 

4.5.4 Intervals between f0 target points 

The analysis of the LHL IP-final pattern continues with the examination of the 

intervals between each tonal target. If the interval between L1 and H is constant, it means 

that they very likely form a bitonal unit. This holds true for H and L2 as well if the 

interval between them is found to be constant. Although there is much variation in 

segmental as well as in articulatory rate, from the alignment results above, hypotheses 

can already be formulated. Indeed, if L1 tends to occur near the syllable onset, and H is 

aligned in relation to the midpoint of the syllable onset itself, the interval between L1 and 

H could be relatively constant. Since L2 seems, on the other hand, to be aligned in 

relation from the end of the syllable and H is at least likely to be as well, the interval 

between H and L2 could be constant. These two hypotheses will be examined below. 
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4.5.4.1 Interval between L1 and H 

Table 4.11 and Figure 4.20 show that the first hypothesis appears to be true in 

light of the measurements of the interval between the two tones. It seems that L1 and H 

are realized at a fairly constant interval from each other, on average 140 ms from each 

other, taking approximately 39% of the average total duration of the syllable in the 

Vaudois group. The group median is 132, which is fairly close to the mean. Although the 

intervals measured can somewhat vary (see Table 4.11), the histograms below are skewed 

to the left, showing a non-normal distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms 

this since it gave a significant result (D = .061, df = 218, p = .046), confirming non-

normal distribution. The value of skewness is close to 1 (.565), strengthening that 

argument that there is a pile-up of scores to the left. The z-score of skewness is .565/.165 

= 3.42, which is significant at p <.001. 

 

CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 130.44 35.4 28 66.19 20 253 

Bastien 145.61 41.1 61 65.31 29 331 

Floriane 145.88 40 29 67.09 24 300 

Laura 115.21 37.4 20 49.40 37 223 

Renaud 132.16 33.5 50 61.61 36 297 

Sophie 162.39 43.9 30 93.68 23 398 V
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Swiss group 140.13 38.9 218 68.66 20 398 

 

Table 4.11: Interval values in ms. between L1 and H targets for individual speakers, and 

% of the duration of the syllable. 

 

 

 

The group histogram in Figure 4.20 shows that most frequently, L1 f0 target points are 

consistently realized approximately 100 to 160 ms. before H f0 target points. One may 

argue that the peak in the figure is not distinct, since there are two relative maxima. This 
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is reflected in the non-normal distribution revealed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The 

histograms representing the interval values of individual informants in Figure 4.21 show 

that in fact five speakers out of six display a fairly constant interval between the 

realization of L1 and H f0 target points. The exception is Sophie. The speakers with the 

most occurrences of LHL contours (Bastien and Renaud) have a clearer peak than the 

others around the 150 ms. mark, suggesting that perhaps with more data the other 

speakers would too. 

 

 
Figure 4.20: Histogram showing interval values in ms. between L1 and H targets, all 

speakers combined. 
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Figure 4.21: Histograms showing interval values in ms. between L1 and H targets, for 

individual speakers. 
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4.5.4.2 Interval between H and L2 

The results for the second interval analysis, i.e. the time elapsed between the H 

and L2 f0 target points, also confirm the prediction that these two points are not realized 

at a constant interval from each other. Overall, there seems to be a fairly constant interval 

of approximately 107 ms. between both points, which is about 30% of the duration of the 

syllable. The group median value is 94 ms, somewhat close to the mean. 

 

CODE NAME MEAN % N STD. DEVIATION MIN. MAX. 

Benjamin 114.59 31.1 28 65.13 14 260 

Bastien 121.31 34.3 61 64.14 11 313 

Floriane 84.73 23.3 29 64.02 10 213 

Laura 97.10 31.6 20 59.58 28 273 

Renaud 100.59 25.6 50 86.61 12 329 

Sophie 116.80 31.6 30 64.21 21 253 V
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Swiss group 107.99 30 70.09 10  329 

 

Table 4.12: Interval values in ms. between H and L2 targets for individual speakers, and 

% of the duration of the syllable. 

 

 

The group histogram in Figure 4.22 shows a unimodal distribution (it contains a single 

peak) and so do all the individual histograms in Figure 4.23 except that of Sophie’s. This 

supports the hypothesis emitted in the previous section that H might be a part of a 

boundary tone unit aligned with respect to the offset of the IP-final syllable. This fairly 

constant interval might not necessarily mean, however, that H and L2 are associated in a 

single, phonologically bitonal unit. There may be a relatively simple constraint to start 

the lowering of f0 immediately after the final peak in order to mark the finality of the 

utterance. Then, given that the length of the final syllable shows relatively small variation 

on average (Table 4.4 above), L2 is realized consistently within a certain interval.  
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A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test performed on the data gave a significant result 

(D=.093 df = 218, p = .001), indicating a non-normal distribution. Furthermore, the value 

of skewness is very close to 1 (.856) indicating a pile-up of the scores to the left, as 

observed in the histogram in Figure 4.22 below. The z-score of skewness is .856/.165 = 

5.20, which is widely significant. Thus there seems to be a relationship between the 

placement of H and that of L2. 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Histogram showing interval values in ms. between H and L2 targets, all 

speakers combined. 

 

 

To conclude this section on the analysis of interval time between the points of the 

LHL tonal pattern, it appears that L1 and H, and H and L2 are closely timed with respect 

to each other. Thus, as hypothesized in light of the tonal alignment analyses, the interval 

between L1 and H is rather constant. The interval between H and L2 seems to be fairly 
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constant as well, but this can perhaps be explained either through the constraints of 

initiating the lowering of f0 as early as possible to mark finality in a declarative utterance, 

or with the hypothesis that H and L2 together form a boundary tonal unit. The 

phonological status of H remains unclear. One can hypothesize that L1 and H probably 

form a bitonal accentual unit (LH), while L% is a single boundary tone. Or one can 

hypothesize that H and L2 are boundary tones (HL%) used in unmarked assertions in 

Vaudois speech. One possible way to find out if this could indeed be the case would be to 

examine imperatives elicited or spontaneously occurring in Vaudois speakers’ speech. 

Earlier non-autosegmental but phonetic models of intonation mention HL phrase-final 

intonational patterns as a possible boundary tone in imperatives in French (Delattre 1966; 

Di Cristo 1998). 

The former hypothesis (L1 and H probably form a bitonal accentual unit (LH), 

while L% is a single boundary tone) is strongly supported by the results of the tonal 

alignment analysis of read speech in Chapter 3 (section 3.5), where it seems that the LH 

unit is used in both AP-final and IP-final positions. The phonological status of L1 and H 

could therefore be that of a pitch accent, LH being an LH* bitonal unit, followed by L% 

in IP-final phrases. L1, the first tonal target in this bitonal unit, marks the left edge of the 

syllable as it happens to be realized in the vicinity of the onset, also sometimes realized in 

the penultimate syllable. Additional pitch contours are presented in the next section to 

further explore the individual occurrences of this Vaudois-sounding IP-final LHL pattern 

in the corpus. 
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Figure 4.23: Histograms showing interval values in ms. between H and L2 targets, for 

individual speakers. 
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4.5.5 Other pitch contours 

The LH* L% pattern was already observed in Chapter 3 (for example see Figure 

3.20), during the comparative study of read speech in standard and Vaudois French. It 

was reported in different contexts too, revealing that this contour is possible in IP-final 

APs, but also in non IP-final APs, possibly as LH* L-, marking a minor prosodic 

boundary instead of a major one. In that situation, the fall on the last L was not as steep 

as it was before a major prosodic frontier. 

Knowing what we know now of the alignment of the LH* L% pattern, Figure 

3.20 is problematic, as there cannot be two H* pitch accents in the same phrase. An 

alternate, more viable analysis is as follows. Instead of one AP, this utterance can be 

divided into two APs: [sont tombés] [d’accord] with the pattern [HiL] [HiLH*] L-. This 

is illustrated in Figure 4.24 below. In the first AP, the final H* pitch accent is not realized 

because of a likely clash with the following Hi rise. The second AP displays the 

frequently observed LHL pattern, parsed here as LH* L-. f0 decreases at the end of the 

second AP, but not as dramatically as seen throughout this chapter as if it were IP-final. 

This is what motivates the choice of tagging it L-. This AP-final phrase tone is likely to 

mark the edge of a minor prosodic phrase. 
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50

125

200

Hi L Hi L H* L–

t!" be da k!#

Time (s)
0 0.841445

 

Figure 4.24: Revised analysis of non IP-final APs “sont tombés d’accord” in Renaud’s 

read speech. 

 

In Chapter 3, the rise on the syllable [da] was analyzed as an H* tone on grounds that it 

was lengthened and prominent. Here, it is analyzed as Hi since there cannot be two H* 

accents within a bisyllabic word. It is to be considered that perhaps in a dialect other than 

standard French, Hi can be lengthened and prominent, which necessitates further 

controlled analysis. 

 Bastien’s data provide a good way of comparing this LHL type of pattern in IP-

final and non IP-final contexts in spontaneous speech. During the interview, he talked 

about the Swiss electoral system, and about the different political opinions in the German 

and French-speaking cantons. He mentioned the bilateral negotiations between 

Switzerland and Europe on two occasions. One occurrence of the word “bilatérales” is at 
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the end of an IP-final AP, and the other one is at the end of a non IP-final AP. They are 

examined in the figures below. 

 The first illustration shows an entire IP in Figure 4.25. This IP contains two APs: 

[(avant encore) (les bilatérales)] (“still before the bilateral elections”). The first AP 

illustrated here has the default pattern for standard French, i.e. [LHiLH*]. The second 

AP, however, shows an LH* L% pattern as discussed in this chapter. The pattern of this 

AP seems to be [LHiLH] L%.  

 

75

125

175

Hi L H* L Hi L H* L%

a vã ã k!" le bi la t! #al

Time (s)
0 1.39583

 

Figure 4.25: IP-final LH* L% pattern, in Bastien’s spontaneous speech. The whole IP, 

consisting of two APs, is presented here: [(avant encore) (les bilatérales)]” (“still before 

the bilaterals”). 
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100

125

150

L H* L Hi H– L–

b!! dy "!s sy# le bi la t! "al

Time (s)
0 1.48353

 

Figure 4.26: Non IP-final LH L- pattern, in Bastien’s spontaneous speech. Two APs are 

presented here: [Ben du reste] and [sur les bilatérales]. 

 

The second illustration presents two APs in non IP-final positions. The AP 

breakdown is: [ben du reste] [sur les bilatérales] (“well as for the bilateral elections”). 

The whole IP is “Ben du reste sur les bilatérales et l’extension de la libre circulation, y a 

plusieurs cantons suisses allemands qui ont accepté” (“Well as for the bilateral elections 

and the extension of open borders, there are several German Swiss cantons who 

agreed”). The first AP has a pattern accepted for standard French, [LH*], albeit not the 

default one, probably because this is a short three-syllable phrase.  

The other AP, however, seems to differ from both the descriptions of standard 

French tonal patterns and from what has been observed in Vaudois speech so far in this 

dissertation. The pattern of this AP appears to be [LHiLH*] H-L-. The AP-initial L 

occurs in the vicinity of the onset of the first syllable of the first content word of the 

phrase (“bilatérales”).  The AP-initial rise (Hi) occurs later, towards the beginning of the 
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second syllable [la] of the content word. This is consistent with the findings for the 

analysis of read speech, which were that the AP-initial L tends to be realized near the 

onset of the target syllable, while the AP-initial H tends to be delayed in comparison with 

its earlier anchoring in standard French. 

This is followed by a slight dip in f0 early in the next syllable [te], and a 

subsequent rise of the pitch track within that same syllable, which is the third syllable of 

the four-syllable word “bilatérales”. Both the penultimate and the final syllables are 

lengthened, making this contour sound particularly Vaudois-like. As discussed in section 

1.4.4 of Chapter 1, Swiss French has been described in intuitive accounts as displaying a 

rise in pitch in the syllable before last. These accounts may be based on hearing contours 

such as the one currently described. 

Finally, there is another slight dip in f0 early in the next and AP-final syllable 

[{al]. This could be a micro-prosodic effect of the segment /{/ and it may then not be a 

tone. For this reason, it is supposed here that the L tone is undershot, although more 

examples of LHL patterns are needed in order to rule out the segmental effect. This very 

slight drop is followed by a rise and another fall at the end of the AP. This H f0 target 

point could be an H- intermediate phrase tone, not anchored to any specific syllable, 

responsible for the preceding high plateau, maintaining the f0 values elevated across 

several syllables until the final boundary tone. This high plateau pattern is reminiscent of 

some kind of a “hat pattern” found in Germanic languages (descriptions of it are 

summarized by Grice et al. (2005)). Then, an L- edge tone apparently marks the end of 

the minor prosodic phrase. Contrary to an IP-final L% boundary tone, the f0 on this L- 
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point seems to decrease less rapidly. In IP-final contours, the slope appears to be steeper 

than in non IP-final contours, likely to emphasize more finality in the utterance. 

Another interpretation is to label these final L and H f0 target points as one HL 

boundary tone unit marking the right edge of the non IP-final AP. This contour is likely 

to be realized on long enough phrases, such as the one illustrated here in Figure 4.26 (“les 

bilatérales” – five syllables including a four-syllable content word). This hypothesis is 

supported by the surprising stable durational interval reported in section 4.5.4.2, which 

was observed between H and L2 tonal targets. One way of representing this type of AP 

pattern in Vaudois speech is LHi LH* (H) L%. The optional H would be realized only in 

longer APs with enough docking sites, and otherwise undershot. When this optional H is 

present, it is then closely linked to the L boundary tone, both points occurring at a fairly 

constant interval from one another. Therefore, it appears that the LHL pattern may be 

phonologically specified as LH*(H)L% either in IP-final contexts, where it occurs often, 

or in non IP-final positions as LH* (H)L-. Controlled experiments, however, would be 

needed to evaluate the validity of such a hypothesis. In addition, the last two syllables of 

the phrase are considerably lengthened, which makes emphasis somewhat likely. Overall, 

the contour sounds typically Vaudois and atypically standard French. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter focused on the analysis of Vaudois intonation in spontaneous speech. 

Besides LHL contours already identified in Chapter 3, where on a few rare occasions 

those tonal configurations were observed at the end of phrases, many more instances of 

these were found in the unscripted speech samples, especially at the end of IPs. These are 
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the patterns that were examined in more detail in the present study. They constitute a new 

development deserving further analysis in French intonation phonology. Indeed, 

Gussenhoven (2004), for instance, explicitly rejects even the possible existence of high 

plateau intonation in French: "there can be no contours like the 'flat hat' with two high 

pitch accents; a rise and a fall separated by a level stretch show corners mark accented 

syllables" (269). A possible counterexample of this prediction was provided in this 

chapter (Figure 4.26), even though the systematic analysis of such contours still remains 

to be done. Swiss French speakers’ daily exposure to German intonation makes it likely 

that intonation contours different from those observed in French spoken in France could 

occur in their unscripted speech. 

While the LHL pattern does not occur systematically at the end of every major 

prosodic phrase, as was reported in the inventory of IP-final patterns in section 4.5.1, it 

was much more frequent in informal situations such as the guided conversations used to 

elicit spontaneous speech. Section 4.5.2 investigated the tonal alignment for each point of 

the LHL contour (respectively labeled L1, H, and L2), relative to the beginning of the last 

syllable of the phrase, in which these f0 target points tend to be realized. Results indicated 

that L1 is not specified within the syllable itself, but can occur either before or after the 

onset. This means that L1 could be an edge-seeking type of tone, placed near the left 

boundary of the final syllable with a number of realizations in the penultimate syllable, 

however.  

It was also found that the H target point was realized at a fairly constant interval 

from the onset of the final syllable, leading to support Hypothesis 4.1, which is if the first 

L f0 target point and H f0 target point are realized at a fairly stable interval from the onset 
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of the IP-final syllable, they are likely to be part of a bitonal pitch accent. Further 

investigation is nevertheless needed as it was also found that H and seems to also be 

aligned with respect to the offset of the IP-final syllable. The hypothesis that it could be 

part of a boundary tonal unit cannot be rejected.  

Hypothesis 4.2, that is if the first L1 tonal target and H tonal target are produced 

at a consistent time before the IP-final syllable offset, these two points are probably part 

of a boundary tone unit marking the end of the phrase, cannot be entirely rejected. 

Alignment measures from the end of the syllable did not reveal any consistent 

implementation for L1 from that offset. But some consistency was observed for the H on 

that level. As far as those H f0 target points were concerned, they seemed to consistently 

occur within the same interval from the onset of the syllable and from L1, supporting 

Hypothesis 4.3, which was if the H f0 target point follows the L1 target point at an 

invariant interval, they are likely to be part of the same bitonal unit. L1 and H were 

suggested to likely constitute an LH* bitonal pitch accent. However, the H points also 

seemed to precede the L2 points at a fairly stable interval, casting doubt on this 

phonological interpretation. Perhaps this consistency is due to a simple constraint to start 

the lowering of f0 immediately after the final peak in order to mark the finality of the 

utterance. 

Moreover, L2 tonal targets were shown to be clearly aligned in relation to the end 

of the syllable. This is reason to believe that they are boundary tones (L%) marking the 

right edge of the phrase, supporting Hypothesis 4.5, that is if the second L point is 

produced at a consistent time before the IP-final syllable offset, it is probably a boundary 

tone. The measures of interval between H and L2 revealed an unexpected consistency, 
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suggesting a relation closer than first thought between them. Hypothesis 4.4, that is if the 

second L point is realized at a fairly stable interval from the IP-final syllable onset, 

cannot at this point be fully supported or rejected. In light of different AP contours 

illustrated in section 4.5.5 above, the relationship between the H and L2 f0 target points 

may depend on whether or not an optional H f0 target point is realized and paired with the 

L boundary tone. If it is (in longer APs that provide enough sufficient docking sites), it is 

likely to be tightly linked to the subsequent L boundary tone. If not (in shorter APs), it is 

undershot, and the L boundary tone is preceded by an LH* pitch accent unit with which it 

is does not have a close relationship. This is different from standard French that usually 

ends a non IP-final AP with an LH* pitch accent unit (or L* on occasions, in clash 

resolution environments), and ends an IP-final AP with an LL% boundary unit 

preempting the H* from the default non IP-final AP, with the noticeable exception of 

imperatives which have been found to display HL phrase-final intonational patterns as 

possible boundary tones (Delattre 1966; Di Cristo 1998) as mentioned earlier. 

Despite this detailed examination of certain f0 target points in Vaudois 

spontaneous speech, much remains to be done in the intonational description of this 

dialect of French. In light of the analysis performed in this dissertation, one way to 

analyzed the IP-final LHL contour was to parse it as LH* L%. However, it was shown 

that those three f0 target points seem to  often be placed at a constant interval from each 

other within the final syllable, making it impossible to exclude the possibility that they 

may together form a LHL% or LHL- contour (as seen in Chapter 3, section 3.5.2). One of 

the most challenging aspects of this research project is the extreme variation in patterns, 

across speech styles but also within identical styles. In the unscripted speech corpus, 
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speakers employed different ways to mark the end of declarative IPs, as seen here. They 

seemed to use LL% or LH* (H)L% regardless of any discernable pragmatic intent, and 

without any visible trigger element.  

One can hypothesize on the type of context that seems to favor the occurrence of 

Vaudois-specific contours. It may have to do with the level of familiarity a speaker has 

with the interlocutor, or perhaps it has to do with lexical frequency. It was observed 

during fieldwork that some lexical items, more frequent than others perhaps, tend to be 

produced with non-standard tonal patterns. This has not been tested, but could be in the 

future. Perceptual notes indicate that words such as “Suisse allemande” (“German 

Switzerland”), “Suisse romande” (“French Switzerland”), “Vaudois”, “informations”, 

“gymnase” (“highschool”) were often produced with an LH* (H)L% contour. One 

plausible hypothesis is that some frequently-used words and expressions could lexicalize 

with their locally most frequent intonation pattern in the Vaud canton, without the 

influence of standard French or French spoken in France. 

The tonal patterns presented here seemed to be the most frequent local tonal 

patterns, possibly linked to the perception of a Vaudois accent. However, there were 

other implementations in Vaudois French spontaneous speech that seemed to be different 

from intonational descriptions of standard French, but which realizations were too scarce 

to include in a quantitative analysis in order to describe them phonetically. This goes to 

show that research on Vaudois intonation is merely beginning, and much remains to be 

explored due to the tremendous variation in tonal patterns in this particular dialect. One 

thing is sure: there are some ready-made, preconceived ideas of French in general (e.g. no 

flat hat pattern) that can be invalidated in light of research on dialectal intonation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 PITCH RANGE VARIATION AND CONTEXTUAL STYLES 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters focused on two types of recorded speech material for 

several speakers: read speech (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and spontaneous speech 

(Chapter 4). This chapter will now look at the speech of one Vaudois speaker in different 

contextual styles by examining pitch range modulations in the speech samples of that 

speaker. This part of the project concentrates on an interview with Vaudois speaker Nina, 

who was part of the very first pilot study described in section 1.9 of Chapter 1. She is a 

female speaker in her 40s who lives in the suburbs of Lausanne. She was recruited during 

a village festival in August 2004. Three speech styles are considered in order to observe 

how style shifting is systematically correlated with pitch range variations: very formal 

(reading format), formal (conversation with investigator), and very informal 

(conversation with relative) styles. The pitch range of major prosodic phrases is measured 

and compared across the three speech styles, and IP-final tonal patterns are analyzed to 

examine pitch range variation on a more localized level. 

 

5.2 Research questions 

Speakers often alter their discourse depending on the formality of the situation. 

Joos (1959) outlines five different styles on a scale of formality, from the least to the 

most formal style: (1) intimate style, for example a private conversation between 
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speakers who know each other extremely well; (2) casual style, for example a 

conversation between friends; (3) consultative style, for example a conversation between 

strangers; (4) formal style, for example a speech in an official setting; (5) frozen style, for 

example a cold form of communication meant to dissuade participation. It seems obvious 

that one will not talk in the same manner when addressing one’s boss or one’s child. A 

different lexicon and syntactical structures will be employed, and different tonal patterns 

will emerge. Choice of style is constantly at play when speaking, and closely linked to 

the social environment and pragmatic intent. To adapt to certain contexts, speakers may 

alter their speech.  

The speakers’ choice of appropriate speaking styles is in fact mainly motivated by 

their audience. Bell (1984) argues that at comparable speech situations and similar topics 

of conversation, the selection of speaking style is primarily a speaker’s response to a 

listener, and he calls this “audience design”. Speakers shift their style depending on how 

much they want to identify themselves to a specific group in front of their addressee. This 

would mean that a Vaudois informant is likely to use more non-standard Swiss features in 

a conversation in which he or she wants to be associated to the Vaudois group. As a 

consequence, the type of speech obtained during an interview could be linked to the type 

of relationship between the speakers and their interlocutor, even though it also depends 

on the topics approached and the setting of the conversation. Bell suggests that “speakers 

associate classes of topics or settings with classes of persons” (1984: 181). What type of 

style can then be expected from an interview where the speaker is conversing with the 

investigator, whom she has just met for the first time? What sort of shift occurs when the 
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informant talks to a close relative instead of the interviewer? And how does style change 

for a reading task? 

It is widely accepted that read speech is easy to distinguish from spontaneous 

speech. Studies have shown that listeners are able to tell apart with accuracy stimuli from 

read speech and stimuli from spontaneous speech, even when a low-pass filter was 

applied to stimuli in a study by Levin et al. (1982), which made words very difficult to 

recognize. This emphasizes that differences between scripted and unscripted speech are 

numerous and various cues help listeners distinguish between the two. Such cues may 

include prosody. 

As far as French is concerned, there seem to be variations in intonation depending 

on speech style. Recent studies, as Simon points out, have shown that it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to identify regional prosodic characteristics from read speech in French 

(2003:5). She explains that “reading prosody” seems standardized for speakers of all 

varieties of French and quotes research by Philippe Boula de Mareüil (Boula de Mareüil 

2003). In his work on French spoken by people of North African descent, he synthesized 

read speech to find out which perceptual clues, segmental or suprasegmental, give the 

most information to identify the where those speakers come from. His results emphasize 

that in read speech, f0 does not provide enough information for listeners to successfully 

recognize the ethnic origin of the speakers. Thus looking at non-standard varieties of 

French under several angles might not necessarily contribute to the best identification of 

regional features. However, these local varieties are not exempt of traces of such features, 

which are certainly parts of linguistic variation that should be studied and understood. 
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Vaudois speakers seem to switch from a standardized type of French in formal 

contexts to a more regional variety in informal contexts. This distinction was illustrated 

in Chapters 3 and 4, where differences in tonal patterns were observed. Although several 

speakers’ read speech samples showed traces of Vaudois-sounding local tonal patterns 

(see preceding chapters), Swiss informants reverted to prosodic patterns that sounded 

closer to standard French in reading tasks. This is consistent with remarks on the existing 

regional linguistic insecurity experienced by Swiss French speakers (Singy 1995, 1996, 

2002; Prikhodkine 2002). Singy’s surveys on attitudes of Swiss speakers towards their 

own dialect report that the Swiss feel that their dialect is to some extent “inferior” to the 

one spoken in Paris. The French spoken around Paris is believed to represent the central 

norm in France, and is the variety that French-speaking people worldwide are exposed to 

in the media. Informants in each fieldwork phase of the present research have expressed 

criticism and contempt towards the way that they themselves speak. They even feel that 

French children have a more elaborate vocabulary than adult Swiss nationals, and admit 

that their own accent is associated with a lack of education. They also confess to making 

fun of Swiss speakers who have a stronger accent than their own. This linguistic 

insecurity is certain to affect the informants’ speech during a recording session, and to be 

the source of linguistic variation. With the Observer’s Paradox (Labov 1972) added to 

these observations, one can be fairly confident that speakers will show considerable 

shifting in various discourse contexts. 

 Speech style could consequently also be likely to induce systematic variation of f0 

patterns, but one may wonder to what extent. Pitch range could simply be expanded or 

reduced. Or tonal patterns and location of pitch accents could be modified depending on 
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what style is adopted. A Vaudois speaker may use standard French tonal forms in formal 

situations and non-standard patterns, which lead to the perception of a Vaudois accent, in 

very informal contexts. It is also plausible for a Swiss speaker to combine tonal patterns 

in other situations, perhaps those that are not too formal or too informal, as a sort of 

continuum. 

 

5.3 Preliminary observations 

Several reports suggest the existence of a recognizable Swiss accent as described 

in section 1.4 of Chapter 1 (Bayard and Jolivet 1984; Knecht and Rubattel 1984; Métral 

1977; Odin 1886; Singy 1995, 1996; Vouga 1984). Nevertheless, no phonetic evidence 

has ever been brought to light. The hypotheses emitted by those authors, based on 

intuitions, concern the existence of a pitch accent on the penultimate syllable of content 

words, and a slower articulation rate than standard French. The hypotheses presented in 

this section are based on previous analyses of Vaudois French intonational contours in 

preceding chapters, as well as the examination of contours in the three contextual styles 

investigated in this chapter and presented below. 

Léon (1971), quoted in Carton
1
 (1986:252) and Simon (2003:6), mentions that 

intonational regional markers are located at a precise point of the phrase, which seems to 

be at the end of a prosodic group. Chapter 4 has shown that a recurring non-standard LH* 

L% (or LHL% depending on the phonological representation adopted) pattern indeed 

occurred at the end of IPs. The following three examples of one Vaudois speaker’s 

                                                
1
 “contrairement aux indices intonatifs marquant les émotions, ces combinaisons 

[régionales] sont localisées en un point précis de l’énoncé, à la fin d’un groupe 

prosodique.” (Carton (1986 :253) 
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(Nina’s) intonational contours also illustrate IP-final APs. These samples were recorded 

during Phase 1 of fieldwork in Switzerland. They were obtained following the 

methodology described in the subsequent section. Each figure illustrates a different 

speech style: formal, i.e. read speech (Figure 5.1), informal, i.e. conversational data with 

the investigator (Figure 5.2), and very informal, i.e. conversational data with a close 

relative (Figure 5.3).  

The formal contour in Figure 5.1 is characterized by an IP-final LL% boundary 

tone, with an LHiLL% AP pattern, matching the widely reported standard pattern 

reported  (see for example Jun & Fougeron’s work). The values of f0 range from 125 to 

175 Hz.  

The informal style in Figure 5.2 is illustrated with two APs: [ils sont un peu] 

[gonflés] (“they are a little arrogant”). The first, non IP-final AP shows a LHiL* 

contour, which is a possible pattern in standard French, although not the most common 

one. The IP-final AP displays a rise-fall-rise contour, stretching over the last two 

syllables of the AP. This is not standard at the end of a major prosodic phrase at the end 

of declarative utterances in varieties of French described so far in the literature. Instead, 

here, there appears to be a first rise on the penultimate syllable [gç)], lengthened and 

prominent perhaps due to an effect of insistance. There also appears to be a phrase-final 

rise on the final syllable of the phrase, [fle]. Despite this IP-final rise, however, the 

utterance seems to have the perceptual connotation of an affirmation. These differences 

from standard French and from what has been described of Vaudois French in Chapters 3 

and 4 could be due to the pragmatic intent of eliciting a reaction or response from the 

hearer. In the utterance shown below, the speaker seems to be conveying an emotional 
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message describing how in her opinion Parisians are arrogant. In this example, f0 ranges 

from 125 to 250 Hz. 

Figure 5.3 is an excerpt of very informal style in an IP-final AP. The contour 

corresponds more to what has been observed for Vaudois intonation in previous chapters, 

i.e. they appear to be IP-final LH* L% (or LHL%) tonal configurations. The pattern of 

this IP [j’ai la lessive] (“I have laundry”) seems to be [LHiLH*] L%. The first syllable, 

[Ze], is extremely short. The high f0 value that it received could be due to a pitch reset at 

the beginning of the phrase. f0 in the pitch contour in Figure 5.1 ranges from 175 to 300 

Hz. This is important to note that because the subject walked away from the microphone 

to take the phone call, therefore this sample has a lesser acoustic quality than the others. 

 

125

150

175

L H L L%

l! ply f"#

Time (s)
0 0.93

 

Figure 5.1: IP-final AP “le plus fort” (“the strongest”) from the read sentence “chacun 

assurant qu’il était le plus fort (“each claiming it was the strongest”). 
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125

187.5

250

L Hi L* L Hi L H*

i s!" œ" pø g!" fle

Time (s)
0 1.20188

 

Figure 5.2: Non IP-final AP “ils sont un peu” (“they are a little”) IP-final and “gonflés” 

(“arrogant”) in an informal context, in a conversation with the investigator about 

differences between the Swiss and the Parisians. 

 

175

237.5

300

L Hi L H* L%

!e la le siv

Time (s)
0 0.906526

 

Figure 5.3: IP-final AP “j’ai la lessive” (“I have some laundry”) in a very informal 

context, in a phone conversation with a close relative.  
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In the illustrations above, not only tonal patterns perceived as typically Swiss 

emerge, but pitch range seems to increase with the informality of the style. It stretches 

from 125 to 175 Hz in a formal context (i.e. a 50 Hz range), from 125 to 250 Hz in an 

informal context (i.e. a 125 Hz range), and from 175 to 300 Hz in a very informal context 

(i.e. a 125 Hz range). Based on these preliminary observations, it appears that a 

contextual style shift may result in systematic modifications of this speaker’s pitch range 

as well as her selection of more Vaudois-sounding (loca) tonal patterns. The hypotheses 

for this study are thus as follows: 

Hypothesis 5.1: pitch scaling varies according to contextual style. 

Hypothesis 5.2: the range of f0 values increases with informality. 

 

An attempt will be made to test these hypotheses in the present experiment described 

below. 

 

5.4 Methodology 

The data presented here were gathered during Phase 1 of fieldwork, which 

constitutes the pilot study of the dissertation project. Only one Vaudois speaker, Nina, 

was recorded during that stage. Other recorded speakers were from the Neuchâtel canton. 

Based on observations similar to what was described above, it was later decided to solely 

focus on speakers from the Vaud area. 
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5.4.1 Speaker 

Nina was 44 years old at the time of the recording. She was recruited during a 

local festival in a suburban village of Lausanne, where she was briefly introduced to the 

investigator. She agreed to voluntarily participate in the experiment, and chose to be 

interviewed in her own apartment. She has lived in the Vaud canton most her life. She did 

spend one year in the canton of St. Gall where German is spoken. Nina did not studied at 

the university level, but has a diploma from secondary technical school. French is her 

only native language, and both her parents were born in Romandie. 

 

5.4.2 Experimental design 

The general experimental design for this study was described in section 1.9 of 

Chapter 1. Here are more details.  Nina was recorded in her apartment, at her request. The 

session started with her filling out the consent form and biographical information sheets, 

with a simultaneous informal conversation to break the ice. Her first task was to read 

sentences on flashcards, and the text “La Bise et le Soleil”. This task was a reproduction 

of part of a previous study of AP tonal patterns by Fougeron & Jun (1998)
2
. Finally, to 

elicit more spontaneous speech, questions were asked to initiate conversational discourse. 

The following topics were approached: life in Switzerland, cultural differences between 

France and Switzerland, cultural differences across Swiss cantons, and especially 

between French and German-speaking cantons.  

                                                
2
 In their paper, however, Fougeron & Jun studied AP tonal patterns at different speech 

rate, which is a different focus from the present study. 
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The experimental design described above was planned in advance. What makes 

the interview with Nina particularly noteworthy is the part of the experiment that 

happened unexpectedly. The recording session was interrupted by two phone calls from 

Nina’s daughter, which were recorded as well. This yielded a third speech style in 

addition to the formal read and informal contextual styles. As Nina was speaking to her 

daughter, she adopted a much more casual style that shall be labeled here as very 

informal. As a consequence, samples of three speech styles were recorded: formal 

(reading), informal (conversation with the investigator), and very informal (conversation 

with a close relative). This setting is similar to what Labov (1972:89-90) experienced 

during an interview. His informant received a phone call during their meeting and after 

she picked up the receiver, she switched to a much more intimate style to communicate 

with the person at the end of the line. Such unexpected events have, therefore, been 

shown to provide a valuable glimpse into speakers’ least monitored vernacular speech 

styles. 

 

5.4.3 Segmentation protocol 

Samples from each of Nina’s three speech styles were selected for this study. The 

read text “La Bise et le Soleil” (“The North Wind and the Sun”) was chosen in its entirety 

and constituted 45 seconds of recorded formal speech, with a total of 23 Intonation 

Phrases (IP). The informal speech style is an excerpt of Nina’s conversation with the 

investigator. 23 adjacent IPs were selected in that file in the middle of the conversation. 

The investigator does not interrupt Nina at any time in the excerpt. To evaluate the very 
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informal speech style, the entire recording of Nina’s phone conversation with her 

daughter was selected. It contains 21 IPs that matched the selection criteria. 

The selection criteria in question exclude from analysis certain IPs of the 

spontaneous speech recordings. The phrases with disfluent speech or filler words in 

phrase-final APs were not considered. In addition, phrases containing whispered sections 

were removed, since they interfere with the analysis of f0, which is only visible with 

voiced segments. Finally, interrogative phrases were discarded to focus solely on 

statements. 

The next step was the identification of the prosodic structure of each phrase. In 

the speech analyzer Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2005) the major prosodic boundaries 

were marked and each file was thus divided into IPs. For each IP, Praat’s automatic 

function established the points of the lowest and highest f0 values. The high values were 

labeled as H, and low values as L. Certain points selected by Praat were perturbations due 

to background noise and were removed later during a manual check. 

After that, the last Accentual Phrases (AP) of each IP were located. The position 

of major and minor prosodic boundaries were determined thanks to the syntactic 

structures of the phrases, and with the help of other cues such as accentual patterns, 

syllable lengthening, and place of pauses. Within that last AP, every syllable was 

delimited based on the perceptual visual aids provided in Praat. Those are the waveform, 

spectrogram, and tracking of formant frequency. 

Because of the hypothesis mentioned earlier that intonational regional markers are 

located in phrase-final positions, the last AP of each IP was of particular interest. 

Therefore the last two syllables of each IP were labeled more specifically. A tonal coding 
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was established to group tones into categories. Labeling in that manner provides a way to 

track what kind of target point is being measured. The coding is as follows: 

a) Li1 is a low initial target point preceding a tautosyllabic high target point in 

the IP penultimate syllable 

b) L1 is a single low target point in the IP penultimate syllable 

c) H1 is a single high target point in the IP penultimate syllable 

d) Li2 is a low initial target point preceding a tautosyllabic high target point in 

the IP ultimate syllable 

e) L2 is a single low target point in the IP ultimate syllable 

f) H2 is a single high target point in the IP ultimate syllable 

 

In all, there are six syllable-specific coded target points (Li1, L1, H1, Li2, L2, H1) and 

two points simply identifying the lowest and highest f0 values in each IP (L and H). Thus, 

this labeling is not phonological. Below is an instance of what the coded files looked like. 
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Figure 5.4: Example of coding in Praat, with tier 1 containing the relevant labels to the 

measures of pitch range in the last AP of each IP. 

 

5.5 Results 

A Praat script
3
 was written to retrieve the value in Hz of each tone marked in the 

text grid of the files. The measures were automatically put into a text document, and 

manually sorted to be exported to SPSS, a statistical software program where a 

descriptive analysis was executed. On some occasions Praat retrieved values that 

corresponded to perturbations. The numbers that appeared high or low compared to the 

expected f0 range of a female speaker (approximately between 120 and 300 Hz) were then 

checked and the target points measured again manually to preserve accuracy. 

 

                                                
3
 Scripts are provided in the Appendices section. 
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5.5.1 Measures for IP analysis 

 The results relative to the measures obtained for the lowest and highest points of 

each IP (L and H) are presented here. For each IP, there is an L and an H target point. 

The difference between H and L was calculated, and provided a value in Hz equal to the 

pitch range of each IP. SPPS computed the mean range of all the values obtained for each 

of the three speech styles, as shown in Table 5.1 below, so that pitch range values can be 

compared across each speaking style. N corresponds to the number of IPs selected for 

analysis in each file. 

 

CONTEXTUAL STYLE MEAN N STD. DEVIATION 

Formal 117 23 33.603 

Informal 100 23 59.931 

Very informal 162 21 95.209 

 

Table 5.1: f0 values in Hz of each IP, combined into mean range values according to 

contextual style. 

 

These values do not directly support the hypotheses emitted earlier, but do not contradict 

them either. It seems that there is not a large difference in pitch range between the formal 

and informal style. If any, the range decreases in the informal situation. However, the 

pitch range values clearly increase when the speaker switches to a very informal style. 

Additionally, while the mean f0 values do not progressively increase from a formal to a 

very informal style, the standard deviation does, and so does the general range of values. 

This is expressed visually in Figure 5.5 below. 
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Figure 5.5: f0 range in IPs according to contextual style. The low and high end of the 

whiskers represent respectively the lowest and highest values retrieved for each style. 

The symbols 11 and 40 stand for outliers.  

 

To determine the significance of the data obtained, a single-factor analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was carried out with speech style as the only factor. Because there are three 

experimental conditions (formal, informal, very informal), a t-test would not be 

appropriate here (Field 2000). And because there is only one subject, a repeated measure 

analysis of variance cannot be performed. This of course means that the results found are 

indicative only of this one speaker’s patterns, and cannot be generalized to a larger 

population. What one can gain from this preliminary analysis of pitch range variation in 

style shifting is insight into significant interactions of factors that might later be tested on 

a larger scale. The output is presented in Table 5.2 below. The post-hoc test results are 

* 
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farther down in Table 5.3. This analysis reveals a significant main effect for speech style 

(F(2, 64) = 4.95, p < 0.05). A Tukey post-hoc test showed that the effect was due, chiefly, 

to differences between the informal and very informal styles (p < 0.05). The difference 

between the formal and very informal style is however almost significant as well (p = 

0.077). 

 

 SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups (Combined) 44086.589 2 22043.295 4.947 .010 

Within Groups 285155.590 64 4455.556     

Total 329242.179 66       

Table 5.2: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in IPs across three speech 

styles. (F(2, 64) = 4.95, p < 0.05) 

 

95% 

CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL  

(I) 

CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) 

CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE 

(I-J) 

STD. 

ERROR 
SIG. 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal 17.174 19.683 .659 -30.06 64.40 
Formal 

Very informal -44.540 20.147 .077 -92.88 3.80 

Formal -17.174 19.683 .659 -64.40 30.06 
Informal 

Very informal -61.714(*) 20.147 .009 -110.05 -13.37 

Formal 44.540 20.147 .077 -3.80 92.88 

Tukey 

HSD 

Very informal 
Informal 61.714(*) 20.147 .009 13.37 110.05 

Table 5.3: Tukey post-hoc test for in IPs across three speech styles. 

 

As reported above, the difference between the informal and very informal styles is 

significant. There was nevertheless no significant effect found between formal and 

informal, or formal and very informal, although the latter approached significance. There 

is also another way to categorize these styles. What differentiates the formal and informal 

styles from the very informal style is the person whom Nina is addressing. In the first 
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one, she is reading a text for the investigator, and in the second one she is having a 

conversation with the investigator. But in the third one, she is talking with a close 

relative. It seems that the switch from addressing an outsider to conversing with someone 

that she knows extremely well triggered the most significant changes in her pitch range. 

Thus, all seems to indicate that, as is often specified in the sociolinguistic literature, 

“prosodic style shifting”, if any, could be, among many factors, such as topic and setting 

also a function of audience design (Bell 1984). 

 

5.5.2 IP-final AP analysis 

The values below were obtained by taking automatic f0 measurements of the 

values for each labeled target point in the last AP of every IP. Those numbers were 

entered in SPSS and the program provided the descriptive output reproduced here from 

Table 5.4 to Table 5.9. The range column indicates the difference between the lowest and 

highest f0 values for each tone category, and the mean is the average of all the numbers 

for each group. The results for target points located in penultimate IP syllables are 

provided in Table 5.4, Table 5.5, and Table 5.6. Those for IP-final syllables are given in 

Table 5.7, Table 5.8, and Table 5.9. They are accompanied by their respective box plots 

in Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.11. 

In almost all instances, there is a gradual increase in f0 range from formal to 

informal contextual styles. The only exception is for H2 f0 target points, where the very 

informal style in Table 5.9 displays a slightly lower range value (272 Hz) than the 

informal style (287 Hz). However, there is a rise in those values, and the box plot 

associated with the H2 f0 target points in Figure 5.11 illustrates that, with a minimum and 
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maximum higher in the very informal style than in the informal style. This holds true in a 

majority of cases. A modulation in pitch range is very likely not the only correlate of f0 

variation with speech style, and changes in minimal and maximal f0 values could also 

play a part in speech style use and distinction.  

 

  RANGE MEAN N MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD. DEVIATION 

Li1 formal 28 150 3 133 161 15 

Li1 informal 74 178 3 152 226 41 

Li1 very informal 125 241 7 197 322 52 

Table 5.4: f0 range values in Hz of each of the Li1 points according to contextual style. 

 

 RANGE MEAN N MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD. DEVIATION 

L1 formal 58 151 15 130 188 16 

L1 informal 104 161 17 102 206 26 

L1 very informal 173 208 5 141 314 68 

Table 5.5: f0 range values in Hz of each of the L1 points according to contextual style. 

 

 RANGE MEAN N MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD. DEVIATION 

H1 formal 101 150 7 158 259 37 

H1 informal 121 178 13 143 264 37 

H1 very informal 289 241 20 177 466 77 

Table 5.6: f0 range values in Hz of each of the H1 points according to contextual style. 

 

 RANGE MEAN N MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD. DEVIATION 

Li2 formal 120 162 13 135 255 32 

Li2 informal 149 168 8 94 243 49 

Li2 very informal 212 244 4 168 380 96 

Table 5.7: f0 range values in Hz of each of the Li2 points according to contextual style. 

 

 RANGE MEAN N MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD. DEVIATION 

L2 formal 94 145 8 127 221 31 

L2 informal 102 158 11 121 223 31 

L2 very informal 187 207 11 132 319 67 

Table 5.8: f0 range values in Hz of each of the L2 points according to contextual style. 
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 RANGE MEAN N MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD. DEVIATION 

H2 formal 158 222 14 157 315 45 

H2 informal 287 253 14 155 442 76 

H2 very informal 272 365 5 245 517 104 

Table 5.9: f0 range values in Hz of each of the H2 points according to contextual style. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: f0 range in Li1 points according to 

contextual style. 

 

Figure 5.7: f0 range in L1 points according to 

contextual style. 
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Figure 5.8: f0 range in H1 points according to 

contextual style. 

 

Figure 5.9: f0 range in Li2 points according to 

contextual style. 

 

 

Figure 5.10: f0 range in L2 points according to 

contextual style. 

 

 

Figure 5.11: f0 range in H2 points according to 

contextual style. 

 

 

 

The information gathered in the tables below shows the results of one-way 

ANOVAs performed on this data to evaluate the significance of the differences observed 

so far. Each ANOVA table is supplemented by a Tukey post-hoc test result table pointing 

out where exactly the significance effects are located. 
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Concerning Li1 f0 target points, it was observed that across speech styles, the 

difference in values is significant (F(2, 10) = 5.11, p < 0.05). The Tukey post-hoc test 

reveals that significance is however only found in the comparison between formal and 

very informal styles. 

 

 SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups 20601.722 2 10300.861 5.115 .030 

Within Groups 20137.048 10 2013.705   

Total 40738.769 12    

Table 5.10: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in each Li1 point across 

three speech styles. There is a significant main effect for style: F(2, 10) = 5.11, p < 0.05 

 
 

95% CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL (I) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) 

CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE (I-

J) 

STD. 

ERROR 
SIG. 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal -28.667 36.640 .722 -129.11 71.77 
Formal 

Very informal -91.762 30.966 .035 -176.65 -6.87 

Formal 28.667 36.640 .722 -71.77 129.11 
Informal 

Very informal -63.095 30.966 .154 -147.98 21.79 

Formal 91.762 30.966 .035 6.87 176.65 
Very informal 

Informal 63.095 30.966 .154 -21.79 147.98 

Table 5.11: Tukey post-hoc for Li1 points. 

 

 

It was found that the difference in values across speech styles for L1 target points 

is also significant (F(2, 34) = 6.32, p < 0.05). The Tukey post-hoc test reveals that 

significance is found in the comparison of formal and very informal styles, as well as 

between informal and very informal styles, but not when comparing formal and informal 

styles. Since the widening of pitch range already affects the lowest target points, it 

appears to be a property of the AP. 
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  SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups 12135.574 2 6067.787 6.324 .005 

Within Groups 32621.616 34 959.459     

Total 44757.189 36       

Table 5.12: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in each L1 point across 

three speech styles. There is a significant difference: F(2, 34) = 6.32, p < 0.05  

 

 

 

 

95% CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL 

(I) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE (I-

J) 

STD. 

ERROR SIG. 
Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal -10.086 10.973 .632 -36.97 16.80 Formal 

Very informal -56.533 15.995 .003 -95.73 -17.34 

Informal Formal 10.086 10.973 .632 -16.80 36.97 

  Very informal -46.447 15.759 .015 -85.06 -7.83 

Formal 56.533 15.995 .003 17.34 95.73 Very informal 

Informal 46.447 15.759 .015 7.83 85.06 

Table 5.13: Tukey post-hoc test for L1 points. 

 

 

In addition, the difference in values across speech styles for H1 and H2 target 

points is widely significant (F(2, 37) = 10.42, p = 0.00 for H1; F(2, 30) = 7.80, p = 0.02 

for H2). The Tukey post-hoc test reveals that significance is found in the comparison of 

formal and very informal styles, as well as between informal and very informal styles, but 

not when comparing formal and informal styles, just like for L1 target points as described 

above. Similarly to the lowest target points in the phrase, pitch range expansion extends 

H points in the phrase.  

It seems that all H f0 target points show differences in pitch range across formal 

and very informal styles, and across informal and very informal styles, whereas the 

variation was limited across formal and very informal styles for some of the L f0 target 
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points (Li1). One can hypothesize that peaks carry valuable perceptual information in 

French. As a consequence, they may be the most affected by a change of style when 

speakers want to convey certain nuances in their speech. 

 

 

  SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups 77397.080 2 38698.540 10.421 .000 

Within Groups 137405.895 37 3713.673     

Total 214802.975 39       

Table 5.14: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in each H1 point across 

three speech styles. There is a significant main effect for style: F(2, 37) = 10.42, p = 0.05 

 
 

95% CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL 

(I) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE (I-

J) 

STD. 

ERROR SIG. 
Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal -6.967 28.569 .968 -76.72 62.78 Formal 

Very informal -92.379 26.762 .004 -157.72 -27.04 

Informal Formal 6.967 28.569 .968 -62.78 76.72 

  Very informal -85.412 21.711 .001 -138.42 -32.41 

Formal 92.379 26.762 .004 27.04 157.72 Very informal 

Informal 85.412 21.711 .001 32.41 138.42 

Table 5.15: Tukey post-hoc test for H1 points. 

 

 

The differences in values across speech styles for Li2 and L2  target points are 

significant (F(2, 22) = 4.26, p < 0.05 for Li2; F(2, 27) = 4.73, p < 0.05 for L2), with the 

Tukey post-hoc test revealing that significance is found only in the comparison of formal 

and very informal styles. 
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  SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups 21913.273 2 10956.636 4.261 .027 

Within Groups 56566.567 22 2571.208     

Total 78479.840 24       

Table 5.16: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in each Li2 points across 

three speech styles. There is a significant main effect for style: F(2, 22) = 4.26, p < 0.05 

 

 

 

95% CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL 

(I) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE (I-

J) 

STD. 

ERROR SIG. 
Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal -5.779 22.786 .965 -63.02 51.46 Formal 

Very informal -82.654 28.993 .024 -155.49 -9.82 

Informal Formal 5.779 22.786 .965 -51.46 63.02 

  Very informal -76.875 31.052 .054 -154.88 1.13 

Formal 82.654 28.993 .024 9.82 155.49 Very informal 

Informal 76.875 31.052 .054 -1.13 154.88 

Table 5.17: Tukey post-hoc test for Li2 points. 

 

 

  SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups 21244.037 2 10622.019 4.727 .017 

Within Groups 60669.330 27 2247.012     

Total 81913.367 29       

Table 5.18: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in each L2 points across 

three speech styles. There is a significant main effect for style: F(2, 27) = 4.73, p < 0.05 

 

 

95% CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL 

(I) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE (I-

J) 

STD. 

ERROR SIG. 
Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal -12.989 22.026 .827 -67.60 41.62 Formal 

Very informal -61.716 22.026 .024 -116.33 -7.10 

Informal Formal 12.989 22.026 .827 -41.62 67.60 

  Very informal -48.727 20.213 .058 -98.84 1.39 

Formal 61.716 22.026 .024 7.10 116.33 Very informal 

Informal 48.727 20.213 .058 -1.39 98.84 

Table 5.19: Tukey post-hoc test for L2 points. 
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  SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F SIG. 

Between Groups 75238.685 2 37619.343 7.804 .002 

Within Groups 144613.557 30 4820.452     

Total 219852.242 32       

Table 5.20: One-way ANOVA results comparing the f0 range in each H2 point across 

three speech styles. There is a significant main effect for style: F(2, 30) = 7.80, p < 0.05 

 

 

95% CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL 

(I) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

(J) CONTEXTUAL 

STYLE 

MEAN 

DIFFERENCE (I-

J) 

STD. 

ERROR SIG. 
Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Informal -31.214 26.242 .468 -95.91 33.48 Formal 

Very informal -142.600 36.172 .001 -231.77 -53.43 

Informal Formal 31.214 26.242 .468 -33.48 95.91 

  Very informal -111.386 36.172 .012 -200.56 -22.21 

Formal 142.600 36.172 .001 53.43 231.77 Very informal 

Informal 111.386 36.172 .012 22.21 200.56 

Table 5.21: Tukey post-hoc test for H2 points. 

 

The ANOVA results reported above all show significant main effects for style. 

Nevertheless, the Tukey post-hoc tests reveal that not all individual comparisons between 

styles are significantly distinct. It thus appears that pitch range expansion varies 

significantly and consistently across formal and very informal styles in the last two syllables 

at the end of IPs, extending uniformly to all target points in the IP-final AP. On some 

occasions, difference between informal and very informal styles was also significant, but 

never between formal and informal styles. This was true for L1 f0 target points in Table 

5.13, Hi f0 target points in Table 5.15, and H2 f0 target points in Table 5.21, i.e. for half the 

groups, and notably all H tonal targets. One can speculate that H tonal targets carry valuable 

perceptual information intrinsic to their accentual nature in French (initial phrase accent or 

word-final pitch accent), and as such they also hold the most information relative to speech 

style. This could be why they are the points that show most variation across styles. 
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5.6  Conclusion 

In this chapter, a case study of three different speech styles was proposed. They 

were all obtained during a recording session with one female Vaudois speaker in her 

early 40s. Although this case study is no more than an illustration of possible tendencies, 

it shows some preliminary evidence of what might be called “prosodic style shifting” 

between various contextual styles. The subject’s pitch range was measured in each 

contextual style (formal, informal, very informal) and a positive correlation between that 

range and the informality of the situation was observed. The results of this study tend to 

support the hypotheses laid out in section 5.3. Hypothesis 5.1 predicts that pitch scaling 

varies according to contextual style, and Hypothesis 5.2 predicts that the range of f0 

values increases with informality. Both were shown to be true in Vaudois speaker Nina’s 

discourse, more so from formal to very informal styles, however, than from formal to 

informal styles. 

Pitch scaling for this speaker indeed varies according to contextual style. It 

increases significantly from informal to very informal styles when f0 range in IPs is 

investigated. The expansion of the pitch range is almost significant from formal to very 

informal styles. Therefore, the interlocutor of the speaker seemed to affect the overall 

implementation of the range of f0 values. 

When only the pitch range of IP-final syllables is considered, the difference is 

most significant between formal and very informal styles. In general, the less formal the 

situation, the narrower Nina’s pitch range is. This could be explained by the fact that in 

spontaneous speech, and even more so when speaking to a close relative, people engage 
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in more emotional conversations or convey their feelings more openly, thus using a larger 

tonal range convey greater speaker involvement in the meaning of their utterances. 

However, the analysis that looked at overall pitch range in an earlier section did not find 

this to be systematic. Previous studies reported by Ayers (1994), for instance, result in 

contradictory findings: while Blaauw’s experiments showed that spontaneous speech 

productions had lower average f0 values than their matched read versions in Dutch 

(Blaauw 1991), Remez found the opposite to be true in American English (Remez 1986). 

Consequently, the nature of such modulations and the reasons behind them can depend on 

social contexts and pragmatic intents. But there certainly must be several acoustic 

correlates at play in the distinction between scripted and spontaneous speech, and 

prosodic patterns are some of them. 

This pitch modulation may also be related to a tonal pattern particular to Vaudois 

speakers, as far as the IP-final syllables are concerned. This Vaudois intonational contour 

is more likely to occur if the informant is engaged in spontaneous conversations than if 

she is reading. In fact, Nina’s read contours are similar to the patterns noted for read 

standard French by Jun & Fougeron, while the other ones contain more occurrences of 

the LH*L% or LHL% tonal configuration before the IP boundary in a declarative 

utterance. This H* point may be providing the highest f0 value of the AP, and could 

account for the greater pitch range variation. This tonal grouping does not correspond to 

the current description of standard French. It must be emphasized, though, that the data 

for standard French as a comparison has been read speech only. It is consequently 

necessary to look at spontaneous recordings of standard French before claiming that this 

pattern belongs to Vaudois intonational phonology only. Nevertheless, such a pattern has 
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never been described before, and at least the native-French ear seems to be perceptually 

associated with Swiss French. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1 Summary 

This dissertation has shed light on several aspects the prosody of French spoken 

in the Vaud canton in Switzerland. More particularly it targeted its intonation and 

rhythm, by studying how speaking and articulatory rate as well as various tonal patterns 

in read and spontaneous speech samples compare with rhythmic and tonal patterns in the 

speech of native speakers from Northern France. The goal has been to analyze a variety 

of French that had not yet been examined phonetically, and attempt to learn more about 

its prosodic characteristics that contribute to the perception of Vaudois speech as a non-

standard dialect of French. Methodological constraints imposed by read and spontaneous 

speech represented a major challenge to be overcome. Typically, reading tasks are not the 

best suited to elicit vernacular intonation, although it is certainly expected that dialectal 

prosodic features appear even in this controlled, formal speaking style. In this study, read 

speech samples yielded useful information on traces of dialectal prosody in comparison 

with standard French. On the other hand, somewhat contrary to expectations, not every 

type of spontaneous speech style provided examples of vernacular Vaudois speech. It 

turned out that vernacular prosodic features started to emerge once speakers were at ease 

and familiar with their interlocutor, which was achieved by meeting the speakers on 

several occasions in Switzerland. Through the analysis of speech data of read and 

spontaneous speech styles, among them one speaker’s conversation analyzed in formal, 
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informal, and very informal settings, it was found that a type of major prosodic phrase-

final rise-fall intonation contour is likely to be part of the tonal inventory of the Vaudois 

variety of French, differentiating it from the type of French spoken in Northern France. 

 

6.1.1 Speaking rate in read speech 

In Chapter 2, read speech samples from Vaudois speakers were compared with 

those of speakers of Northern French. Subtle differences between the varieties of Vaudois 

and standard French were found. First, speech rate between standard French and Vaudois 

French was compared, following the claim by many authors that the Swiss appear to 

speak more slowly than the French. The Vaudois’ speaking rate (a measure including 

pauses) was equal to that of the French, but their articulation rate (a measure excluding 

pauses) tended to be significantly slower. In addition, another significant difference in 

rate was observed at the prosodic phrase level. The analysis underlined that the Swiss 

group produced significantly longer APs and IPs than the French group, and that 

simultaneously they inserted significantly fewer pauses between their IPs than French 

speakers did. Although slightly more APs per IP were counted on average in the Swiss 

group’s reading as well, this difference only approached significance. Thus the strategy 

of using somewhat less and significantly longer prosodic phrases separated by fewer 

pauses could account for a perceived difference in timing between the Vaudois and 

Northern varieties of French. These findings remain to be confirmed on unscripted 

speech samples. 
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6.1.2 Tonal alignment in read speech 

In Chapter 3, the results of a text-to-tune alignment analysis of f0 target points in 

read speech between Vaudois and standard French were presented. L and H target points, 

part of the default rise-fall-rise (LHiLH* intonational pattern in AM models of French 

intonation), and other standard French patterns, were found frequently in the read speech 

of all speakers, French and Swiss. Significant differences in the alignment of three of the 

four target points were observed with respect to the left edge of non IP-final APs. Thus, 

contrary to expectations of a standardized reading prosody used by speakers in both 

groups, there were significant differences in tonal alignment between Vaudois and 

standard French speakers in read speech. The investigation showed that when AP-initial 

L and H target points were measured from the onset of the syllable in which the initial 

rise occurred, both AP-initial L and H target points occured later in the syllable in 

Vaudois French than in standard French, while AP-final L points were realized 

significantly earlier in Vaudois French than in standard French. AP-final H points were 

realized later as well, but the difference was not significant. Furthermore, a few contours, 

so far unattested in standard French, were observed in the speech files of several Vaudois 

participants. Some matched the LHL type of tonal pattern previously observed at the end 

of major prosodic phrases. What seemed to be an H tonal target (possibly H*) on the 

penultimate syllable of the last content word in an IP-medial AP was also observed. It is 

important, however, to emphasize the rarity of typically Vaudois-sounding tonal features 

in the read speech corpus. Such patterns were mainly observed in the speech of the same 

two speakers, who happen to have the lowest level of formal education in the groups, and 

also the most at ease with the task and the experimenter. This underlines the possible 
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influence of the speakers’ socio-demographic background on their speech in the Vaud 

canton, which needs further investigation. 

 

6.1.3 IP-final LHL pattern in spontaneous speech 

Chapter 4 shifted the focus towards spontaneous speech, where more occurrences 

of non-standard tonal configurations were reported in Vaudois speech, especially at the 

end of IPs. Often, although not always, an LHL configuration was observed at the end of 

major prosodic phrases. This pattern was studied with a text-to-tune analysis in order to 

investigate the possible phonological specification of each target point. The measures 

relative to the beginning of the last syllable of the IP revealed that the first L point (L1) in 

the LHL contour occurs in the vicinity of onset, either immediately before it, i.e. in the 

penultimate, or immediately after it, i.e. a few milliseconds into the final syllable. This 

suggests that this point could be an edge-seeking tone aligned with the onset of the final 

syllable of the IP. As for the H target point of the LHL contour, alignment measures 

indicated that it was consistently realized within a fairly stable interval from the final 

syllable onset, usually at the midpoint of the syllable, leading to believe that it could be 

an H* part of an LH* bitonal pitch accent as L1 and H were also found to occur at a fairly 

constant interval from one another. Finally, the second L target point was shown to be 

aligned in relation with the end of the syllable. which suggests that they are boundary 

tones marking the end of the major prosodic phrase, thus most likely not part of the IP-

final rise (possibly LH*) accentual tonal unit. The phonological status of the IP-final rise 

is therefore likely to be LH* L%, or LH* (H)L depending on the phonological 

representation adopted for the IP boundary tone. 
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A somewhat constant interval between the H and the L target points was also 

reported, suggesting a tighter than anticipated relationship between the two tones. A 

possible interpretation was drawn through the analysis of additional non-standard pitch 

contours. The examination of a five-syllable non IP-final AP revealed the likely existence 

of an optional H point at the end of the AP, before the final L boundary tone. This H 

target point is hypothesized to be realized only if the phrase has enough syllables, i.e. 

provides enough segmental material for the tone to be realized. If so, it is speculated to be 

part of a falling HL% boundary tone, which could explain why a somewhat constant 

interval was found between H and AP-final  tonal target points in this study. Based on 

these observations, the revised non-standard AP-pattern in Vaudois speech could be LHi 

LH* (H)L%. 

The findings from the study on Vaudois spontaneous speech may account for the 

alignment difference found in Chapter 3 on the study of read speech, i.e. AP-initial LHi 

points are anchored later in the first or second syllable of the AP and AP-final LH* points 

are anchored earlier in the penultimate and final syllable of the AP in Vaudois speech 

than in standard French. If an HL% boundary tone can be optionally inserted at the end of 

an AP, this possible realization may create the need to align the AP-final rise (LH*) 

earlier in Vaudois French. 

 

6.1.4 Contextual styles 

Chapter 5 narrowed down on the speech of one female Vaudois speaker according 

to three contextual styles: formal (read speech), informal (conversation with the 

investigator), and very informal (conversation with a close relative). These speech 
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samples were recorded by pure coincidence, when the informant received an unexpected 

phone call and let the investigator record her conversation. The subject’s pitch range was 

measured in each context, and a positive correlation between pitch range and informality 

was observed: the more informal the style, the wider the range. Pitch scaling thus did 

vary in this Vaudois informant’s speech. Measures of f0 were taken within all IPs selected 

for the study, with a low point and high point in each. The range between these values 

increased significantly from formal to very informal styles. This could be a result of 

greater speaker involvement with a well-known addressee due to the fact that more 

emotions are conveyed when speaking to a close relative than during a reading task, 

although this correlation is not yet clearly established in the literature. Previous studies 

reported among others by Ayers (1994) point out contradictory findings on this topic. 

This modulation in pitch could also be related to a tonal configuration particular to 

Vaudois speakers. Some IP-final syllables in spontaneous speech contain the phrase-final 

rise-fall (LH* (H)L%) configuration described earlier, and the occurrence of this final 

rise-fall contour in very informal situations could also play a role in expanding the pitch 

range in very informal situations. This is despite the fact that each target point, L and H, 

has been affected by pitch range expansion. 

 

6.2 Future research 

This dissertation also puts forth issues to be considered in future research on 

varieties of Swiss French, and intonational studies in general.  
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6.2.1 French studies 

As far as Vaudois French is concerned, the question whether Francoprovençal has 

an influence on its prosody remains open. The descriptions of Francoprovençal 

(described in Chapter 1, section 1.3.2) indicate that in those dialects, a pitch accent is 

generally assigned on the penultimate syllable of content words. It was hypothesized by 

some to also be the case in Swiss French as an underlying feature of Francoprovençal 

influence. Illustrations of that configuration were not common enough to carry out a 

quantitative study. Perhaps more instances would be found as the familiarity level 

increases between informant and investigator. Those occurrences also tended to be 

observed more often on what appeared to be high-frequency words, and the speech of 

speakers who monitored less their speech in conversation. 

Another possibility of language contact in French-speaking Switzerland is with 

German. While this direction was not explored in the present work, it appears to be a 

natural step as more investigations are done on Vaudois French, or perhaps even on the 

type of French spoken in the bilingual canton of Bern. There is evidence that francophone 

Swiss speakers already borrow into their lexicon from German (foehn for blow-dryer as 

opposed to sèche-cheveux in standard French) despite the fact that the culture and 

language in German-speaking Switzerland is not popular on the French-speaking side. Its 

people tend to strongly disagree in the German-speaking people’s political views, for 

example. This was amply underlined in conversations with the Vaudois informants who 

took part in these experiments. A participant mentioned that the German Swiss are 

nicknamed “mangeurs de cailloux”, “rock eaters”, based on their way of speaking. They 

are evidently perceived in a negative way, speaking in a harsh and mechanical manner. 
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Still, German cantons remain the economic center of Switzerland, and Gal (1979) has 

shown that linguistic features of such linguistically dominant communities in a country 

can even induce language shift in other areas. Is this possible despite the lack of 

popularity of German and its associated culture in Romandie? Subsequent studies need to 

provide evidence for it. 

Another topic that remains to be investigated is utterances other than declarative 

sentences, primarily, interrogations. An early goal of this dissertation was to examine 

question intonation, but the elicitation of interrogatives proved to be particularly difficult. 

In reading and elicitation tasks, Vaudois speakers formulated their questions in what was 

perceived to be a standard tonal configuration. On the other hand, instances perceived as 

non-standard were often overheard in contexts outside of recording situations. Upon 

informal observations of the situations in which these patterns were realized, the 

following hypothesis was emitted: it seems that polite Yes-No questions have a specific 

non-standard contour in the speech of Vaudois people. Without fail, questions such as 

“Would you like a drink?” or “Would you like sit down?” were perceived by the 

investigator as having a polite-question type of tonal pattern at the end of the utterance. 

These sorts of questions always occurred during the set-up of the recording equipment, 

and have not been caught on tape. Attempts at eliciting them were not successful during 

fieldwork for this project, but a new design could be more fruitful in the future. 

Finally, there is obviously more research to be done on non-standard dialects of 

French, especially in the domain of intonation. It seems that studies on varieties of French 

are lacking compared to those on varieties of other Romance languages such as Spanish 

and Italian, and this gap needs to be filled. The francophone world is large and French is 
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present in Europe, Africa, America, and Asia according to the International Organization 

of Francophonie
1
. An intriguing comment was made by several Vaudois participants 

during preliminary perception studies. A few of them found than Canadian French 

sometimes sounds similar to Vaudois French. The analysis of a pitch contour obtained 

from a recording on a Québec radio station showed an LHL type of pattern, present in 

Vaudois French, can also be found in Canadian French. Its implementation in Québec 

should be further looked at and perhaps compared with that of Vaudois French. 

 

6.2.2 Remarks on methodology 

As for methodology, the variation of tonal configurations depending on what type 

of recorded speech (read or spontaneous) and the level of familiarity between informant 

and interlocutor (stranger vs. close relative) leads to wonder what kind of speech data is 

best suited to investigate intonational patterns. Beckman and Venditti write: “Corpus 

studies would be useful for examining the distinctions further. To undertake these studies, 

however, we need to design elicitation protocols for types of spontaneous speech that 

might yield instances [...] not at all typical of read-lab speech styles.” (2000:18). Many 

examples of dialectal research, including the present one, illustrate the need to form 

corpora comprised of unrehearsed connected speech, in addition to scripted speech. 

Woehrling & Boula de Mareüil (2006) point out the fact that only using read speech is a 

problem. In their perception study, they used a combination of both read and spontaneous 

stimuli, and found that both styles were giving useful cues to listeners. Their informants 

                                                
1
 http://www.francophonie.org/  
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identified the speakers coming from francophone Switzerland with the most ease in a 

pool of speakers from five other regions in France.  

Indeed, to obtain a complete picture of dialectal prosodic variation, several styles 

should be analyzed. Spontaneous speech is especially important as it is a closer match to 

how language is used on a daily basis. However, the drawback of using it in phonetic 

studies is the difficulty to elicit specific target forms, as well as the impossibility to 

compare utterances, as each one will be unique. Abandoning read speech studies is 

nevertheless also undesirable: this dissertation showed that subtle distinctions between 

varieties of French can be detected in read speech comparisons. Furthermore, subtle 

differences in tone alignment are not under conscious control, and therefore occur in read 

speech as well. But studying spontaneous speech cannot be neglected in the analysis of 

non-standard varieties of a language. This project demonstrated how non-standard pitch 

contours were observed more frequently in unrehearsed speech. This is not an easy task, 

as it requires careful planning and improvisational skills to obtain the type of data 

desired. It is nevertheless a necessary step towards the understanding of dialectal 

prosodic distinctions. 

An additional problem that arose when collecting spontaneous recordings in 

Switzerland had to do with linguistic insecurity. Speakers in the Vaud canton and 

elsewhere in Romandie are aware of their own accent, and know that they are mocked in 

France because of it. Informants are therefore intimidated in front of a French 

investigator studying their language. In order to work around this attitude that tends to 

exert a standardizing influence on the participants’ speech, several solutions were found. 

One of them is to spend more time with the informants so that they become familiar with 
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the investigator. In this study, informants who had met the investigator during a previous 

fieldwork trip were more relaxed during their second encounter, and more at ease with 

the interview process, as underlined by the fact that they used the informal pronoun “tu” 

to address the investigator during their second meeting. Furthermore, the atmosphere 

during the interview can benefit from having more than one participant present in the 

room, i.e. two informants who know each other well. On the one hand, the quality of the 

data may suffer from overlapping speech, and speakers can certainly also influence each 

other’s speech and responses. On the other hand, informants are much more relaxed, 

which makes them more talkative. They can carry out a conversation, which minimizes 

the interventions of the investigator. This setting is more likely to yield natural speech, 

creating distance from standardized speech when non-standard features are sought. 

As a consequence, steps need to be taken in future studies to focus more on 

spontaneous speech of non-standard varieties of languages, and especially in the 

francophone world where linguistic insecurity is high. While linguistic insecurity is 

difficult to measure, it seems logical that creating safe and relaxed environments in which 

to interview participants will yield data that better reflect everyday speech. It is certainly 

the hope that this work represents a first step in this direction. 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
Appendix A: Praat scripts 
 
 
1. Praat script to count the number of IPs, APs, and syllables (used in Chapter 3) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 

This script counts the number of intervals in tiers assigned to IPs, APs, and syllables, in a 

given TextGrid file. 

 

In this script, tier 6 is the interval with marked IP boundaries, tier 5 is the one with 

marked AP boundaries, and tier 3 has marked syllable boundaries. For accuracy, ensure 

that there is no silence left at the beginning and the end of the sound file to which the 

TextGrid corresponds, and make sure not to mark the beginning of the first IP and AP or 

their ending point, or Praat will count those as intervals too. 

 

You must have a TextGrid available in the object window prior to running this script. 

 
select all 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
 
clearinfo 
 
ipn = Get number of intervals... 6 
apn = Get number of intervals... 5 
sylln= Get number of intervals... 3 
 
printline 'ipn' 'apn' 'sylln' 
 
select all 
Remove 
 
 
2. Praat script calculating the duration of each IP and AP interval (used in Chapter 3) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 

This script retrieves the starting times and end times of each interval in specified tiers, 

and does a simple subtraction to obtain the difference between those points, a result 

corresponding to the duration of each interval. The info window lists the durations of 

each IP first (tier 6), followed by the word “end”, followed by the list of the durations of 

each AP (tier 6). 

 

You must have a TextGrid available in the object window prior to running this script. 
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select all 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
clearinfo 
 
np6 = Get number of intervals... 6 
for i to np6 
 
spip = Get starting point... 6 i 
seip = Get end point... 6 i 
durip = seip - spip 
duripms = durip * 1000 
 
printline 'duripms' 
 
endfor 
printline end 
 
select all 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
 
 
np5 = Get number of intervals... 5 
for i to np5 
 
spap = Get starting point... 5 i 
seap = Get end point... 5 i 
durap = seap - spap 
durapms = durap * 1000 
 
printline 'durapms' 
 
endfor 
 
select all 
Remove 
 
 
3. Praat script calculating the duration of interval containing a pause (used in Chapter 3) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 

This script measures the duration of each interval labeled with '#' in tier 2, and displays 

the list of values in the info window. There must be a TextGrid in the objects window. 

 
select all 
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grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
clearinfo 
 
np2 = Get number of intervals... 2 
for i to np2 
 
lab$ = Get label of interval... 2 i 
 
 if lab$ = "#" 
    sppause = Get starting point... 2 i 
 sepause = Get end point... 2 i 
 durpause = sepause - sppause 
 durpausems = durpause * 1000     
 
 printline 'durpausems' 
 
 endif 
 
endfor 
 
select all 
Remove 
 
 
4. Praat script removing redundant H and L points (used in Chapter 3) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 

This script removes all points labeled H and L in tier 1. This was used to get rid of 

redundant points deemed useless in a specific part of the experiment on tonal alignment. 

There must be a TextGrid in the objects window. 

 
 
select all 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
clearinfo 
 
np1 = Get number of points... 1 
 
 
for i to np1 
 lab$ = Get label of point... 1 i 
 if lab$ = "H" 
 Remove point... 1 i 
 endif 
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endfor 
 
for i to np1 
 lab$ = Get label of point... 1 i 
 if lab$ = "L" 
 Remove point... 1 i 
 endif 
endfor 
 
 
5. Praat script retrieving time value for each point on two different tiers  

(used in Chapter 3 and 4) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 

This script retrieves time values for tones marked in tier 1 and syllable onset points 

marked in tier 1. It produces them in the info window along with the syllable and word to 

which they belong, which can be copied in a spread sheet. There must be a TextGrid in 

the objects window. 

 
 
select all 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
clearinfo 
 
np1 = Get number of points... 1 
np2 = Get number of points... 2 
 
for i to np1 
 toneTime = Get time of point... 1 i 
 toneLabel$ = Get label of point... 1 i 
 interval = Get interval at time... 4 toneTime 
 sylStart = Get starting point... 4 interval 
 sylLabel$ = Get label of interval... 4 interval 
 word = Get interval at time... 5 toneTime 
 wordLabel$ = Get label of interval... 5 word   
 printline 'toneLabel$' 'toneTime' 'wordLabel$' 'sylLabel$'  
endfor 
 
printline 'end' 
 
for i to np2 
 syllTime = Get time of point... 2 i 
 syllLabel$ = Get label of point... 2 i 
 interval = Get interval at time... 4 syllTime 
 sylStart = Get starting point... 4 interval 
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 sylLabel$ = Get label of interval... 4 interval 
 word = Get interval at time... 5 syllTime 
 wordLabel$ = Get label of interval... 5 word   
 printline 'syllLabel$' 'syllTime' 'wordLabel$' 'sylLabel$'  
endfor 
 
 
6. Praat script to retrieve f0 values of marked tones (used in Chapter 5) 
Created by Francisco Torreira & Jessica Miller, 2005 
 
This script retrieves the f0 values of each tone labeled in a TextGrid and puts them in the 

info window preceded by the name of the word and syllables where they are located, as 

well as the label they were given. 

 

In this script, tier 6 is the point tier containing the tonal labels, tier 1 is the interval tier 

containing the syllables, and tier 2 is the interval tier containing the words. 

 

You must have already created a Pitch object from your Sound object. The Sound, 

TextGrid, and Pitch objects must be available in the objects window. 

 
select all 
numberOfObjects = numberOfSelected ("Sound") 
name$ = selected$ ("Sound") 
numberOfPitch = numberOfSelected ("Pitch") 
pitch$ = selected$ ("Pitch") 
numberOfGrids = numberOfSelected ("TextGrid") 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
 
clearinfo 
np6 = Get number of points... 6 
for i to np6 
 
select all 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
  
 toneTime = Get time of point... 6 i 
 toneLabel$ = Get label of point... 6 i 
 interval = Get interval at time... 1 toneTime 
 sylLabel$ = Get label of interval... 1 interval 
 word = Get interval at time... 2 toneTime 
 wordLabel$ = Get label of interval... 2 word   
 
select all 
pitch$ = selected$ ("Pitch") 
select Pitch 'pitch$' 
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 f0value = Get value at time... toneTime Hertz Linear 
 printline 'wordLabel$' 'sylLabel$' 'toneLabel$' 'f0value:0' 
 
endfor 
 
 
7. Praat script to mark the lowest and highest f0 value points found in each interval of a 

chosen tier, in a new point tier (used in Chapter 5) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 
This script retrieves the time of the lowest f0 value in each interval of an interval tier, and 

marks that point with an L in a new point tier that is inserted at the top (tier 1). This 

process is then repeated to find the highest f0 values in each interval, marked with H. 

 

In this script, tier 5 is the interval tier in which Praat searches the minimum and 

maximum values. At the beginning of the script, a pitch object is created, as well as a new 

tier, tier 1, where the f0 values are marked. 

 

You must have a Sound and a TextGrid available in the object window prior to running 

this script. 

 
select all 
numberOfObjects = numberOfSelected ("Sound") 
name$ = selected$ ("Sound") 
numberOfGrids = numberOfSelected ("TextGrid") 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select Sound 'name$' 
To Pitch... 0.0 75 600 
numberOfPitch = numberOfSelected ("Pitch") 
pitch$ = selected$ ("Pitch") 
 
clearinfo 
select all 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
Insert point tier... 1 f0IP 
np5 = Get number of intervals... 5 
 
for i to np5 
 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
  
 startTime = Get starting point... 5 i 
 endTime = Get end point... 5 i 
 
select all 
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pitch$ = selected$ ("Pitch") 
select Pitch 'pitch$' 
 
 f0lowTime = Get time of minimum... startTime endTime Hertz Parabolic 
 f0highTime = Get time of maximum... startTime endTime Hertz Parabolic 
  
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
  
 Insert point... 1 f0lowTime L 
 Insert point... 1 f0highTime H 
 
endfor 
 
clearinfo 
 
numberOfGrids = numberOfSelected ("TextGrid") 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
select all 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
Insert point tier... 1 f0AP 
np5 = Get number of intervals... 5 
 
for i to np5 
 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
  
 startTime = Get starting point... 5 i 
 endTime = Get end point... 5 i 
 
select all 
pitch$ = selected$ ("Pitch") 
select Pitch 'pitch$' 
 
 f0lowTime = Get time of minimum... startTime endTime Hertz Parabolic 
 f0highTime = Get time of maximum... startTime endTime Hertz Parabolic 
  
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
  
 Insert point... 1 f0lowTime L 
 Insert point... 1 f0highTime H 
 
endfor 
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8. Praat script to draw objects (used throughout chapters) 
Created by Jessica Sertling Miller, 2006 
 
In the Praat picture window, this script draws a picture of the sound waveform, 

spectrogram, pitch object, and TextGrid. All you need in the object window is a Sound 

and a TextGrid. This script will take care of the rest.  

 

You will specify the F0 range for the pitch yourself in a form. 

 
form Pitch range 
comment Select range 
 real left_F0_range 75 
 real right_F0_range 500 
endform 
 
select all 
name$ = selected$ ("Sound") 
grid$ = selected$ ("TextGrid") 
 
select Sound 'name$' 
Select outer viewport... 0 8.5 0 1.5 
Draw... 0 0 0 0 no curve 
To Spectrogram... 0.005 5000 0.002 20 Gaussian 
Select outer viewport... 0 8.5 1 2.5 
Paint... 0 0 0 0 100 yes 50 6 0 no 
select Sound 'name$' 
To Pitch... 0 'left_F0_range' 'right_F0_range' 
Smooth... 10 
Select outer viewport... 0 8.5 2 3.5 
Draw... 0 0 'left_F0_range' 'right_F0_range' no 
Marks left... 5 no yes no 
Marks left... 3 yes no no 
Text left... yes Hz 
 
select all 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
Select outer viewport... 0 8.5 0 5 
select TextGrid 'grid$' 
Draw... 0 0 yes yes yes 
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Appendix B: Reading tasks 
 
1. Text as it was given to informants (Phase 1 and Phase 3) 
 

La bise et le soleil 

 

La bise et le soleil se disputaient, chacun assurant qu’il était le plus fort. 

Quand ils ont vu un voyageur qui s’avançait, enveloppé dans son manteau, 

ils sont tombés d’accord que celui qui arriverait le premier à le lui faire ôter 

serait regardé comme le plus fort. 

 

Alors, la bise s’est mise à souffler de toutes ses forces, mais plus elle 

soufflait, plus le voyageur serrait son manteau autour de lui. Finalement, 

elle renonça à le lui faire ôter. Alors, le soleil commença à briller et au bout 

d’un moment le voyageur, réchauffé, ôta son manteau. Ainsi, la bise dut 

reconnaître que le soleil était le plus fort. 

 

 

Possible break-down in 43 (APs) and 19 [IPs] 

 

[(La bise) (et le soleil) (se disputaient)] [(chacun assurant) (qu’il était le plus fort)] 

[(Quand ils ont vu) (un voyageur) (qui s’avançait)] [(enveloppé) (dans son manteau)] [(ils 

sont tombés) (d’accord)] [(que celui) (qui arriverait) (le premier) (à le lui faire ôter)] 

[(serait regardé) (comme le plus fort)] [(Alors)] [(la bise s’est mise) (à souffler) (de toutes 

ses forces)] [(mais plus elle soufflait)] [(plus le voyageur) (serrait son manteau) (autour 

de lui)] [(Finalement)] [(elle renonça) (à le lui faire ôter)] [(Alors)] [(le soleil) 

(commença à briller)] [(et au bout) (d’un moment) (le voyageur)] [(réchauffé)] (ôta son 

manteau)] [(Ainsi)] [(la bise) (dut reconnaître) (que le soleil) (était le plus fort)] 
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2. Sentences to read (Phase 1) 

 

A. Clitics 

 

a. J’aime offrir du chocolat à mon fils.  D’ailleurs, j’ai promis que j’en apporterai 

après l’école. 

 

b. J’aime offrir du chocolat à mon fils.  D’ailleurs, j’ai promis que je lui apporterai 

un gros morceau après l’école. 

 

c. Il a oublié son sac de gym. D’ailleurs, j’ai promis que je le lui apporterai après 

l’école. 

 
d. J’aime offrir du chocolat à mon fils.  D’ailleurs, j’ai promis que je le lui en 

apporterai après l’école. 

 

e. La charcuterie, c’est ce qui lui donne des boutons. 

 

f. Il y a des aliments qui lui donnent des boutons. La charcuterie, c’est ce qui le lui 

en donne le plus ces temps-ci. 

 

g. Il n’avait qu’à le lui demander lui même. 

 

h. Après la classe, il faut que je lui donne son goûter. 

 
i. Ces cadeaux, je ne les distribuerai qu’à la fin de la journée. 

 

j. Il demanda à un de ces enfants de le lui apporter. 

 

k. Ce livre là, je le lui ai donné il y a longtemps. 

 

l. Ce sont les cadeaux que je leur distribuerai à la fin de la journée. 

 

m. Après, je lui ai dit de venir près de mon lit pour pouvoir lui parler. 

 
n. Après, je lui ai dit de venir tout près de mon lit pour pouvoir lui parler. 

 
o. Il attend toujours son goûter. Après la classe, il faut que je le lui donne tout de 

suite. 

 

p. Il adore le chocolat.  Après la classe, il faut que je le lui en donne tout de suite. 

 
q. Ces cadeaux, je ne les leur distribuerai qu’à la fin de la journée. 
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r. Je le ferai venir pour que je lui donne à manger. 

 
s. Des livres, je le lui en ai donné il y a longtemps. 

 

t. Ce beau secret qui nous unit, c’est ce que tu ne lui diras que quand il sera grand. 

 

u. Je le ferai venir pour que je le lui donne moi même. 

 
v. Je le ferai venir pour que je le lui en donne moi même. 

 

w. Il est possible que pour que je lui donne, il faille le faire venir. 

 

x. Il est possible que pour que je lui donne ça, il faille le faire venir. 

 

y. Il est possible que pour que je le lui en donne, il faille le faire venir 

 

 

B. Long words 

 
a. « Anticonstitutionnellement » est un mot utilisé par les Français.  

 

b. « Electroencéphalogramme » est un mot utilisé par les Français. 

 

c. « Autobiographiquement » est un mot utilisé par les Français. 

 

d. « Mélodramatisation » est un mot utilisé par les Français. 

 

 

C. Declaratives 

 

a. Les trois jolis petits cochons sont les animaux de la ferme. 

 

b. Les deux jolies petites filles sont les enfants de Paul. 

 

c. Le coléreux garçon ment à sa mère. 

 

d. Le coléreux et mauvais garçon ment à sa mère. 

 

e. Le garçon remarquablement bon ment à sa mère. 

 

f. Le garçon coléreux ment à sa mère. 

 

g. Marion mangera des bananes. 
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D. Interrogatives 

 

a. Le coléreux garçon ment à sa mère ? 

 

b. Le coléreux et mauvais garçon ment à sa mère ? 

 

c. Le garçon remarquablement bon ment à sa mère ? 

 

d. Le garçon coléreux ment à sa mère ? 

 

e. Marion mangera des bananes ? 

 

 

E. Exclamatives 

 

a. Le coléreux garçon ment à sa mère ! 

 

b. Le coléreux et mauvais garçon ment à sa mère ! 

 

c. Le garçon remarquablement bon ment à sa mère ! 

 

d. Le garçon coléreux ment à sa mère ! 

 

e. Marion mangera des bananes ! 

 

 

F. Narrow focus, declaratives 

 

a. (Marion ne mangera pas des ananas au petit-déjeuner, mais…) 

Marion mangera des BANANES au petit déjeuner. 

 

 

G. Narrow focus, interrogatives 

 

a. (Je veux savoir si Marion mangera des bananes ou des ananas) 

Marion mangera des BANANES au petit déjeuner ?) 

 

 

H. Imperatives 

 

a. Marion, mange des bananes au petit déjeuner ! 
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3. PFC text to read (Phase 3) 

 

Le Premier Ministre ira-t-il à Beaulieu ? 

 

Le village de Beaulieu est en grand émoi. Le Premier Ministre a en effet 

décidé de faire étape dans cette commune au cours de sa tournée de la 

région en fin d'année. Jusqu'ici les seuls titres de gloire de Beaulieu 

étaient son vin blanc sec, ses chemises en soie, un champion local de 

course à pied (Louis Garret), quatrième aux jeux olympiques de Berlin en 

1936, et plus récemment, son usine de pâtes italiennes. Qu'est-ce qui a 

donc valu à Beaulieu ce grand honneur ? Le hasard, tout bêtement, car le 

Premier Ministre, lassé des circuits habituels qui tournaient toujours autour 

des mêmes villes, veut découvrir ce qu'il appelle "la campagne profonde". 

 

Le maire de Beaulieu - Marc Blanc - est en revanche très inquiet. La cote 

du Premier Ministre ne cesse de baisser depuis les élections. Comment, 

en plus, éviter les manifestations qui ont eu tendance à se multiplier lors 

des visites officielles ? La côte escarpée du Mont Saint-Pierre qui mène au 

village connaît des barrages chaque fois que les opposants de tous les 

bords manifestent leur colère. D'un autre côté, à chaque voyage du 

Premier Ministre, le gouvernement prend contact avec la préfecture la plus 

proche et s'assure que tout est fait pour le protéger. Or, un gros 

détachement de police, comme on en a vu à Jonquière, et des vérifications 

d'identité risquent de provoquer une explosion. Un jeune membre de 

l'opposition aurait déclaré : "Dans le coin, on est jaloux de notre liberté. S'il 

faut montrer patte blanche pour circuler, nous ne répondons pas de la 
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réaction des gens du pays. Nous avons le soutien du village entier." De 

plus, quelques articles parus dans La Dépêche du Centre, L'Express, 

Ouest Liberté et Le Nouvel Observateur indiqueraient que des activistes 

des communes voisines préparent une journée chaude au Premier 

Ministre. Quelques fanatiques auraient même entamé un jeûne prolongé 

dans l'église de Saint Martinville. 

 

Le sympathique maire de Beaulieu ne sait plus à quel saint se vouer. Il a le 

sentiment de se trouver dans une impasse stupide. Il s'est, en désespoir 

de cause, décidé à écrire au Premier Ministre pour vérifier si son village 

était vraiment une étape nécessaire dans la tournée prévue. Beaulieu 

préfère être inconnue et tranquille plutôt que de se trouver au centre d'une 

bataille politique dont, par la télévision, seraient témoins des millions 

d'électeurs. 

 

 

D’ailleurs, le maire espère, dans les jours à venir, retrouver une situation 

plus sereine : être placé au devant de la scène n’est pas toujours apprécié. 

Il voudrait ainsi ne pas être sur les genoux lorsque sera entamée, au début 

du mois de septembre, la construction de l’école de la rue des Petites 

Haies. D’autant que la réalisation de cet édifice est devenu son cheval de 

bataille. Il en dira bientôt quelques mots lors d’une conférence de presse 

organisée avec la participation de trois échevins. Mais ils ont d’ores et déjà 

laissé entendre que la construction ne débuterait qu’une fois l’ancienne 

poste vendue, soit à la région, soit à un particulier. 
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4. PFC words to read, mixed with a lists of words created by Helene Andreassen 

designed specifically for fieldwork in the Vaud canton (Phase 3) – readers had the 

opportunity to stop midway for a break 

 

1.            roc 

2.            rat 

3.            jeune 

4.            mal 

5.            ras 

6.            fou à lier 

7.            des jeunets 

8.            intact 

9.           nous prendrions 

10. fêtard 

11. nièce 

12. pâte 

13. piquet 

14. épée 

15. compagnie 

16. fête 

17. islamique 

18. agneau 

19. pêcheur 

20. médecin 

21. paume 

22. infect 

23. dégeler 

24. bêtement 
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25. épier 

26. millionnaire 

27. brun 

28. scier 

29. fêter 

30. mouette 

31. déjeuner 

32. ex-femme 

33. liège 

34. baignoire 

35. pécheur 

36. socialisme 

37. relier 

38. aspect 

39. niais 

40. épais 

41. des genêts 

42. blond 

43. creux 

44. reliure 

45. piqué 

46. malle 

47. gnôle 

48. bouleverser 

49. million 

50. explosion 

51. influence 

52. mâle 

53. ex-mari 
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54. pomme 

55. étrier 

56. chemise 

57. brin 

58. lierre 

59. blanc 

60. petit 

61. jeûne 

62. rhinocéros 

63. miette 

64. slip 

65. compagne 

66. peuple 

67. rauque 

68. cinquième 

69. nier 

70. extraordinaire 

71. meurtre 

72. vous prendriez 

73. botté 

74. patte 

75. étriller 

76. faites 

77. feutre 

78. quatrième 

79. muette 

80. piquais 

81. trouer 

82. piquer 
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83. creuse 

84. beauté 

85. patte 

86. pâte 

87. épais 

88. épée 

89. jeune 

90. jeûne 

91. beauté 

92. botté 

93. brun 

94. brin 

 

 

1.           sourcil 

2.           carrousel 

3.           wagon 

4.           nombril 

5.           chevalier 

6.           wisigoth 

7.           persil 

8.           atelier 

9.           mot  

10. maux  

11. je mettrais  

12. je mettrai  

13. un ami  

14. une amie  

15. une voie 
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16.  une voix 

17.  la voie de chemin de fer 

18.  la voix de sa femme 

19.  le tour final 

20. la décision est finale 

21. un pot de thé 

22. pot 

23. sot 

24.  seau 

25.  lot 

26.  l’eau 

27.  veule 

28.  veulent 

29.  renne 

30.  reine 

31.  but 

32.  sûr 

33.  sûre 

34.  une image 

35.  il image 

36.  le partage 

37.  il partage 

38.  dommage 

39.  il dédommage 

40.  pile 

41.  une île 

42.  il livre 

43.  le livre 

44.  il gagnerait 
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45.  il gagne le tournoi 

46.  il gagne des prix 

47.  il jugerait 

48.  il juge tout le monde 

49.  le jugement 

50.  il gagne 

51.  il enseignera 

52.  sauvegarde 

53.  le jeune n’y est pas 

54.  le jeune a fait deux pas 

55.  la jeune fille a fait deux pas 

56.  un effort 

57.  un nez fort 

58.  le fleuve dans le nord 

59.  l’œuvre de Jacques 

60.  vers le bout 

61.  boue 

62.  oie 

63.  il montre de la joie 

64.  il se noie 

65.  il tousse 

66.  elle est douce 

67. les vignes sur le coteau 

68.  les difficultés qu’on avait 

69.  elle était impressionnée par les vignes 
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Appendix C: Guided conversation material 

 
1. Sample questions (Phase 1, 2, 3) – the interviewer asked questions related to cultural 

and linguistic matters in francophone Switzerland. The sample presented below was a 
conversation starter. Topics triggering particular interest for certain speakers were 
explored further, while others that left certain speakers uninspired were dropped, 
making each conversation unique. Informants were always encourage to develop their 
answers as much as possible. 

 
 

- Quelles sont les différences entre les Suisses romands et les Suisses allemands? 
(What are some differences between the French-speaking and German-speaking 

Swiss?) 
 

- Quelles sont les différences entre les Français et les Suisses romands ? (What are 

some differences between the French and the French-speaking Swiss?) 
 

- Qu’est-ce que la barrière de Rösti ? (What is the curtain of Rösti?) 
 
 

- Si vous deviez choisir entre habiter en France ou en Suisse allemande, quel serait 
votre choix? (If you had to choose between living in France or in German 

Switzerland, what would your choice be?) 
 

- A votre avis, quelle est la vision stéréotypique que les Français ont des Suisses ? 
Et les Suisses des Français ? (In your opinion, what is the stereotypical image that 

the French have of the Swiss? And the Swiss of the French?) 
 

- Quels sont des exemples de mots ou d’expressions typiquement Vaudoises ? 
(What are some examples of typically Vaudois words or phrases?) 
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Appendix D: Questionnaires filled by informants 

 
1. Consent form in French 

Formulaire de consentement 

 
 
Merci de votre participation à cette expérience. Je m’appelle Jessica Miller. Je suis 

étudiante à l’Université de l’Illinois à Urbana-Champaign, et je prépare un doctorat. Cette 

étude fait partie d’un projet de recherche pour ma thèse. 

 

Vous avez été sélectionné(e) comme participant potentiel dans cette étude sur les 

différences entre la vie en France et en Suisse. Vous serez environ 24 personnes à y 

participer. 

 
Si vous décidez de participer, je vous demanderai de remplir un formulaire biographique 
et je vous inviterai à me rencontrer pour un entretien qui sera enregistré sur cassette. 
Votre tâche dans l’expérience sera de répondre à quelques questions sur votre perspective 
sur les différences entre la France et la Suisse, ainsi que d’enregistrer quelques phrases et 
mots pour moi. Remplir le questionnaire biographie prendra 5 minutes. Vous n’êtes pas 
obligé(e) de répondre à toutes les questions du questionnaire. L’expérience entière ne 
devrait pas durer plus de 40 minutes. On vous offrira des rafraîchissements pendant la 
session, et vous pourrez faire autant de pauses que vous désirez. 
 
Toutes les informations obtenues en relation avec cette étude et qui pourraient vous 
identifier resteront confidentielles et ne seront révélées qu’avec votre permission. 
J’attribuerai un nom de code à chacun de vos enregistrements pour assurer votre 
anonymat. De plus, tous les enregistrements seront archivés selon leur nom de code et ne 
porteront pas les noms des locuteurs. Cependant, j’aimerais garder votre nom dans mes 
fichiers au cas où je voudrais vous contacter pour d’autres études. 
 
La participation à cette étude est strictement volontaire. Même si vous décidez d’y 
participer, vous êtes libre d’arrêter n’importe quand, pour n’importe quelle raison. Dans 
ce cas, il vous suffit de m’indiquer que vous avez changé d’avis, et vos enregistrements 
ne seront pas utilisés. 
 

Si vous avez des questions, n’hésitez pas à me les poser. Vous pouvez me contacter après 

l’expérience à cette adresse : 

 
Jessica Miller 
1601 N. Willow Rd. #216 
Urbana, IL 61801 
U.S.A. 
 
téléphone: 217-239-1435 
e-mail: sertling@uiuc.edu 
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Si vous avez des questions concernant vos droits en tant que sujet d’une expérience, vous 
pouvez contacter le département qui supervise les recherches à mon université, à 
l’adresse suivante : 
 
UIUC Institutional Review Board 
417 Swanlund Administration Building 
Champaign, IL 61820 
U.S.A. 
 
téléphone: 217-333-2670. 
 
 
 
Autorisation: 
 
Votre signature indique que vous êtes prêt à participer à cette étude, et que vous donnez 
votre accord pour que je vous interviewe et que j’utilise vos enregistrements pour ce 
projet. 
 

Je soussigné(e) ____________________________________ comprends ce formulaire et 

donne mon libre accord pour participer à cette étude. J’autorise l’enquêtrice à 

m’interviewer, enregistrer l’entretien, et utiliser les enregistrements comme données pour 

sa recherche. 

 

____________________________________      _______________ 

Signature du participant                                        Date 
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2. Consent form in English 

Consent Form 

 
 
Thank you for your participation in my experiment. My name is Jessica Miller. I am a 

student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, currently pursuing a Ph.D. 

This study is a research project for my dissertation. 

 
You have been selected as a possible participant in this study about differences between 
life in France and Switzerland. You will be one of approximately  24 people to participate 
in this study.  
 
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to fill out a background questionnaire and 
meet with me for an interview  which will be audio taped. Your task in the experiment 
will consist of answering a few questions about your perspective on differences between 
France and Switzerland. Filling out the background questionnaire will take about 5 
minutes. You are not obligated to respond to all the items on the questionnaire. The 
experiment itself will take about forty minutes in its entirety. You will be provided 
refreshments while participating in the experiment, and you may take breaks whenever 
you wish. 
 
All information that is obtained in connection with this study and that could identify you 
will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. The data from 
your responses will be assigned a code number to assure confidentiality. Furthermore, all 
the recordings will be archived by code number and will not bear the names of any of the 
speakers recorded. However, I would like to keep your name on file in case I need to 
contact you for further studies. 
 
Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. Even if you decide to participate, you are 

free to stop at any time, for any reason. In such a case, merely inform me that you have 

changed your mind, and your recording will not be used. 

 

If you have any questions, please ask me. You can contact me after the experiment at this 

address: 

 
Jessica Miller 
1601 N. Willow Rd. #216 
Urbana, IL 61801 
U.S.A. 
 
telephone: 217-239-1435 
e-mail: sertling@uiuc.edu 
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Also, if you have any questions regarding your rights as a research subject, please contact 
the UIUC Institutional Review Board at the following address: 
 
 
 
417 Swanlund Administration Building 
Champaign, IL 61820 
U.S.A. 
 
telephone: 217-333-2670. 
 
 
 
Authorization: 
 
Your signature indicates that you are willing to participate to this study, and that you are 
allowing the investigator to interview you and use your recordings for the present study. 
 
 
 
I, ____________________________________ , understand this form and freely agree to 
participate in this study. I thus allow the investigator to interview me, record the 
interview, and use the recordings as data for research purposes. 
 
____________________________________      _______________ 
Signature of Participant                                        Date 
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3. Biographical form in French 

 

Informations biographiques et coordonnées 
 

Toutes informations obtenues à l’aide de ce questionnaire seront archivées et traitées de 

façon confidentielle par le chercheur responsable de cette enquête. Vous n’êtes pas 

tenu(e) de répondre à toutes les questions ; vous pouvez omettre celles auxquelles vous 

ne souhaitez pas répondre.  

 
I. Coordonnées 
 

 

Nom : 
*Code (rempli par les chercheurs)  : __________ 
 

________________________________________ 

Adresse postale : 
 
 

 

Adresse e-mail : 
 
 

________________________________________ 

II. Informations biographiques 
 

________________________________________ 

Profession : 
 

________________________________________ 

Niveau d’éducation et diplômes : 
 

________________________________________ 

Lieu de naissance : 
 

________________________________________ 

Année de naissance : 
 

________________________________________ 

Années vécues en Suisse Romande : 
 
 

________________________________________ 

Autres cantons ou pays où vous avez vécu : 
 

________________________________________ 

Pendant : 
 
 

________________________________________ 

III. Vos parents 
 

 

Lieu de naissance de votre père : 
 

________________________________________ 

Profession de votre père : 
 

________________________________________ 
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Lieu de naissance de votre mère : 
 

________________________________________ 

Profession de votre mère : 
 

________________________________________ 

IV. Langues 
 

 

Langue maternelle : 
 

________________________________________ 

Langue que vous parlez le mieux (si 
différente de votre langue maternelle) : 
 

________________________________________ 

Autres langues parlées avec fluidité : 
 

________________________________________ 

Autres langues parlées dans votre famille : 
 

________________________________________ 

A partir de quel âge : 
 

________________________________________ 

 
V. Raisons pour retrait 
 

 

Avez-vous des problèmes d’acuité visuelle ? 
 

! Oui                       ! Non 

Avez-vous des problèmes d’audition ? 
 

! Oui                       ! Non 

Y a-t-il des raisons, à votre connaissance, pour lesquelles 
vous ne devriez pas participer à cette expérience ? Si oui, 
expliquez. 
 
 

      ! Oui                       ! Non 

 
 

 
Merci ! 
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4. Biographical form in English 

 

Biographical and contact information 
 
All information obtained on this questionnaire will be held confidential, archived, and 

treated confidentially by the researcher(s) participating in this project. However, if you 

do not feel comfortable answering, you may omit your answer to any of the questions. 

 
 
I. Contact information 
 

 

Name: 
*Code (filled in par the researcher)  : __________ 
 

________________________________________ 

Mailing address: 
 
 

 

E-mail address : 
 
 

________________________________________ 

II. Biographical information  
 

________________________________________ 

Occupation: 
 

________________________________________ 

Education and degrees: 
 

________________________________________ 

Place of birth: 
 

________________________________________ 

Year of birth: 
 

________________________________________ 

Years lived in French Switzerland: 
 
 

________________________________________ 

Other cantons our countries lived in: 
 

________________________________________ 

For how long: 
 
 

________________________________________ 

III. Your parents 
 

 

Father’s place of birth: 
 

________________________________________ 

Father’s occupation ________________________________________ 
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Mother’s place of birth: 
 

________________________________________ 

Mother’s occupation 
 

________________________________________ 

IV. Languages 
 

 

Native language: 
 

________________________________________ 

Language you speak best (if different from 
native language): 
 

________________________________________ 

Other languages spoken fluently: 
 

________________________________________ 

Other languages spoken in your family: 
 

________________________________________ 

From what age: 
 

________________________________________ 

 
V. Reasons to retract 
 

 

Do you have vision problems?  
 

! Yes                       ! No 

Do you have hearing problems? 
 

! Yes                       ! No 

Are there any reasons, as far as you know, why you 
should not participate to this study? If yes, please explain. 
 
 

      ! Yes                        ! No 

 
 

 
Thank you! 
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Appendix E: IRB authorization 
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Appendix F: CD of sound files  
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